AVAILABLE NOW! CEMESTO...
The Proved New Multiple-Function Building Material
That Meets All Today's Needs for Faster, Lower Cost Construction

½" Cement-Asbestos Board, for Exterior and Interior Finish
Water and Vapor-Proof Bituminous Adhesive
Celotex Ferox Treated Cane Fibre Insulation

STRUCTURAL STRENGTH!
INSULATION!
VAPOR-SEAL!
PERMANENT!
ECONOMICAL!

Cemesto, the revolutionary building material, has proved its efficiency in more than 50 million dollars' worth of completed home, war-housing and factory construction.

Now it is available for general essential construction! And 12 years of research plus actual wartime use has proved that Cemesto is ideal for use in any climate, under every kind of weather condition.

USES MINIMUM OF CRITICAL MATERIALS
Cemesto makes possible a new method of construction. Its remarkable structural strength does away with the need for intermediate support. Saves lumber and nails. It combines exterior and interior finish, plus insulation, in one complete fire-resistant wall unit. Cemesto construction can be pre-engineered, resulting in amazing building speed and economy and sturdy, permanent and comfortable buildings.

MADE IN A VARIETY OF SIZES
Cemesto comes in panels ranging in sizes from 4' x 4' to 4' x 12'. Thicknesses range from 1-1/8" to 2". It can be used for either vertical or horizontal construction. The color is a warm gray and the surface need not be painted.

SEND COUPON FOR NEW CEMESTO BOOKLETS
These booklets on Cemesto and Cemesto construction are now ready. They contain full information and illustrations for use of Cemesto in today's building plans. Send for your copies, today.

THE CELOTEX CORPORATION, Dept. AF 2-44, Chicago 3, Ill., publishes two technical books on Cemesto Wall Construction. Check the one you want:
☐ Cemesto with wood framing. ☐ Cemesto with steel framing.

Name:
Address:
City State
The story of the Navy's construction battalions, and the men who build the bases from which sea and air attacks against the enemy are launched.

A group of interesting auxiliary military buildings by one of the designers of the excellent MacDill Field post exchange.

Gerald M. Loeb, of E. F. Hutton & Co., criticizes the building industry and its works from the standpoint of the consumer.

Part II of the series on the house-for-sale, covers the work center and service elements, and their relation to a changing plan.

Louisville, Ky., moves forward realistically to meet its postwar planning needs.

A portfolio of recent work by one of California's leading house and furniture designers.

Hutments to Houses—Stran Steel's wide experience with the fabrication of portable buildings for military use may lead to a new system of prefabrication for postwar use.

A simple, compact solution of this increasingly common building problem.

Yugoslavia, old and new ... Sir Edwin Lutyens ... Postwar idea of the month.

Postwar heating controls for residential buildings ... zoning ... modulation ... controls for, radiant heating.

The Seven Myths of Housing, by Nathan Straus.

In view of the resulting shortage of copies, please share your copy of THE FORUM with friends.

Since January 1, 1943, TIME, LIFE, FORTUNE and THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM have been cooperating with the War Production Board on conservation of paper. During the year 1943, these four Time Inc. publications used 14,600 fewer tons (580 Freight-car Loads) of paper than in 1942.

In view of the resulting shortage of copies, please share your copy of THE FORUM with friends.

NEXT MONTH: Channel Heights war housing ... Municipal asphalt plant, New York City ... A portfolio of office designs ... Planning the Postwar House, continued ... House portfolio.
The Military Museum in the State Archives and History Building, Montgomery, Alabama, is illustrated above. This picture shows various types of Michaels Time-Tight Cases with exclusive inner-locking frames. There are many other styles, too. Michaels Cases not only combine style, distinction and utility, but display exhibits to the best advantage. At the present time, Michaels' entire resources are devoted to war work, but it is not too soon to be thinking about and planning for the time when Time-Tight Exhibit Cases will again be available. Fully illustrated literature will be sent on request.
This spark was a persistent little guy, glowing around just looking for a place to light and start trouble. It came to rest on a certain wood beam . . . but here it got the cold shoulder. Discouraged, it finally flickered out, leaving nothing to be remembered by.

Behind this small episode is the big story of an advantage Du Pont Chromated Zinc Chloride holds over one of wood's enemies—fire.

A certain amount of resistance to fire has always been known as a characteristic of "CZC"-treated wood. It has only been recently, however, that standards have been developed that make it possible to determine the degree of fire resistance which can be imparted to wood by this chemical treatment. This information, developed by the Underwriters' Laboratories, is available in report form to those who are concerned with specifying materials of construction.

Of course, "CZC" possesses other advantages that make it the all-round wood preservative for modern construction. It resists decay, repels termites. It is paintable, odorless and clean to handle.

You'll do well by your buildings and clients when you investigate "CZC" treatment for all wood that is expected to give long service and low maintenance cost. Write E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Grasselli Chemicals Department, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

Let's All Back the Attack!

**DU PONT CZC**

**CHROMATED ZINC CHLORIDE**

Makes Wood Resist Decay—Repel Termites—Retard Fire

**BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING...THROUGH CHEMISTRY**
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ARCHITECTURE'S MELTING POT

Of all the Nazi occupied countries, Yugoslavia is most in the news and least known as a place. When American troops land there many will wonder that geography books ever classed it as a European country. Veiled women, bearded priests, towering minarets contribute eastern flavor. But that isn’t all. In crumbling old towns held to the hillside by fortress-like retaining walls are some of the most modern schools and office buildings in Europe. No record could express more vividly Yugoslavia’s contradictory political, social and cultural currents than does its building pattern.
Ready to Act when Fire STRIKES

The NEW Richmond Fyrgard Door goes into action immediately

Millions of dollars go up in flame each year through spreading fires . . . precious man hours, vital to victory, are lost while repairs are made. Take no chances with this threatening menace. Protect all interior areaways with the NEW Richmond Fyrgard Door.

Designed to fit any specification, they meet the strictest Underwriter and Building Code laws. Can still be obtained in single or double automatic swing doors and level or inclined track sliding doors. Heavy #24 gauge galvanized steel with vertical cap seams of #22 gauge steel covers 3-ply white pine core — tongued and grooved. Flush galvanized sheets of the NEW Richmond Fyrgard Door eliminate all horizontal seams, — make a sturdier, better looking door.

Use this safe, economical way of protecting your property and production against spreading fires. Write today for further details of the NEW Richmond Fyrgard Door or see our catalog in Sweet's.

The Richmond FIREPROOF DOOR COMPANY

(Affiliated with the Peelle Company, Brooklyn, N. Y.)

RICHMOND, INDIANA
POST WAR IDEA OF THE MONTH*

"To enable necessary vision, door knobs, light switches and other objects should be coated with luminous paint. Moreover, if all bedrooms, corridors and stairways were provided with guide lines or designs of appropriate size coated with luminous paint, the civilian demand after the war would be substantial. Luminous window shades, luminous table oilcloth, luminous linoleum, and luminous floor coverings will be developed.

... Families with marriageable daughters would be justified in using black light to illuminate walls and furnishings of the family parlor painted with fluorescent paint. Many a husband might be snared without a shotgun."

*From the 1943 convention by mail of the National Paint Varnish & Lacquer Assn.
YOU would get a thrill from the business-like modernity of this engineering office which is completely finished in Formica plastics—walls, ceilings, desks, partitions.

Everything is done in restrained work-a-day colors with grey and black predominating, but the dense, smooth surfaces give a most modern, efficient atmosphere.

It is highly practical, too. Easy to keep clean and shining because Formica can be cleaned with a damp rag or with soap and water. Horizontal areas are cigarette-proof, so refinishing will not be necessary because of cigarette burns.

The surfaces will retain their color and resist checking and crazing indefinitely, so it is very unlikely that anything will ever be spent for repairs or maintenance. After the war many offices will be finished in this way.

"The Formica Story" is a sound moving picture showing the qualities of Formica, how it is made, how it is used. It is available for professional meetings.

THE FORMICA INSULATION COMPANY
4620 Spring Grove Avenue
Cincinnati 32, Ohio
MASS PRODUCTION DEMANDS PRECISION

OTHER MODERN FEATURES OF BRIGGS BEAUTYWARE

• Smartly styled functional design.
• Color—in a wide range of pleasing pastels.
• The scientific elimination of unnecessary dead weight — easier handling.
• Acid-resisting vitreous porcelain enamel—at no extra cost.
• Serpentine embossed flat safety bottom on all Briggs Bathtubs—a patented feature minimizing the hazards of slipping.
• Integral one inch flange permits waterproof flashing of tub to wall.

With the application of mass production principles to home building, new precision is demanded of many products.

Such precision must be reflected in plumbing fixtures if full advantage of mass production is to be realized. Dimensions of all Briggs Beautyware fixtures are exact because they are die-formed.

Typical of such exactness is the smartly-styled Briggs Beautyware bathtub, engineered to save the builder time and effort . . . keep construction costs down.

BRIGGS MANUFACTURING COMPANY, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Homes of tomorrow, as well as those of today, will be equipped with

**TYPE AC CIRCUIT BREAKER**

**LOAD CENTERS**

**and SERVICE EQUIPMENT**

Wide gutters and ample knockouts make them popular with contractors and builders. They are quickly and easily installed—affording real economy in labor costs... The home owner likes them because of their attractive pearl gray finish, natural brown Bakelite base units and ivory toned operating handles; and because they afford modern protection and safety, with ease of operation... That's why many architects and contractors recommend or specify Equipment... Fully approved by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc.

**Write for Bulletin 63**

It contains complete descriptions, dimensions, capacities, prices, wiring diagrams and suggested specifications. Ask, too, for booklet on maintenance. Both are free — and you'll find them helpful... Frank Adam Electric Company, Box 357, St. Louis, Mo.
What means will be taken to accomplish slum clearance in the post-war world have not yet been determined. Yet accomplished it must be, for on a decent standard of living depends much that is vital to the future of democracy.

Versatile and efficient, Stran-Steel framing systems provide the building industry with an effective medium of construction for all types of housing developments. They speed erection, safeguard the building investment, and lend themselves to the application of modern methods and materials. Stran-Steel's engineering experience, greatly increased by large-scale wartime assignments, will be at the service of architects and contractors.
—BUT WILL IT BAKE CAKES?

• You are hearing a lot about revolutionary designed cooking appliances. But... will they be practical? How will they perform? Those are the first questions clients and buyers will ask when they see the completely equipped kitchens in the homes you design for postwar living and postwar selling. That's one more reason why you will want to specify and install pre-tested Gas Ranges bearing the famous CP Seal of Certified Performance. For, as 85 million Americans know, the CP Seal certifies tops in cooking perfection, low cost operation, trouble-free service, the most advanced automatic controls PLUS big savings in time, fuel, food and money.

CP Gas Ranges are made by America's leading Range manufacturers to meet the highest performance standards created by engineers and home economists of the entire Gas industry. The CP Seal will be the symbol your clients and buyers will look for in kitchens of tomorrow.

* * *

For complete information on CP Gas Ranges, write to Association of Gas Appliance and Equipment Manufacturers, 60 East 42 St., New York 17, N. Y.

Gas Ranges bearing the CP Seal are manufactured by:

A. B. Stoves, Inc.
American Stove Co.
Caloric Gas Stove Works
Clare Bros. & Co., Ltd.
Cribben & Sexton Co.
Detroit-Michigan Stove Co.
The Estate Stove Co.
Glenwood Range Co.
James Graham Mfg. Co.
Grand Home Appliance Co.
Hardwick Stove Co.
Moffats, Ltd.
O'Keeffe & Merritt Co.
Roberts & Mander Stove Co.
Geo. D. Roper Corp.
Standard Gas Equipment Corp.
The Toppan Stove Co.
Western Stove Co., Inc.
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MODULATION and continuous flow may be air, two-pipe steam, or hot water, as affected in a conventional system of warm products and practice.

Always a challenge to architects and manufacturers, improved temperature control for houses and apartment buildings is now a postwar certainty. The discomforts of existing systems of manual and automatic control are so familiar that they are accepted as necessary evils; to everybody except the occupants of the most luxurious homes and apartments, the new developments will appear as a welcome surprise.

With most of the problems of humidity and temperature control already solved for expensive industrial and residential installations, the most urgent problem facing the industry in recent years has been the development of inexpensive small scale applications of the principles perfected for large scale control. At present, the inadequacy of heat control in houses and apartment buildings stems from the necessity of determining the heat supply for the entire heated space by a temperature reading at a single point. This is obviously an unsatisfactory solution to the problem; variations of exposure cause some parts of buildings to cool more rapidly than others during one period and perhaps less rapidly at another time. Moreover, it is often desirable to have different temperature levels in various rooms at the same time. Off and on control of heat supply in residential buildings is also an age-old nuisance. Such control is the cause of over-shooting, the familiar annoyance of “too hot or too cold.” In houses we should be able to divide the space into sections and produce heat that is continuously within our comfort range; in apartment buildings we must no longer oblige all families to endure the heating tastes of the most “cold-blooded.”

Zoning
By dividing the piping layout of a building into zones, it is possible to correct the effects of rapid heat loss through walls exposed to high velocity wind, or other unusual conditions of exposure. Greater occupant activity may reduce the demand for heat in one part of a building only, and hours of use may vary between several portions of the same building. Recognizing the greater comfort and economy obtained through zoning, schools, hospitals, office buildings and other large structures have applied the idea for many years, sometimes even to the extreme of individual room control. In high buildings the pressure differential between the warm inside air and the cold outside air produces a chimney effect which is corrected by dividing the structure into sections of a few stories each. These divisions are an important step towards delivering heat in just the right amount when and where it is needed, but without accurate thermostatic controls in each zone, this goal cannot be achieved. In the past, zoning has seldom been applied to small scale heating, but cheaper improved controls now make zoning as applicable to houses as to larger buildings.

Modulation
Outside temperature constantly varies. Therefore, to maintain a steady level of heat inside a building, the rate of heat supply must be modulated, so that it is continuously equal to the heat loss. Our oldest and still most common type of control is the intermittent or off-and-on thermostat. This device is essentially nothing but two strips of metal brazed together, each having a different coefficient of expansion. With a temperature variation of about two degrees the unequal expansion of the metals produces a deformation of the strip which, by means of an electrical circuit or pneumatic line, stops or starts the flow of heating medium. If heated spaces began to cool off or get warm at once, this conventional type of control would be adequate. The catch is, no heating system is without thermal inertia. Because of this inertia, the response to the thermostat is sluggish and before the heating medium actually begins or ceases to heat the air, the temperature goes outside the normal comfort range.

From this it is evident that some form of graduated control is necessary in order that the supply of heat may be modulated to meet variations in the heat loss. The thermostat in a modulated system must be so designed that its every movement, however slight, will produce a proportional change in the heat supply. This change of heat supply is usually effected by means of motor driven valves or dampers which by adjusting the temperature of the medium, or controlling its rate of flow, provide a continuous control of the heat supply. In a modulated system, the advantages of a steady flow of heat are fully realized. When the flow is intermittent, the air in the building may stand still for a long time and, as the average house is obtained by making similar additions for each zone. Inside thermostats regulate the systems.
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In a two-pipe steam system, the mixing valve shuts off the circulating water, bringing it to the control valve as the mixing valve does in the hot water system. A short by-pass duct is necessary to prevent reheating the circulated air.

The conversion of a two-pipe steam system of conventional layout for operation as a modulated system is even simpler, because by-pass lines are not needed. The new accessories include only the thermostat, a modulating steam valve, and orifices (small discs with special sized holes) for the inlet connection of each radiator. The cost of converting any of the three systems should amount to no more than about $100 per zone.

Some manufacturers, recognizing the tendency of inside thermostats to be too greatly affected by localized temperatures, have designed systems which are controlled by an outside thermostat. This outside device, operating through a balancing unit with a bulb which measures the temperature of the heating medium, anticipates the inside requirements, since these always follow outside variations of temperature. A more elaborate system incorporates a control panel and inside thermostat which automatically corrects for unusual inside conditions that do not affect the outside thermostat. This inside-outside control has all of the advantages of both systems, and should soon be simplified for marketing at a low price.

Apartment Buildings

For many years it has been customary to heat entire apartment buildings to the level demanded in the apartment whose occupants desire the most heat. This means that all of the other apartments are overheated and their occupants must either shut off their radiators or open their windows. In most cases the windows are opened, because the thermal inertia of the radiators causes an output of heat for some time after their inlet valves are closed. This common practice results in an enormous waste of fuel.

Recently, an independent survey for one manufacturer revealed a lot of

thermostat may be added which will provide graduated control for a motor operated damper. This damper mixes warm air from the furnace to circulating air. The damper functions for the warm air system just as the mixing valve does in the hot water system. A short by-pass duct is necessary to prevent reheating the circulated air.

The conversion of a two-pipe steam system of conventional layout for operation as a modulated system is even simpler, because by-pass lines are not needed. The new accessories include only the thermostat, a modulating steam valve, and orifices (small discs with special sized holes) for the inlet connection of each radiator. The cost of converting any of the three systems should amount to no more than about $100 per zone.

Some manufacturers, recognizing the tendency of inside thermostats to be too greatly affected by localized temperatures, have designed systems which are controlled by an outside thermostat. This outside device, operating through a balancing unit with a bulb which measures the temperature of the heating medium, anticipates the inside requirements, since these always follow outside variations of temperature. A more elaborate system incorporates a control panel and inside thermostat which automatically corrects for unusual inside conditions that do not affect the outside thermostat. This inside-outside control has all of the advantages of both systems, and should soon be simplified for marketing at a low price.
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For many years it has been customary to heat entire apartment buildings to the level demanded in the apartment whose occupants desire the most heat. This means that all of the other apartments are overheated and their occupants must either shut off their radiators or open their windows. In most cases the windows are opened, because the thermal inertia of the radiators causes an output of heat for some time after their inlet valves are closed. This common practice results in an enormous waste of fuel.

Recently, an independent survey for one manufacturer revealed a lot of
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Some manufacturers, recognizing the tendency of inside thermostats to be too greatly affected by localized temperatures, have designed systems which are controlled by an outside thermostat. This outside device, operating through a balancing unit with a bulb which measures the temperature of the heating medium, anticipates the inside requirements, since these always follow outside variations of temperature. A more elaborate system incorporates a control panel and inside thermostat which automatically corrects for unusual inside conditions that do not affect the outside thermostat. This inside-outside control has all of the advantages of both systems, and should soon be simplified for marketing at a low price.
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HEAT BALANCER, a control radiator, in this C. A. Dunham Co. system measures actual heat supply from control valve. Heat Supply is balanced through a control panel to meet the demand indicated by an Automatic Selector, a resistance thermometer against a window pane. Room thermostat checks overheating.
Did you know how BYERS RADIANT HEATING is solving the "Cold Bathroom" problem?

One problem that has for years plagued everyone in the building field both professionally and personally is the cold bathroom. By no means the least of the achievements of Byers Radiant Heating is in banning this bugaboo.

The embedded coils, by converting large areas of the room into a mild and temperate heat-source, create ideal comfort conditions without demanding precious space . . . and without introducing a safety hazard. Bathroom coils may be used satisfactorily with cement, plaster, or tile walls.

Often the regular floor or ceiling coils are adequate, but if extra warmth is desired a supplementary wall coil can be easily installed. The picture above, taken during construction, shows such a coil in the home of an enthusiastic radiant heating user. By this means, the temperature of the bath can be maintained at any desired point above that of adjoining rooms.

This is only one of the many advantages that have won so many friends for radiant heating, and that recommend it to the serious attention of everyone concerned with either current or post-war home planning.

An important point to remember is that there is no necessity for experiment in design or construction. The hundreds of systems already successfully operating provide an answer to almost every problem. And the same well-charted course exists when it comes to selecting materials, for Byers Wrought Iron is a veteran in this service.

Byers Wrought Iron has unusually good forming and welding properties, which facilitates both shop and field fabrication. Its coefficient of expansion is almost identical with that of concrete and plaster, which protects against cracking of the covering material, loss of bond, or noise. Its high heat emission can be verified by consulting an engineering handbook. And its exceptional corrosion resistance has been tried and proven over periods of many years, in radiant heating applications and in others where corrosive conditions were identical in character.

In any preliminary thinking and planning you may be doing on radiant heating, you will find our technical bulletin "Byers Wrought Iron for Radiant Heating Installations" both interesting and helpful. We will be glad to send a complimentary copy. And of course our Engineering Service Department stands ready to extend all possible assistance at any time.


BYERS WROUGHT IRON

FOR EXTRA SERVICE
IN CORROSIVE APPLICATIONS
CORROSION COSTS YOU MORE THAN WROUGHT IRON
"These times have certainly taught us the value of copper and brass."

"When John and I built our home back in 1935, thank goodness we didn't skimp on tried-and-true materials like brass pipe plumbing and copper gutters. Our home has been a joy, especially during this war period when it's been so hard to replace things.

Just take plumbing—something a housewife lives with 24 hours a day. We've never had a worry with our brass pipes...no rust-clogging...no rusty-red water. I can't help but realize how fortunate we are when I compare our experience with the Radston's next door who have had so much trouble with rust.

"And now, we are thinking of building a new home when the war's over—one with a little more ground. We're collecting ideas and laying aside war bonds. One thing sure—there's going to be plenty of copper and brass used. After all, the upkeep we've saved helped pay for plenty of our bonds."

"And now, we are thinking of building a new home when the war's over—one with a little more ground. We're collecting ideas and laying aside war bonds. One thing sure—there's going to be plenty of copper and brass used. After all, the upkeep we've saved helped pay for plenty of our bonds."

Today war needs get first call on all production of copper and copper alloys. But with victory, Anaconda Copper, Brass and Bronze in many forms of usefulness and durability will be waiting for architects and builders. The same type of research that pioneered brass pipe plumbing, that paved the way for low-cost copper tubing, is carrying on now to serve postwar home owners.

LOOK HOW A WAR BOND WILL GO IN MAKING YOUR HOME EUREPROOF!

In building an average 6 or 7 room house, a one-hundred dollar bond will more than cover the extra cost of:
- COPPER tubes for both hot and cold water pipes.
- COPPER flushing around chimneys.
- COPPER gutters and BRONZE screens for all windows and doors.

What better investment for one of your bonds than today to make your postwar home roomproof.
Emphasizing the security of COPPER and BRASS

Advertisements such as this one, appearing in Better Homes and Gardens and in American Home, will be read and remembered by those people in your community who will be seeking the aid of architects...people who are eagerly planning, not just a house, but the perfect home.

When such people turn to an architect for guidance, they will expect a great deal from him. They will expect comfort, beauty, durability, freedom from excessive repairs and maintenance. Above all, they will appreciate the security that is typified by copper and brass.

Anaconda Copper & Brass

THE AMERICAN BRASS COMPANY
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
General Offices: Waterbury 88, Connecticut
In Canada: ANACONDA AMERICAN BRASS LTD., New Toronto, Ont.
TECHNICAL NEWS

AN ASSAULT BOAT using a continuous hinge around the bottom of the boat, allowing it to be folded flat for convenient packing one on another, has been developed by The Travelodge Corp. of Lynchburg, Va. The photographs demonstrating the principles are of a rough half size model, the finished boat will be 10 ft. wide and 24 ft. long. The bottom and sides will be single pieces of marine plywood nailed and glued to wood studs. The bottom forms an air pocket which enables the ship to be heavily loaded with water, yet stay afloat. Several of these boats can be carried in the same space required by one ordinary built-up type now in use. The transformation from a flattened package to a boat ready to go, takes only about three minutes. It is proposed to power the boats with outboard motors.

COMPRESSED AIR TOOLS in the hands of wood carving experts, are putting pattern making on a new schedule in today's wartime production. According to the Compressed Air Institute, many new and remarkable achievements are being recorded through the application of air tools to wood pattern making. For saving time, lowering costs and in many respects improving the quality of the workworker's art, these light and compact hand-held air operated tools are in operation in many foundries and pattern shops doing both light and heavy jobs of routing, carving, logging and chiseling.

NEW PRODUCTS

PLASTIC from scrap fabric. Name: Kacelite. Features: An impregnated plastic paper for high pressure molding into laminates that can be sawed, drilled or punched, is being made from quantities of reclaimed fabric scrap that possess high phenolic resin content. Among the products made from this new plastic are aircraft floors and ammunition boxes. It can also be applied to plywood surfaces of various types in the home building field. Manufacturer: Kimberly-Clark Corp., Neenah, Wis.

INFRA-RED LAMPS with heat-proof construction. Features: This new construction for permanently locking base and bulb against the terrific temperatures of drying tunnel use includes a base lining made with special protrusions fitting tightly into indentations in the neck of the bulb and locked in position by special crimping of the metal base. A ceramic heat reflector disc replaces the mica disc formerly used. Conventional construction of cementing and strapping bulb to base has not held up against continuous high temperatures developed by banks of infra-red lamps as used in industrial baking, drying, preheating and dehydration, but with this new construction the result is a permanently sealed, locked base that is impervious to this heat. Manufacturer: Birdseye Div., Wabash Appliance Corp., 335 Carroll St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(Continued on page 130)
Although erected six years ago, this apartment house is of such advanced design that it can be considered a postwar project already built.

First, and only, completely air conditioned structure of its kind in New York, it presents a glimpse at postwar designs for better living. It's a preview of what future apartment buildings will be, for it offers what tenants want... year-round comfort. And that's what they'll demand after the war. So will owners and agents who want to keep buildings fully rented and operating at a profit.

Individual air conditioning units permit each tenant to control both temperature and humidity. One family may prefer 62°; another 85°. Both can be satisfied. So, too, the family that likes 20% relative humidity or 45%. Summer and winter thermostats and a humidistat maintain individually desired conditions within each apartment.

The refrigeration plant servicing the building of 1,100,000 cubic feet consists of two compressors with capacity of 140 tons and includes water cooler, condenser refrigerant pump and generators. "Freon-12" is the refrigerant. Operation costs are reasonable. Architect Frederick L. Ackerman estimates that the operating cost of this system averages the same in summer as a comparable heating system in winter.

Here you have a picture of a postwar project already built and occupied—one that will provide modern living comfort throughout its lifetime. Keep pace with air conditioning, for while it is demanded today... it will be a must tomorrow. Kinetic Chemicals, Inc., Tenth and Market Streets, Wilmington, Delaware.

LETS ALL BACK THE ATTACK!
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The boys expect something better this time. Not just cheers and bunting . . . but jobs. And they have a right to expect them.

Quite naturally, your question to this may be "What can I do about it?" I'm not an employer. It's not my business to make plans.

But look at it this way. Every one of us is an employer—for it is our buying that makes jobs. And we must realize that in order to have millions of jobs ready for our fighting men when the shooting stops, we've got to plan our post-war buying now.

A big share of those millions of jobs will be in the building industry—America's No. 1 Employer. And this industry can have those jobs ready to start right after Victory, if plans are made now, with the blueprints completed and waiting on the shelf.

Project your thinking into your own postwar future. Will it include a new store, a new warehouse, or a new home? Does your community need new schools, hospitals, auditoriums or any other public buildings? If so, there is a lot you can do to welcome the boys home with jobs waiting.

Get those plans started now. Talk it over—in your family, in your business, in your community. And be sure that your government officials who must start plans for public buildings understand the need for action now.

Let's greet the boys with jobs.

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY
Now Chiefly Engaged in War Goods Manufacture
Dept. NW-4 • 2270 East Grand Blvd. • Detroit 11, Mich.
Pacific Coast Plants at Oakland, California

Fenestra SUGGESTS
WINDOWS • DOORS • ROOF DECK • FLOOR DECK • METAL SIDING • AND OTHER BUILDING PRODUCTS
The advertisement shown on the opposite page is the eighth in a campaign conducted by Fenestra in the interest of getting postwar planning out of the dream stage and into blueprints. It is directed to 550,000 readers of *Newsweek*—among them businessmen, school and hospital authorities, civic leaders and government officials—men who must make the decisions to build before plans can be started.

We hope that this advertising in *Newsweek*, as well as our similar advertisements in school, hospital and building trade magazines will stimulate immediate action in postwar planning and direct that planning to your drawing boards now.

**DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY**

*Now Chiefly Engaged in War Goods Manufacture*

Dept. AF-2, 2252 East Grand Blvd., Detroit 11, Michigan

Pacific Coast Plant: Oakland, California

---

Bombs for Hitler: The Air War Goes All Out
Many and varied are the activities of those who serve their country and their community in the smart uniform of the A.W.V.S. (American Women's Voluntary Services). Norge joins the nation in saluting the members of this permanent organization which is working for victory today and planning to continue its usefulness to soldiers and civilians in the post-war era.

Norge, too, is exclusively at war in all of its plants, producing more than forty items of utmost importance to our armed forces. And Norge appliances are likewise doing their part by conserving and preserving food, lightening household tasks and adding generally to the efficiency of war-busy families.

But as Norge works for today, Norge plans for tomorrow. Because of the new skills and new techniques acquired as the result of war assignments, Norge post-war Rollator refrigerators, gas and electric ranges, washers and home heaters will be better designed, better engineered, better built. Look to Norge for real products of experience—better products for a better world.

Norge Division, Borg-Warner Corporation, Detroit 26, Michigan

A BORG-WARNER INDUSTRY

When it's over—see Norge before you buy... meanwhile

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

NATIONAL APPLIANCE CONSERVATION PROGRAM
"BETTER CARE—LESS REPAIR"
WEISWAY PIONEERED THE
Modern Trend IN BATHROOMS

When the first Weisway Cabinet Shower was presented in 1922 the idea of a complete and self-contained bath in a 5-foot square or less, was utterly new. Since then this space economy, as well as Weisway's exclusive features and structural details, which adapted these leakproof cabinet showers to modern building techniques, have given a big boost to the growing demand for more baths in homes of every size and price class.

War emergency has given further striking proof of Weisway adaptability. Besides, thousands are learning to prefer the cleanliness and healthfulness of shower bathing. It all adds up to unprecedented demand for Weisways when production for civilians is again unrestricted.

Weisway will be ready, with a complete range of models, all reflecting our experience in modern design, accurate prefabrication, and the use of most suitable and highest quality materials for each particular purpose. Henry Weis Mfg. Co., Inc., 202 Oak Street, Elkhart, Indiana. (Est. 1876.)

Weisway CABINET SHOWERS
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This door is always open...

Yes, the door to the Westinghouse Better Homes Department is always open to assist the building profession in the planning of postwar housing.

The Better Homes Advisory Staff is ready and eager to give authoritative technical advice on the proper applications of electricity in 194X homes.

**SIX-POINT ADVISORY SERVICE**

The Better Homes Department offers a Six-Point Advisory Service on the following subjects:

1. Selection of correct types of electrical equipment for various classes of postwar homes.
2. Location and arrangement of fixed equipment, for conserving space and attaining maximum efficiency in arrangement of work cycles.
3. Accurate dimensions and clearances of equipment to insure proper installation and efficient operation.
4. Access for servicing of equipment—so necessary for periodic inspection and repair.
5. Location of lighting outlets and controls, for greater enjoyment, comfort, and safety in the home.
6. Utility service connections—including location and size of electric wiring, water supply, and drainage.

Westinghouse Better Homes Department welcomes the opportunity of giving constructive assistance to those interested in postwar housing.

If you have any problems relating to the selection, installation, and use of home electrical equipment, write: Better Homes Department, Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania.

"**ELECTRICAL LIVING IN 194X**"

The Better Homes Department is preparing a new and unusual book—"Electrical Living in 194X"—which explains the urgent need for better wiring for better living in postwar homes.

This new book will be very helpful to the building profession and allied interests... in explaining to prospective home owners the importance of better wiring in their 194X homes. "Electrical Living in 194X" will be made available to architects, engineers, contractors, builders, public utilities, housing authorities, electrical inspectors, building management, and investment institutions.

Watch for further announcements regarding this colorful, easy-to-understand, 64 page book!

Tune in John Charles Thomas, NBC, Sundays, 2:30 p.m., E.W.T.

Westinghouse
Plants in 25 Cities Offices Everywhere
Here's your post-war market

American families by the thousands the country over are pasting up scrap books—starting files—gathering ideas for their homes of tomorrow.

Plumbing and heating rank high in their consideration, as evidenced by the amazing response to a nation-wide survey conducted by Crane in 1943. The results of this survey indicate a keen appreciation of the importance of plumbing and heating in the post-war home.

The wealth of information on consumer preference developed by this survey is in the hands of Crane designers and engineers who are already past the experimental stage in planning the plumbing and heating equipment for the Crane line of tomorrow.

Crane Co. will work with you on any plans you may have for the homes you intend to build after the war. By including Crane plumbing and heating in those homes, you are assured of instant recognition of quality by your prospects, and, furthermore, you will know that the equipment has been designed to meet the expressed desires and wishes of Mr. and Mrs. America.

To further the desire for home ownership—to translate that desire into action, Crane Co. has prepared a valuable "Step Planning" portfolio filled with ideas for tomorrow's home buyers. This portfolio is being widely advertised in national magazines and distributed to your prospects of tomorrow. If you would like to have a copy for your files, mail the coupon.

Crane Co.,
836 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Ill.
Please send me your "Step Planning" Portfolio on Bathrooms & Kitchens.

Name ..............................................................
Address ............................................................
City ............................................................ State ......
The story of public housing is told with frank partiality by the ex-administrator of the USHA.

The Seven Myths of Housing. By Nathan Straus. Alfred A. Knopf, New York. 9/4 x 6/4. $2.75.

It was inevitable that Nathan Straus would write a book on housing. Having laid most of the early public housing bricks and finding them now tossed around in a most unfriendly fashion, the ex-administrator comes to the defense of his work and his convictions.

In these days of wholesale abuse people, big and little, are making no exception of public housing. Having laid most of the early public housing bricks and finding them now tossed around in a most unfriendly fashion, the ex-administrator comes to the defense of his work and his convictions.

Contrary to the implication of the title, Mr. Straus does not merely select the most obvious fallacies of the anti-housing doctrine and then refute them. He goes on to propose a postwar building program of no small proportions. This should prove the dream of every believer in public housing. In spite of antagonism to government financed dwellings, public housing has its many friends and is certain to be vigorously supported in Congress when appropriations are being dealt out for postwar works. Recent opposition, much of it more violent than informed, will be met by arguments in three dimensions—the products of public housing's first U. S. decade. Many of the criticisms used against the housing division of PWA during the thirties were inherited intact by the USHA. Much was expected of this pioneer effort, perhaps too much. Its implications as a fledgling program were too often ignored.

While Nathan Straus' book will undoubtedly help to dislodge a lot of fence sitters, to those familiar with the field, it does not constitute news. Such points of policy as that of building housing on slum property in urban areas or on vacant land in outlying sectors remain just about where they were before. The original controversy arose, not over the desirability of building on low cost land, but over Mr. Straus' theory of siphoning off slum dwellers as a means of deflating urban land values. Everyone agrees that low density makes for pleasanter living conditions and that it can be achieved only on low cost land. However, the deliberate destruction of city realty values which results from such practice is something which many people and many housing experts will oppose to the bitter end. In this connection, it is interesting to remember that Alfred Rheinstein resigned as chairman of the New York City Housing Authority because Nathan Straus blocked the construction of a city project by the arbitrary limit of $1.50 per square foot placed on all USHA sites regardless of locality or prevailing prices.

Obviously, the ex-administrator has no sympathy or use for real estate groups and slum owners. He hammers at them mercilessly throughout the book, blames them for political lobbying which resulted in public disinclination to accept government housing, blames them for the few admitted shortcomings of the USHA. The real difficulty lies, as always, in the views of the extremists. Actually, the failures (Continued on page 28)
Practical data on Stainless Steel for your post-war projects

...WRITE FOR YOUR GUIDE

• Here is information you'll want to have at your finger-tips. The sections on ARMCO Stainless Steel in the “Sheet Metal Specification Guide” give general specifications, cost comparisons, and outline the advantages of this rustless metal for various architectural purposes.

• The characteristics of ARMCO Stainless make it an ideal material for many post-war applications. It has high resistance to corrosion and abrasion. It cannot be stained by most food or fruit acids. It is considerably more ductile than mild steel—and can be readily welded, soldered, riveted, punched, spun, formed and drawn. A choice of several different finishes enables you to achieve almost any surface property or effect.

• Stainless Steel is one of the many flat-rolled sheets in which ARMCO specializes. For more than 40 years ARMCO has been developing special purpose sheet metals for architectural and other uses. The “Sheet Metal Guide” provides quick information on these versatile metals. If you are an architect or contractor, or have building interests, write us on your firm letterhead and we'll send you a copy without charge. The American Rolling Mill Company, 671 Curtis St., Middletown, Ohio.

SPECIAL PURPOSE STEELS FOR TOMORROW'S BUILDINGS
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of public housing have been no more dismal than those of private enterprise in the multiple dwelling field.

Along with everyone else, Nathan Straus favors a planned program of public works to maintain economic balance in the postwar years. Where he distinguishes himself from much current opinion is in championing public housing as one of the most important measures. To back up this claim, he produces some astonishing figures: while the building of roads, schools and airports gives a dollar for a dollar return in industrial activity, one federal dollar put into housing subsidies produces forty dollars worth of new construction.

At the prospects of postwar construction left to the mercy of private enterprise alone, Mr. Straus is morbid. He foresees wartime housing erected under the Lanham Act as the number one slum problem of tomorrow. He warns that on the day peace is restored those enemies of humanity, the slum owners and real estate operators, will be prepared to take on another, smaller war. By blocking public housing in favor of drastic slum razing (with community funds) they will be able to cash in on their own properties at inflated values. If the country is prosperous the public will hear that before long everyone will be able to afford a comfortable home. In the grip of depression they will point to the vacancies in slum districts as the reason for delaying an extensive housing program, regardless of the fact that such vacancies exist only because poorer families are forced to double up. For these groups, Mr. Straus claims, it will never be the time to launch a public housing program.

Mr. Straus’ answers to the arguments most frequently used against government housing are:

1) There are no slums in my town.

This statement, usually heard on the right side of the tracks, is based on complete ignorance of existing conditions. Slums are to be found everywhere—in large cities, in small towns, on the farms. One third of the nation comprises the population of urban and rural slums, constituting the great, unsatisfied housing market.

2) Public housing does not clear the slums.

“The slums of America had been growing each year for 100 years. Under the USHA program they began to shrink.”

3) The Government should buy up the slums.

(Continued on page 122)
Structures scheduled to be built soon—hospitals, recuperation centers, housing projects and the like—will require fewer man-hours if Alcoa Aluminum window sills and coping are employed. The natural lightness of aluminum, coupled with their design, makes handling and erection easier. Installation methods and anchoring devices are simple. Maintenance costs are low, because construction is easy to keep weathertight and aluminum requires no protective painting.

There now exist procedures under WPB whereby you may be able to obtain approval for the use of aluminum on your projects. Alcoa Aluminum window sills and coping meet all the requirements for exacting performance, replacing heavier, harder-to-handle building materials. The extrusion process places metal exactly where it’s needed functionally and for strength. Dies are available to produce standard shapes to suit most types of construction. Coping shapes, used in combination with formed aluminum sheet, provide an economical and permanently weathertight cap.

Those who wish to use aluminum for these purposes should apply to Aluminum and Magnesium Division, WPB, Washington 25, D. C.

The booklet, “Window Sills & Coping of Alcoa Aluminum”, shows many of these standard shapes, together with construction design details. For a copy, write ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, 2166 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

ALCOA ALUMINUM
More windows! That's what you and your clients want in post-war homes.

BUT—
You'll want windows that are truly weather-tight—windows that are easier to operate—economical to install—simple to maintain. Beautiful windows that will keep their beauty through the years.

Today, Curtis Silentite Windows offer you and your clients all those advantages for post-war building. And, in addition, the complete Curtis line enables you to choose the right window for every type or style of house. Here are just a few Silentite applications—

For adding useful living space to a small room—for enjoying a view—for greater interest—it's hard to surpass a Curtis bay. Notice the streamlined beauty of the narrow mullions. Made up of pre-fit stock window units, Curtis bays are economical to install.

These Curtis Silentite casements may be combined in endless variety to provide charming window groups. Silentite casements are easier to operate—no swinging, slamming or rattling—readily cleaned from inside. Several sash styles are available.

For homes in the modern manner, Curtis corner windows add distinction. Because Curtis windows are weather-tight, they provide a practical answer to the problem of creating large window areas with low heating cost, and low upkeep.

Numerous surveys prove the public desire for more and better windows. Home-owners like Silentite Double-Hung units because they eliminate pulleys, cords, weights and are so easily operated. You can "group" Silentite windows beautifully.

IT'S BEEN 78 YEARS—
...since the first woodwork was made by Curtis. We think the present family of SILENTITE Windows goes further than any other type of window in meeting today's needs. But our research is constantly directed towards developing further window improvements. We suggest, therefore, that you keep in touch with Curtis on windows and other high quality woodwork for today—and tomorrow.

Curtis Silentite Windows...
Long before prefabrication methods obtained widespread attention, DeWalt Cutting Machines had been custom-cutting lumber with a precision and accuracy heretofore unknown. That is why experienced DeWalt engineers were called upon to help lay out production cutting lines for the urgent program of building training stations, cantonments, hospitals and other service buildings. In the vast building program that is to come in the peace-time tomorrow, DeWalt will still be on the job, custom-cutting with speed and precision, saving many man hours and increasing efficiency.
DEDICATED to the service of healing, the new $1,550,000 Hotel Dieu de Sherbrooke, at Sherbrooke, Quebec, was officially opened December 17, 1943, with appropriate ceremonies befitting an institution of its size and purpose.

In the hospital's ministrations of rehabilitation, Pratt & Lambert Paint and Varnish will provide a positive, though indirect, aid to recuperation. Authorities today are agreed on the therapeutic value of appropriate color in hospitals. Pratt & Lambert Paint and Varnish thus serve a decorative and utilitarian purpose in this imposing structure. How may the Pratt & Lambert Architectural Service Department aid you? Contact the office nearest you.
For your post-war homes

MUELLER offers you

a complete heating service . . .
from one dependable source

Gravity or forced air . . . for homes of every size, type, and price range . . .
also for commercial installations

With the return of more normal times, you will again be confronted with the problem of obtaining the right heating equipment for a variety of heating requirements. It pays to deal with one reliable manufacturer who can help you meet any or all of these requirements — and who can give you, from a line that is really complete, an unbiased heating recommendation for each project.

Mueller is — and has been for many years — an outstanding manufacturer who can deliver such a service to you.

The Mueller line is complete from every angle — sizes, price ranges, designs for specific fuels. It gives you the finest modern winter air conditioners money can buy — from the larger automatic oil- and gas-fired units to the latest defense-housing unit.

Plan to specify Mueller's nationally-known, nationally-advertised equipment in your post-war projects.

Mueller Milwaukee

HEATING AND WINTER AIR CONDITIONING
WITH ANDERSEN

Complete Wood Window Units

WINDOWALLS—greater areas of fenestration bring new responsibilities to windows. For, as walls become windows and windows become walls, a double need must be served—the insulating function of a wall plus the view framing function of a window. Today, as always, Andersen Complete Wood Window Units are engineered to meet these exact requirements. Shown here is a "WINDOWALL" of Andersen Horizontal Gliding Windows specified by Magnus Jemne, Architect. See Sweet's Architectural Catalog for details and specifications, or write direct to

Andersen Corporation

BAYPORT • MINNESOTA
This name

MEANS "NEWER DEVELOPMENTS IN SYNTHETIC RESINS"

this is why—

COATINGS RESINS — in 1926 the AMBEROLS stimulated a spectacular growth in the use of synthetic resins for coatings. Today The Resinous Products & Chemical Company is one of the largest producers of coatings resins.

RESIN ADHESIVES — in 1935 TEGO Resin Film first made waterproof plywood possible. The Resinous Products & Chemical Company now offers the widest range of synthetic resin adhesives for this general purpose.

ION EXCHANGE RESINS — Introduced by The Resinous Products & Chemical Company, these products provide the chemical industry with a new tool of wide possibilities. Both in the field of water purification and in chemical processes, the AMBERLITE Ion Exchange Resins are unique new products.

PAPER RESINS — The use of water soluble resins in paper manufacture is one of the newer fields where The Resinous Products & Chemical Company has led the way. Special paper resins, typified by UFORMITE 466, offer many possibilities.

MODIFYING RESINS and Plasticizers — putting snap in rubber serving in the Arctic or keeping rubber strong at equatorial temperatures is an everyday job for this family of synthetic resins developed by The Resinous Products & Chemical Company.

IF YOUR PROBLEM IS ONE where synthetic resins might find application, The Resinous Products & Chemical Company is interested in discussing it with you. Such a discussion, we believe, could not fail to help you.
THE GAUGE OF
Better Living
with
OIL-O-MATIC

for both

Tomorrow's Oil-O-Matic products will be the finest in an unbroken tradition of precision-production craftsmanship. Even finer than those pre-war Oil-O-Matic products whose design and performance won global acceptance long before thought of global war. Because, to take up where we left off will not be enough—not nearly enough—to carry out Oil-O-Matic plans for tomorrow's better living... and better business.

There will be Williams-designed, precision-built Oil-O-Matic products for America's post-Victory homes—whether those homes are inspired by the architecture of today or the architecture of tomorrow. Oil-O-Matic will make those homes infinitely more livable, automatically—with vigilant concern for the healthful comfort of the occupants. And do so with superlative cleanliness, dependability, and long-life economy.

BUY WAR SAVINGS
STAMPS & BONDS

WILLIAMS
OIL-O-MATIC
HEATING CORPORATION
BLOOMINGTON, ILLINOIS
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A plea for back porches... Plaudits for Planning With You... Cost of public housing... Architectural training down under.

"NEAT, IF NOT FORMAL"

Forum: 
As a designer I would like to read more about the following home subjects: 1) solar heating of day-use rooms; 2) improved designs in kitchens, bathrooms and closets; 3) a quiet, positive, and easily operated door-latch; 4) a window design where both sash and screen may be independently rolled away into a recess, and again tightly closed with ease; 5) outdoor "living rooms" for fair-weather use.

This subject is especially interesting to us of the southwest where the open air is comfortable the greater part of the year. Elaborating on number five—within the past third of a century many persons spent hours of leisure, especially early evening, on a cramped front porch beneath ornate "gingerbread" work with noisy street traffic clattering by. The rear of the home oftentimes took on a shamefully neglected appearance. Now we prefer to spend leisure hours in the privacy and quiet of the REAR, within a broad screened porch or on a leveled lawn amid trees and flowers. A high enclosure of masonry and/or shrubbery creates a quiet little world all our own, while the front presents a plain but neat, if not formal appearance.

WILLIAM H. MILLS

BRISTOL, VA.-TENN.

Forum: 
I wish to express the sincere appreciation of the City Planning Commission of Bristol, Va. for the splendid write-up of Bristol appearing in the December Forum.

A few weeks ago there was a meeting of all Virginia counties and city Planning Commissions in Richmond, sponsored by Virginia State Planning Board. I had the pleasure of telling the assembled about our Bristol Plan with emphasis on the effort we have made to arouse public interest in what we are doing. I took the opportunity to show a scrapbook of all our material and, of course, the Architectural Forum booklet, "Planning With You," was one of our most important exhibits. I am sincere in saying that I consider this booklet to be the soundest bit of writing regarding planning, from a layman's point of view, that I have discovered to date.

In connection with the article in your magazine and without, in any sense, finding fault, I would like to draw your attention to what I consider to be an extremely important point that was not mentioned. I refer to the fact that without the excellent assistance and constructive suggestions of Mr. Hayden Johnson and Mr. Robert Burlingham of the Upper East Tennessee Office of the Tennessee State Planning Commission, it would have been impossible for us to have accomplished anywhere near the amount of detail work that we have chalked up.

In Richmond I was repeatedly asked "How in the world were you able to complete so many studies, down to the last detail of mapping and blueprinting," and of course, the answer simply is that we have been able to draw on the wide knowledge and technical abilities of the gentlemen mentioned above.

LYMAN SEVIEH, Chairman
City Planning Commission
Bristol, Va.

EDITORIAL BLINDSPOT?

Forum: 
For the past two years I have conscientiously perused your publication from cover to cover in the vain hope that someone would mention the attitude of our ever present trade unions in regards to prefabrication, not only for homes but for all the other prefabricated items earmarked for construction.

As several thousand union contractors like ourselves can only postwar plan after we have their decision, I sincerely hope that you will use your far-flung resources to garner some information on this very pertinent topic.

L. C. GREENGROVE

For the past two years I have conscientiously perused your publication from cover to cover in the vain hope that someone would mention the attitude of our ever present trade unions in regards to prefabrication, not only for homes but for all the other prefabricated items earmarked for construction.

As several thousand union contractors like ourselves can only postwar plan after we have their decision, I sincerely hope that you will use your far-flung resources to garner some information on this very pertinent topic.

Yuenger Corp.
Nutley, N. J.

If THE Forum has failed to shed light on this important subject, it has not been through lack of desire but through lack of authoritative information on this $64 question.—Ed.

PROF. KILLAM ON HOUSING

Forum: 
Urban housing is likely to constitute an important part of postwar activity. Before proceeding with great additions to expenditures the public should be informed of the relative costs to the taxpayers of different methods of providing housing. New York City, because of its great size, is not typical, but it gives the best opportunity to study alternative approaches to housing.

In general, reports of housing authorities are not likely to be up-to-date. An inquiry as to results should be carried out by some unprejudiced person not in government employ and should consider the results obtained by projects conducted on the prewar basis.

We need to know how much of the field has been covered, how much it has cost, and will cost when the last interest is paid. We need to know whether any of the present methods of financing can be continued so as to supply any significant portion of the need or whether the burden on self-supporting taxpayers will force either a reduction in the number of projects or changed financing methods.

For each project we need to have a clear and definite statement of the financing so that we can tell just how much the city, state or federal government is contributing. In each project we need to know what the assessed value, tax levy and tax collection amounted to in the year before acquisition, the total development cost, the assessed valuation after completion and the amount paid in lieu of taxes, if any. Have such projects led to private development on adjacent land? If it is claimed that disease and delinquency have been reduced the comparison should be made between the accepted project tenants before and after their experience in the project rather than a comparison of the new tenants with the pre-project tenants.

Many people assume that a project replacing a slum greatly reduces the cost of city services. Some service costs are not reduced at all: schools, welfare, free hospitalization, debt service, sub-

(Continued on page 36)
This going
 happen in
 your homes?

over again," many builders are saying.

beautified ceilings and dry-built full-
construction have ended the necessity
using materials which often crack, even
ore woodwork is applied . . . and which
be an endless source of annoyance and
ense to builder and home owner alike.
ng-Bilt Panels in full-wall size have
ved the problem which has puzzled thinking
hitects and contractors for years.
ST—by eliminating joints.
COND—by making available a strong, rigid,
proof material, with a beautifully pebbled
ace.
IRD—by providing a method of application
ploying Upson Floating Fasteners which anchor
nels securely from the back and compensate
ormal structural settlement.
ighly successful use in over 50,000 homes,
endorsement by prominent builders
ittest the value of dry-built full-wall
struction.
ng-Bilt Panels are available now only
or housing jobs carrying priority ratings.
or booklets and detailed information,
one, wire or write The Upson Company,
port, New York.

Upson Quality Products Are Easily Identified
By The Famous Blue-Center

Cuts Down Construction Time! One
Panel covers entire wall of average size
. Applied with Upson Floating
Fasteners which anchor panels securely
from the back and compensate for
ormal structural settlement. No face
ailing. No joints. No time-consuming
ystem of filling and taping. No nails
to countersink. No nail holes to fill.
Moisture Troubles Licked! Entirely dry-
built. No waiting for plaster to dry.
minishes the 1000 pounds of water
which may be used in plastering a
room house.

Efficient Insulating Value! Up to 3½
times that of plaster.
Crackproof! Positively will not crack,
splinter or chip. Does away with annoy-
and costly repairs.
Tough and Strong! Withstands impact
up to 6 times heavier than needed to
shatter boards with a brittle core.
Finest Painting Surface On Any Wall
Material! Pebbled and presized at the
factory. No fuzziness. Can be painted
immediately after application.
Dear Reader:

With a demonstration of will power matched by few magazines, the editors of The Forum have thus far disobeyed that impulse to run an editorial page.

Editorials are the time-honored outlet for journalists who wish to flex their muscles in public and display the power of the press. Result, a terrifying surfeit of verbiage which, if omitted, would cure the paper shortage and force more citizens to form their own opinions.

But because some Forum readers may see in our restraint a fence-sitting, evasive attitude, this seems as good a time as any for The Forum to underline its position on a number of current controversies.

Thus, The Forum:

— hopes for the day when private enterprise can do the whole housing job but emphatically does not believe that day is here
— believes that modern architecture has passed through a long evolution to emerge now as the only acceptable approach to present day problems, but that there are proportionately as many deplorable modern buildings as traditional
— insists that our cities must be rebuilt but has yet to find a completely satisfactory solution to the major stumbling block in the way of their reconstruction: urban land prices
— holds that community and regional planning is realistic (the Hon. Robert Moses notwithstanding) and that implementing such planning right this second is mandatory if the much yearned-for better America is to appear
— urges that the greater unification of the building process which the war produced be retained in the even more exacting future

— champions prefabrication as greater standardization as positive means toward lower cost and higher quality
— plugs for revision of building codes, modern zoning and real estate taxation based on income, not fantasy, along with the elimination of restrictive practices, whether by labor or industry, as reforms needed for a healthy industry
— longs to see a scientific appraisal of new ideas replace the sentimental and ultra-conservative attitude which has for years inhibited Buildings' thinking and doing
— works for integrated, blight-protected neighborhoods as units large enough to support the proper amenities for 20th century living and small enough to be digestible as a planning problem with the interests of the individual family uppermost
— demands that Government policy give maximum encouragement to private Building but equally that Government function at those times when and in those essential fields where private Building cannot do the job unaided.

These are some of the ideas on which Forum editors have strong convictions. Perhaps one reason we do not run a page labeled "editorial" is that every page (except "news") in every issue is calculated to further these ideas by making it impossible for those who control Building to forget them.

Finally, the Editors do not expect universal agreement with these positions. The following The Forum has won has not come through any attempt to lift itself by its bootstraps.

H.M.
STARTING IN MARCH! Full page advertisements, in color, will feature Weldwood Plywood in Better Homes and Gardens, American Home, House Beautiful.

What? No Plaster!

No sir, no plaster!

Just the sheer loveliness of Weldwood Plywood Paneling — charming, luxurious, beautiful and absolutely practical for the small cost, soon-to-be-built home.

A wonderful fact, isn't it?

Think of the design possibilities!

Think of those clients of yours who've "always wanted wood-paneled rooms" but couldn't have them before.

Now, for those 194x homes, you can offer them rooms superbly done, partially or wholly, in mahogany, walnut, oak, gum, knotty pine or other fine hardwoods for little more than the cost of ordinary walls.

What's more, Weldwood Plywood Paneling is guaranteed for the life of the building!

Crack-proof and permanent, it goes right on furring strips attached to studding.

A few big, 1/4", 4' x 8' panels are raised into place, and presto! ... the walls are ready for trim.

No waste of material ... no waiting for walls to dry ... no plaster damp to cause cracks and warping.

And for those walls that are to be covered with paper or paint, sturdy inexpensive Weldwood Utility Panels with extra-heavy gum faces provide an ideal crack-proof, under-surface.

Forever smooth, they do not develop rough grain-lines to show through costly wall paper or paint.

One-quarter inch in thickness, they are available in 6' x 4', 7' x 4', 8' x 4' size panels. (Grain runs short way.)

Write for complete information.

The Mengel Hollow-Grid Flush Door opens up new, low-cost design possibilities.

WELDWOOD Plywood

Weldwood Plywood and Plywood Products are manufactured and marketed by

UNITED STATES PLYWOOD CORPORATION

New York, N. Y.

THE MENGEL COMPANY

Louisville, Ky.

Distributing units in BOSTON, BROOKLYN, CHICAGO, CINCINNATI, CLEVELAND, DETROIT, HIGH POINT, LOS ANGELES, LOUISVILLE, NEWARK, NEW YORK, OAKLAND, PHILADELPHIA, ROCHESTER, SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE. ... SEND INQUIRIES TO NEAREST POINT
Hazard in this plant involve the extensive use of flashy flammable liquids. Unless extinguished in a few seconds, fire could mean the total loss of precious materials and skilled man-hours.

Protection for these hazards is provided by a Cardox System ... individually engineered to give the most effective application of Cardox CO₂ for the specific hazards protected by the system.

How This Cardox System Performs

Fire in any of these hazards is detected visually or automatically. An alarm sounds, giving personnel notice to leave the fire zone. Time is allowed for complete evacuation of personnel.

A timed mass discharge of cold Cardox CO₂ released into the fire zone, reduces oxygen content of the atmosphere below combustion requirements and cools out the entire fire. So rapidly is the Cardox CO₂ discharged into the fire that burning time is usually cut to a very few seconds.

Since Cardox CO₂ is a non-damaging, non-contaminating inert gas, there is no damage or production delay caused by the extinguishing medium.

The advantage of uniform extinguishing performance can thus be provided in small or large systems, whether engineered for one or a number of hazards — indoors or out.

Convenient hose reels can be included in the system for fire that would call for local direct application of Cardox CO₂. For example, loading or unloading volatile and flammable liquids.

If you would like more information to help solve war plant fire protection problems of today ... or in perfecting post-war plans for reducing loss of property and life by fire — write for Bulletin 1424.

How Cardox Systems Protect War Industries

A. Uniformity of CO₂ characteristics.
B. Extinguishing medium with uniformly greater cooling effect.
C. Accurate projection of CO₂ through greater distances.
D. Timed discharges, as needed, through built-in piping systems ... supplied quickly from a single tank holding tons of liquid Cardox CO₂.
"Right now Frigidaire Dependability Counts More Than Ever"

Frigidaire, busy with war production, today is no less proud of the millions of Frigidaire products, made in peacetime, now serving their users so well, so dependably, in so many helpful ways. To continue to make Frigidaire products America's first choice is our goal for the future, when victory is won.

Listen to GENERAL MOTORS SYMPHONY OF THE AIR; Every Sunday Afternoon, NBC Network

For Excellence in War Production

FRIGIDAIRE
Division of GENERAL MOTORS
DAYTON 1, OHIO • LEASIDE, ONTARIO

Peacetime builders of ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS • RANGES • WATER HEATERS • HOME FREEZERS ICE CREAM CABINETS • COMMERCIAL REFRIGERATION • AIR CONDITIONERS BEVERAGE, MILK, WATER COOLERS • FROZEN FOOD MERCHANDISERS AND LOCKER EQUIPMENT
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INSULUX GLASS BLOCK will give post-war schools the advantages of Controlled Daylighting.

INSULUX Glass Block panels provide ideal light-transmitting areas for schools. Architects who specify INSULUX Light-Directional Glass Block can control the amount and distribution of natural light entering classrooms, libraries, halls, stairways, cafeterias.

Glass Block panels can be used in various combinations with windows for ventilation and vision, as shown in the three small photographs. Probably the most ideal combination is the one with windows below the panels. Light-Directional Glass Block in the panels above the windows direct the major portion of the light for all sun-angled upward to the ceiling, which reflects this light downward, deep into the room.

Walls of INSULUX Glass Block not only flood interiors with natural daylight, but provide insulation which reduces heating costs. INSULUX is easy to clean... highly resistant to damage... fireproof.

For technical data, specifications, and installation details, see our section in Sweet’s Architectural Catalog, or write: INSULUX Products Division, Dept. 111, Owens-Illinois Glass Company, Toledo, Ohio.

INSULUX makes schools easier to heat, too

The bottom photograph shows a St. Louis, Mo., high school classroom remodeled with INSULUX. Wood sash can be replaced with metal after the war.
A clerk in Milwaukee asks:

Is the production of bituminous coal keeping pace with America's war needs?

The answer is truly inspiring! In 1943 our mines produced 55,000,000 tons of bituminous coal — the greatest amount of coal ever mined in one single year in the United States or any other country.

The only year that approached it was 1912, and 1943 beat that by more than 5,000,000 tons.

This showing is all the more remarkable when you consider that more than 70,000 trained mine workers are in the armed services or in other war-essential industries — and that, during the year production of more than 65,000,000 tons was lost because of strikes, slowdowns and unwarranted absenteeism.

One thing that made this vast volume of production possible was the investment of $100,000,000 in mechanical safety and operating equipment during the past twenty years. This investment was made, for the most part, in the depression years. The foresight of the bituminous producers in making no heavy an investment at a time so critical is now finding its reward in today's production records.

Nearly everybody has ideas and opinions about bituminous coal and the men who mine it. Doubtless many have questions they'd like to ask about the industry.

We are eager to answer such questions, because we are glad to tell you about our industry. Its practices and policies are an open book.

You will find, as we answer your questions, that the operators are taking their responsibilities seriously, and that the men who work in the mines live pretty much the same kind of lives as workmen everywhere.

The bituminous producers gladly accept this assignment to keep you informed and up to date on their business. They consider it a part of their duty as good citizens, good employers, and producers of America's No. 1 source of heat and energy.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Bituminous Coal Institute
60 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N.Y.
There's no more difference between these homes than the people who live in them. Structurally they are sisters under the skin! For, when you come right down to it the chief advance in house building during the last hundred years has been in better design and the use of new methods and materials.

Take the Gold Bond Floating Wall System. This improved method of construction—an exclusive National Gypsum system—eliminates the chief reasons for cracks in walls and ceilings that sometimes occur even in new homes. So simple that it adds nothing extra to the cost.

As shown in the diagram this system is built around a new type, extra-sturdy lath nail used between panels of Gold Bond Gypsum Lath which builds "free floating action" into the walls and ceilings. The plastering is then done in the usual way and the finished appearance is the same as other plaster jobs. But what a difference in performance—sound transmission is effectively reduced—one-hour fire protection is automatically provided and repair expense all but eliminated.

The Gold Bond Floating Wall System is just one of National Gypsum's contributions to better construction. Another system designed especially for apartments, hotels, and hospitals is the Gold Bond 2" Solid Partition System with Simplified Base. Conserves space besides providing fire-safe partitions with room-to-room noise appreciably checked. Full details of these systems or any of the 150 Gold Bond Products will gladly be mailed upon request.

Build Better with Gold Bond
Everything for walls & ceilings

More than 150 different products for Modern Construction and War Production
Wallboard...Lath...Plaster...Lime Metal Products...Wall Paint Insulation...Sound Control

National Gypsum Company . . Executive Offices, Buffalo, N.Y.
20 Plants from Canada to the Gulf . . . Sales offices in principal cities
Slim chance for civilian home building before 1945 (this page) . . . Wounded soldiers move out of Palm Beach’s swank Breakers Hotel (page 44) . . . Public housing backers open fight from Washington (page 46) . . . Defense Homes Corp. will unload $70,000,000 holdings (page 46) . . . Small business to get first chance at surplus materials (page 47).

**REVIEW**

As the world held its breath for D-day, the day that would mark the beginning of the end of the European war, the Army realistically clamped down on optimistic talk of wholesale reconversion for Building and for many another industry. Reason: invasion needs could not be precisely charted; war production cutbacks could not be accurately foreseen; even limited go-ahead for reconversion would have a damaging effect on both civilian and soldier morale. But with equal realism, many a WPB administrator and many a business man knew that plans had to be made, mechanisms readied for the realignment of production that certainly was ahead. Trial formulas would soon be quietly tested in a few places, and here and there architects and engineers were already busy figuring out redesign solutions for plants no longer needed in war work. Small business, first to suffer from the exigencies of war production, would get the first chance to produce for piled-up civilian needs. New Washington watch-dog for the small businessman was fighting Maury Maverick, one-time home builder, appointed to head the Smaller War Plants Corp.

But while many looked ahead to the new and better day that lay beyond D-day and its triumphant climax, there were plenty of reminders that Old Man Building’s war job had not yet come to a full-stop. As usual, the National Housing Agency was in need of money. In its last encounter with Congress, NHA had come off with only $50,000,000, was busy whittling its program for publicly-financed conversion of older homes to the size of its diminished pocketbook. This was bad news to architects, who, with the bulk of war building over, had found conversion jobs a small but welcome windfall. With a new appropriation bill soon to be written, NHA was at work on another bid for funds, but chances were that the impoverished agency would this time have to content itself with a slender $30,000,000. Los Angeles and San Francisco remained the national housing sore-spots. NHA said last month that each would get another 1,000 publicly-built family units, all to be furnished for quick occupancy.

In Illinois, a circuit court judge took a pot-shot at a Neighborhood Redevelopment Act which failed to safeguard the public interest, focusing attention on the need for workable legislative mechanism to draw private enterprise into urban rebuilding. A move from Governor Thomas E. Dewey promising reduction of New York City’s punishing real estate tax also served as a reminder that here, too, was a problem that would have to be faced and solved. But Dorothy Rosenman, earnest chairman of the National Committee on Housing, saw the real impediment to rehousing for the 10,000,000 American families who now have substandard homes and for the uncounted families who would like to have better ones. Precious time is being lost in fruitless squabbling, she reminded. Old Man Building will need both his private and his public arm to do the job.

**TIMING UNCERTAIN**

How soon and how fast reconversion would come for Building depended, like many graver issues, on how soon and how fast United Nations forces could break through Hitler’s European wall. The War Department had put a lid on hopeful talk of more civilian production, and no conscientious citizen would oppose this reasonable caution. But it was clear to everybody that war material controls would not suddenly be withdrawn on V-day. Plans for gradual relaxation of restrictions were needed and were already in the works. Up to WPB was the job of safely steering production, little by little, back to the goods of peace.

To the men trying to see ahead,
there were two probable pictures:

1) After the fall of Germany, war production will drop sharply, but stabilize itself almost immediately at a new plateau about 35 per cent below present levels.

2) After the fall of Germany, war production will drop sharply and keep on dropping. Period of adjustment to production needs of the war with Japan will be prolonged. Some economists guess this would mean severe unemployment and strongly favor a go-ahead for quick-starting building jobs to take up the slack.

While the timing was uncertain, ease of wartime controls for building would probably take a pattern like this: Clearance for more hospitals, schools, needed public works. Gradual lifting of restrictions on price and location of new housing and on needed building repairs. Discard of the requirement that two-thirds of all new housing be held for rent for an initial period. All in all, there was small reason for Building to be optimistic about any wholesale let-up of restrictions in 1944.

The improved materials outlook was, however, back of WPB's move to cut some of the present strings on application for housing priorities. By pledging to conform to general material limitations, a builder will be able to get a blanket rating covering the whole job.

**FISCAL FORECAST**

President Roosevelt's budget request was admittedly a guess. But as an informed one, it held important clues as to 1944-45 tempo of home building. Not counting additional allowances for overtime pay, all federal housing agencies will have less money for housekeeping expenses in the next fiscal year.

Budget forecast: "The war housing program should be practically completed during 1944 (fiscal year), but it will be necessary to provide some private housing in 1945 in scattered areas."

The budget assumes that during the year starting July 1 the Federal Housing Administration will have to pass on 50,000 applications for refinancing and 50,000 applications for new housing—about one-sixth the volume of new building handled by FHA in an average prewar year. Since insuring authority for war housing (Title VI) expires June 30, this estimate contemplates resumed operations under Title II. If the materials situation permits such building to pick up at a faster rate, FHA can, of course, ask for a deficiency appropriation to cover additional administrative expenses.

**BOOM IN FLORIDA**

New York's crusading *PM* was hopping mad. Back to its anxious owners went Palm Beach's swank Breakers hotel; to other Army hospitals would go some 800 hospitalized soldiers who in recent months have sunned themselves on the Breakers' luxurious beach. Charged *PM*: "Real estate interests of Palm Beach, Fla. have succeeded in a long campaign to throw wounded American soldiers out of that famous resort."

With the Truman committee planning to investigate, the Breakers affair looked for a while like enough to burst the bubble of Florida's current boom. The Army had spent nearly $300,000 equipping the hotel as a hospital, would, after only a few months use, spend more than half as much again to put it in shape to turn back to the Florida East Coast Hotel Co.

But Florida was having its best season since 1929. Coastal lights were bright again, and race tracks were jammed. Even the press agents had their feet up on their desks. Army fliers, sent to Miami for rest, were paying as high as $40 a day for a room. Hotels released by the Army were selling at a pace and a price that brought real estate old-timers wistful memories of 1925.

When Lt. Gen. Brehon B. Somervell signed the order revoking the Army's lease on the Breakers, many a plain citizen throughout the U. S. joined conscientious Palm Beach socialites in wondering why. Mrs. George Emerson, mother of Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt and a long-time Palm Beach winter resident, termed the decision "outrageous", signed a petition.

Badgered by *PM*, General Somervell said there was "no use paying high rentals when space was available elsewhere." The Army was paying a reported $250,000 a year for the Breakers; its owner had asked $1,000,000. A few days later the Army had a more cogent reason for its abandonment of the hotel: more hospital space was needed; it was cheaper to find it elsewhere than to enlarge facilities at the Breakers.

**TAX PLANK**

With New York City property tax assessments at the highest point on record, New York owners beamed enthusiastically at news from Albany that the tax rate may slide down six points. While the discerning saw the move as an inspired part of the Dewey-for-President push, tax-burdened New Yorkers were in no mood for looking a gift horse in its political mouth.

In recent years, New York's tax rate has steadily climbed toward its legal ceiling and, while total assessed valuation has dropped, rate of assessment has mounted. In spite of the slump in assessed value from $20 billion in 1931 to $16½ billion in 1940, real estate men can show a wealth of evidence for their contention that New York's assessed valuation is still far above the actual market value of property. Even the State Tax Commissioner believes that the city's 96.6 rate of assessment represents 100 per cent of property value.

Because of the tax rate ceiling, New York City assessments have come to reflect maximum use value rather than capital value of property. While too-high assessments penalize the owner of run-down property not paying off through maximum use (e.g., a typical
row streets, now wholly inadequate to carry the normal traffic of the day," he said. "All too often there is dangerous and menacing congestion when the commuter traffic moves in out of the suburbs. Our hospital facilities are wholly inadequate. Many of our schools...
ten years. But enactment of a capital gains tax, to take the profit out of speculative resale, would have almost the same effect as a real estate price ceiling.

Sometime soon Congress will have to nerve itself to extend the Price Control Act (expiring next June 30), and there are hints that an amendment to real estate prices may be offered. But it will certainly not be presented by Representative Jesse P. Wolcott (Rep., Mich.), who intends to press for an amendment that will strip OPA of its power to require a down-payment of 20 per cent in the sale of rented homes in war areas.

**ISSUE JOINED**

Challenge to the well-publicized efforts of pressure groups anxious to see the end of federal housing came last month from the National Public Housing Conference. Naming veteran houser Lee F. Johnson as its executive vice president, the Conference said it would be on the job in Washington as soon as it finds a place to hang Mr. Johnson's hat. With funds swelled by a $5,000 contribution from CIO's United Auto-mobile Workers plus large gifts from AFOfL unions, the Conference plans to join an educational program on behalf of slum clearance and low-rent housing that it hopes will be enlightening both to Congress and to the public.

Anomaly in the federal war housing program, the DHC was set up in 1940 to build self-supporting housing for war workers in areas where need was expected to be permanent. Operating like a private management company, the Corporation has maintained rents that meet operating expenses, including interest and amortization of financing loans supplied by the RFC.

DHC said asking prices would be based on "fair market values." Interested buyers guessed the Corporation might not try too hard to get back wartime construction costs. On the other hand, DHC made it clear that this would be no dumping auction.

**HOUSING CATALYST**

Happily unconfused is Mrs. Samuel I. Rosenman by the welter of controversy which obscures for many the question of how to get better housing for more Americans. Anxious to make things as clear to everybody as they seem to her, she has for several years functioned as an effective catalyst in the American housing scene. That New York State was the first to approve state aid for low-rent housing may be attributed in part to the Rosenman method, which inspired tours of New York City slums for incredulous up-state legislators. Through her National Committee on Housing, Mrs. Rosenman has helped to unite public and private efforts back of the war housing job and to lay a solid groundwork for the same kind of teamwork in the larger job ahead.

Last month Mrs. Rosenman's urge to reconcile housing controversialists showed up in the Survey Graphic. Misunderstanding, nurtured by the "housing expert's tendency to hustle the public out of the office", accounts for much of the prevailing opposition to a sound public housing program, she believes. Citing popular misconceptions, she offers unequivocal answers:

- Public housing competes with private endeavor and is intended as a substitute for privately produced homes. "I do not know a single responsible advocate of public housing who would recommend spending one dollar of public funds for housing if private enterprise can build sound structures for low income families with profit."

- Rehabilitation of second-hand housing is an adequate substitute for public building. "No one has taken the trouble to explain that rehabilitation is usually expensive and rarely practical. I have found out for myself that while it often provides gadgets it seldom provides essential space, light and air."

- Public construction is more costly than private construction. "Neither group today has the data to substantiate or disprove this accusation."

Nor is Mrs. Rosenman more impressed by the newest argument of the organized opponents of public housing—that subsidy be given as rent relief and paid to private landlords. "Thousands of tenants, victims of the unbridged chasm between housing production costs and wage scales, would be revolted at the idea of applying for rent relief. Renting a house known to have a public subsidy is in the class of farm aid, which carries no stigma because..."
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 TRAILERS like this were early
used for stop-gap war housing.

TALE OF THE TRAILER
Since its early heyday as a vacationer’s
delight, the trailer house has turned up
in many variations, been repeatedly
offered and rejected as a cure-all
formula for war housing. The Federal
Public Housing Authority has been
fairly cool to portables, convinced that
few of them meet minimum livability
standards. One step to equip the
portable with enough space for reason-
ably comfortable family living was
joining several units at the site, a
formula developed and used effectively
for TVA housing. But it was the ex-
pansible design invented by William
B. Stout that seemed to have finally
captured FPHA’s eye. Recently order-
ing 12,000 fold-up houses from Palace
Corp., FPHA said more orders may
follow. Main advantages: little labor
at the site; use of scattered vacant lots
where utilities are already installed.

EXPANSIBLE models built by
Palace Corp. are factory-equip-
ped with kitchen and bath, pro-
vide as many as four bedrooms.
Palace says it takes only one
hour to unfold side wings and
erect house on prepared founda-
tions.

BOLTED together at the job-site,
two - and - three - unit portables
like this model built by Travel-
car Co., Inc. offered more space.

MIGRANT MEASURE
First Census Bureau check of popula-
tion bulge, hitherto measured only by
sugar rationing figures and unofficial
surveys, will soon be underway in nine
booming war centers. Expected to be
useful to municipal planning for next
year’s public service load, the Census
spot check will also seek data as to the
number of workers per family, states of origin, whether the migrants
came from farm or nonfarm areas.
Nobody will be asked if he plans to go
back home after the war; Census ex-
erts feel this decision will be made
mainly on the basis of factors beyond
the worker’s control.
CITIES in which doorbells will soon be
ringing: Detroit, Mobile, San Fran-
cisco, San Diego, Los Angeles, Port-
land, Seattle, Charleston, S. C.; Hamp-
ton Roads, Norfolk area, Va.

STEPCHILD’S FUTURE
Agency that almost nobody loves, the
Smaller War Plants Corp. by last
month had both a new job and a new
head. Set up through Congressional
determination to come to the rescue of
small business, the SWPC got a Luke-
warm reception from its reluctant
parent, WPB. Army and Navy proc-
urement men also at first shared the
prevailing administrative tendency to
look upon this stepchild of the war
program as a relief agency rather than
an effective arm for speeding produc-
tion by encouraging subcontracting.
When General Robert Johnson, head of
Johnson & Johnson, surgical dressings
manufacturers, was appointed to chair-
man SWPC, its most enthusiastic
Congressional sponsors promptly saw
the move as a conspiracy contrived by
the big business men of WPB to smother
the Corporation. That the agency was
being used as a political football was
denied that SWPC
proved lustier than many had supposed,
small business men were as loud as
anybody else in denying that SWPC
had much to do with their survival.
Notable among the SWPC assailants
was the American Contractors War
Advisory Committee, which, speaking
for 30 building trade employers’ asso-
ciations, bluntly suggested that the
Corporation be abolished as a "waste of
public funds." To Senate and House
committeemen studying small business
problems, the contractors' committee
said: construction contracts amount-
ing to hundreds of millions of dollars
were awarded to a few large contrac-
tors, "while the small contractor was
left out in the cold."
When General Johnson took off his
army uniform and began looking for
(Continued on page 98)
In peacetime these U.S. builders changed the face of a country. Today the bases they erect in obscure corners of the globe are changing the face of the world.

The official motto of the Seabees, the Navy's two-year-old fighting construction battalions is: "Construimus Batuimus"—"We Build, We Fight." Aside from the motto, there is nothing classical about the Seabees. The newest branch of the Navy, the Seabees 262,000 strong are the toughest, most resourceful and energetic bunch of builders, dockwallopers, repair men and anti-booby-trap operators this war has seen. As such they are something of an anomaly in the ceremonious and gentlemanly tradition of the Navy. But old traditions mean little to this outfit of horny-handed, cussing, gun-toting construction workers. Not young themselves—their average age is the middle thirties—the Seabees have built a lusty new tradition of their own. "Can Do" is the Seabee watch word from the Arctic wastes of the Aleutians to the dank jungles of the Southwest Pacific, from the Central Pacific to the Atlantic, Africa, and Italy. Drawn from the ranks of the construction industry, the Seabees and their achievements in every corner of the globe are the industry's significant contribution toward victory.

In all of the last war, the Navy spent only $189 million on its shore installations. In this war $7.5 billion has already been spent since July, 1940. Before this war, the Navy never had to fight from bases that were under fire, never had to scramble from island to island to set up advance base after advance base with which to attack the enemy. World War II's two ocean Navy and its air arm are impotent without their global girdle of bases, and an island remains useless until the Seabees have transformed it into a base. Without the backbreaking backbone work of the Seabees, there would be no Major Foss, no Major Boyington, no front-page stories of
Jap hitotillas sent to a watery grave.

Although the headlines are not for the Seabees—only the solid, unglamorous backseat achievement that makes the headlines possible—their work has not gone unrecognized. Despite the acclam from generals, admirals and even the President, Seabee heroism remains largely unpublished. The name of Aurelio Tassone is virtually unknown to the U. S. newspaper reader, yet this 28 year old ex-state-road bulldozer operator performed one of the most ingeniously heroic feats of the war. During the Treasury Island landings in the Solomons, he became so enraged at the havoc wrought by Jap snipers in a cocoanut-log pillbox that he roared down the ramp of an LST in his twenty-ton bulldozer to attack them. Using the steel blade of the bulldozer as a shield, he charged the pillbox, dropping the blade when he was virtually upon the Japs. The bulldozer literally swept the pillbox from its foundations and buried the twelve Japs in the debris.

During the U. S. landing at Sicily, members of the 54th Seabee Battalion saved the lives of more than 175 soldiers by quick action. An enemy plane had set one of the troop-carrying LST's ablaze. The 54th unit, which had been trying to get a pontoon causeway lashed in place on another landing barge, swung the causeway across to the stricken LST and held it until all the soldiers had raced across it to safety.

On Guadalcanal, Seabee Lawrence D. Meyer, busy at work reclaiming Henderson Field, jumped to a machine gun to down a Jap Zero. Shortly thereafter, while operating a pontoon barge carrying gasoline supplies from Tulagi to Guadalcanal, he was killed by a Jap bomb.

These stories could and will be multiplied. Seabee heroism is as common as Seabee resourcefulness. But Seabee achievements will in necessity continue to be reported parenthetically at the tail end of news stories describing air victories. "An additional bomber airfield," a recent report ran, "has been placed in operation on Treasury Island where it can add its flights to the fast-forming nutcracker aerial offensive against Rabaul and Kavieng. . . . The new air strip brings to three the number of fields placed in operation in the Bougainville area. . . . These three . . . form the sledge hammer right arm of aerial pincers." The construction industry's contribution of the men who forge these pincers with so little fanfare, will not soon be forgotten.

"SLICK ARM CHIEFS"

Wake, Cavite, and Guam taught the U. S. Navy more lessons than one, among them the fact that unarmed civilian construction workers could not be expected to pitch in to defend what they built. Thus, on December 28, 1941, the first Seabee regiment, consisting of some 3,300 officers and men was officially authorized. Credit for the exception of the Seabee idea goes to Rear Admiral Ben Moreell, the blunt, beery and brilliant chief of the Navy's Bureau of Yards and Docks. Credit for Seabee training and operations however, rests with Captain John R. Perry, a tall hard-driving Texan whose official title is Director of Administration and Personnel of the Bureau of Yards and Docks.

In order to induce skilled construction workers to give up highly paid civilian jobs and volunteer for service with the Seabees, Navy ratings were offered them. From the ranks of 59 different building trades, men began to answer the call—veterans of the last war eager to get their licks in, men with large families eager to see the world, blacksmiths, crane operators, plumbers, oilers, electricians, welders.

Because the volunteers included many men in their forties (the age limits were set at 17 to 50), the Navy began to call the Seabees "Grandpops." Because it takes an enlisted man in the regular fleet Navy twelve to twenty years to achieve a rating and the average Seabee was coming in as a petty officer second class, Navy officers regretted the Grandpops. Old time Navy men, their sleeves covered with hash marks, coined another term of derision for the unadorned Grandpops—"slick arm chiefs." The Seabees retorted by referring to the much prized service stripes as "ignorance stripes." As the first Seabees began to be shipped out, their disregard of the niceties of Navy discipline led many Navy men to believe that they had been bedded down with horns rather than bees.

Because the Seabees were organized so hurriedly, there were no training facilities for them at the start and the first Seabees were trained at NYA camps. Twenty-five thousand Seabees, many of them without guns and uniforms, were sent overseas before the Navy was equipped to give them as much as eight weeks' training. (These men decided that "C.B." stood not for "Construction Battalions" but for "Confused Bastards.").) By the spring of 1942, however, Seabee training camps were being set up.

Today there are six Seabee camps for basic and advanced training. With recruiting for the Seabees halted last October, these camps have all but fulfilled their function of making skilled construction workers into efficient fighting men. For the past year or so, the Seabee "boot" has first been sent to Camp Peary outside of Williamsburg, Va., where for eight to twelve weeks of intensive training, he has learned close and extended order drill like an infantryman; he has learned to run a hellish obstacle course complete with pyramids, water hazards, dugouts, gun emplacements, like a Ranger; he has learned marksmanship and use of the bayonet.
Camp Peary is also equipped with a school nearly in every building skill. In the machine shop the boot has learned how to do the repair work which will fall to him overseas. He has become familiar with the types of bulldozers he will operate in clearing an airplane landing strip or a barracks site. He has met his versatile, all-purpose mechanism, the pontoon gear.

On Peary's 6 x 3 mile site chosen especially for its variegated terrain—sand dunes, beaches, swamps, lakes, wooded uplands, scrubby lowlands—boots have learned to invade "Island X" under attack, and throw up docks, runways, hangars, generating plants, piers. Peary is also equipped with a model freighter, dock, and warehouse. Here the Seabees have worked at loading and unloading ships the hard way.

With basic military training completed, the Seabees are sent to any one of three advance base depots in Rhode Island, California, or Mississippi. Here the huge task of assembling gear and supplies gets under way. All the tools and equipment necessary to build a naval base—from screwdrivers to bulldozers, from nails to generators—must be loaded into the ships in logical order. Further training is given in advance combat techniques as well as in the use of specialized machinery.

SEABEE ORGANIZATION

A high degree of specialization and a high degree of jack-of-all-trade versatility exists side by side in the organization of the Seabees. The over-all organization breaks down into five different types of units. The first is the Seabee Construction Battalion, consisting of a headquarters company and four construction companies and totalling 1,079 men and 32 officers. But within this battalion of super-specialists with each man sifted in training into the niche for which he is best fitted, there is no such thing as a Seabee company made up only of iron workers, or carpenters or bulldozer operators. While each gang has its specific work to perform the Seabee scheme ordains that all turn to and serve as helpers to any other trade. When there is a wood barracks to be built, the iron workers, the steam fitters, and the electricians lend a hand to the carpenters who lead the show. Similarly, if the job is in metals, the carpenters pass the tools and take orders from the metal workers. This diversification has been largely responsible for making each Seabee battalion into a versatile closely knit team capable of performing construction miracles. The postwar potential of this kind of training for construction workers is also significant, for returning Seabees will have transcended the narrow craft lines hitherto characteristic of the building trades. Better trained as all-around construction men, they may help to alter postwar building methods.
The second type of Seabee unit is the "Special Battalion"—a euphemistic name for the Seabee stevedores who have done so much to relieve the cargo loading and unloading bottleneck which threatened supply lines earlier in the war. Each Special Battalion consists of 1,010 men and 34 officers, most of them "dockwaldopers who've learned to call themselves logisticians," as one of their officers puts it.

Not so long ago, freighters were being lost 200 yards from their destination, waiting their turn to be unloaded by untrained members of the combat services. Ships tied up for days, even for weeks were perfect sitting ducks for enemy attack. This situation was relieved only with the arrival of the hook-slinging Seabee Specials, who on one recent occasion handled 31 ships with a total of 61,891 tons of freight in the remarkable time of 23 days. Today Seabee Specials are getting ships unloaded and turned around days ahead of old schedules.

Today when a Construction Battalion has completed the work of building a base, it is generally relieved by a Seabee Maintenance Unit. A battalion in miniature consisting of 275 officers and men, the Maintenance Units defend what their mates have built, repair and improve and in some cases finish left over projects.

In order to release fighting Marines on a hazardous landing from the specialized job of running equipment ashore a Seabee Marine Detachment is attached to each Marine Division. These Seabees wear Marine uniforms, and as an integral part of the Marines in landing and fighting operations, they not only do the regular job of a construction battalion, but form important Marine combat units as well.

For the man-killing job of destroying obstructions and traps placed to hinder beach landings. Seabees have volunteered for Demolition Units. These units, made up of one officer and four men each, many of them former "hard rock men," have undergone a special toughening-up. They have been coached in the uses of dynamite. They have been taught how to destroy bridges, mine fields, roads, barbed wire entanglements and docks. They have learned how to lay mine fields and booby traps and how to detect and dismantle the enemy's. They work on the land but they also work under sea. Before the first assault wave lands Seabee Demolition Units are at work, often in the dead of night, unearthing from the sea near the beach "horn scullies," those upended and sharpened rails placed in V formation which can rip the bottom out of an LCT.

Practically every harbor U. S. forces have fought for has been choked with our own and enemy debris. The Demolition Units help to clear it. Because they know how to use explosives under water, the demolition of a sunken ship is a comparatively simple job for them. They are also skilled in placing explosives alongside a grounded ship in such a way that the suction which holds it is broken, thus enabling tugs to extricate it.

**THE GUN, THE WRENCH, THE HAMMER**

A Seabee's "Island X" may be anywhere. In effect, it has been everywhere. A list of Seabee work accomplished indicates the magnitude of their achievement. They have built bases in Ireland and Scotland, in Iceland and Argentina. They replaced civilian contractors' gangs in Bermuda, Trinidad and outlying bases of the 15th Naval District. They replaced civilian workers in Alaska and took part in the combat operations at Attu and Kiska. They took over in Hawaii, Midway, Palmyra and Johnston. They helped to develop port and base facilities at Freetown and Sierra Leone, Africa. They were in at the landing operations at Casablanca, and the subsequent development of facilities. They built in Algiers. They helped with the operations against Sicily and Italy. They have been active in the combat areas of the Russell Islands, Rendova, New Georgia, Munda, New Guinea. Bougainville, New Britain and Tarawa. They have built and are continuing to build advance base facilities throughout the Pacific and Southwest Pacific area—at Espirito Santo, Noumea,
CAMOUFLAGE IS ALSO DUCK SOUP FOR THE NAVY'S SEABEES. THIS IS A HANGAR THEY BUILT LAST SPRING

SEABEE HANDIWORK: A PALM-FESTOONED CHAPEL

THE BATTLING BUILDERS' job is first of all to build. This they have done rapidly, resourcefully and competently in every theater of operations, in every corner of the globe. The Seabees are the men who in peacetime built the U.S.'s skyscrapers, dams and tunnels, blasted its mountains and cut its roads. Today they are carving airstrips out of Jungles, raising and repairing wrecked floating drydocks, building cities of barracks, hangars, hospitals on islands that have never known a wheel.
the Fiji Islands, Samoa, the Solomons, New Hebrides and in Australia.

Such a list of place names however, tells nothing of the obstacles overcome and the skill and ingenuity shown by the fighting Seabees. In the Aleutians, the Seabees were among the first to land. There they swung from ropes in a driving rain to chisel footholes in the solid rock of steep cliffs in order to construct a track for a traveling carriage. Before the last assault boat had landed at Attu and Kiska, the Seabees were at work replacing poorly constructed Jap installations. In the teeth of gales, bottomless tundra, sleet, snow and fantastic williwaw storms, they hacked landing strips out of solid rock in record time. Barracks and warehouses were thrown up overnight. Swampy tundra gave way to smooth hard roads. Seabees dove into the icy waters to erect wharves and docks. They worked in short spurts in water up to 108 ft. deep, and so cold that hose carrying air to them frequently froze. For many Seabees there, there never was a three-day period when they were not in the bone-chilling water.

On the Alaskan mainland, the Seabees quickly repaired the damage done by Jap planes at Dutch Harbor and made the base stronger than ever in the doing. Jobs they had not been trained for did not faze them. Twenty Seabees, only one of whom had had experience with ships' engines, were assigned to salvage a beached and ancient ship that stood rusting in a harbor. These men retubed the ship's boilers and put its turbines in order. They made their own jibs for spotting in the mammoth valves, and made their own packing for the valves. The bearings of the engines were pulled out and the metal repoured. The condenser was rebuilt. The air-pumps were overhauled. In 30 days the ship was given dock trials as a fast Navy transport.

In the warmer but no more pleasant terrain of the South Pacific, the Seabees have acquitted themselves as notably. On Guadalcanal, where the Seabee 6th Battalion landed a few days after the Marines, their task was Herculean. Some $10,000,000 worth of Marine and Seabee equipment had been lost in the landing. The 6th took over the task of rebuilding the bomb-ravaged, unfinished Henderson Field with most of their tools and equipment gone.

Not only did the 6th have to work with inferior abandoned Jap equipment but Henderson Field which then meant the difference between holding and losing the island, had to be completed in a hurry. Despite these hazards the Seabees laid 18 in. of crushed coral over the field, and topped it with a layer of pierced steel planking; they built within twelve days a companion strip for fighter planes. Another battalion, the 14th, cut and trimmed teakwood and mahogany from the jungle to bridge the Nalibiu River under en fire; they built a sawmill and cut 100,000 ft lumber a month. Their road building feats were performed so close to the front that on one occasion Marine officers requested them to stop blasting tree-stumps—dynamite charges were disturbing Marine gun emplacements.

The early job of maintaining the airfield flying condition was, like Sisyphus', unending. With constant Jap bombing—the 6th was bombed 140 times—the steel planking was constantly being torn up, making it impossible for U. S. fighters to land safely. In the midst of an air attack, the Seabees would jump from the foxholes they had dug along the airstrip, and rush out into the field to tear off the rippled plank, fill up the bomb hole and replace the plank.

Not content with this baptism of fire, man Seabees volunteered for one of the most dangerous jobs Guadalcanal offered. A gasoline shortage threatened to cripple Marine operations early in the campaign. Supplies could only be flown or barged in from Tulagi. Despite the fact that these barges were set-ups for Jap bombers they were largely manned by Seabee volunteers.

THE SOUTH PACIFIC

Seabee battalions have been in with the assault waves on almost every amphibious operation in the South Pacific. Seabee-built bases already pepper the South Pacific. At Vella LaVella, Rendova and most recently in the Gilberts, Seabees landed under heavy enemy fire.

Jap strafing and bombing however has never stopped the Seabees from unloading supplies on a beach. At Rendova the Seabees' preoccupation with their housekeeping reached a high pitch of unconcern for their personal safety. Steel mesh mats are generally laid down on a soft beach to prevent the equipment rolling off the LCT's from boggling down in the mud. Rendova's beach was so soft that the mats proved ineffective. Despite the heavy Jap fire, the Seabees deployed into a nearby cocoanut grove to fell trees from which they fashioned on the beach a corduroy base for their gear.

On many South Pacific islands the Seabees have bulldozed roads out of mud 2 ft. deep. Bridges were built as shells burst overhead. On a single day in a Solomon Island landing under continuous enemy bombing, Seabees unloaded on the beach, set up supply dumps and dragged the most vital equipment to the dumps. They helped to haul heavy cannon ashore, build gun emplacements and a temporary camp where they stored their gear. As a chaser, they bulldozed nine miles of roads.

The Seabees attack the job of hacking airfields out of the island jungles with equal
Landing barges' cargo is frequently disgorged onto beachheads via a Seabee pontoon causeway.

Seabees and Coast Guardsmen hug a shaking beach south of Salerno as Nazi bombers give them hell.

Seabees land at a Pacific island ready to fight.

The building battlers have had a layer of combat training superimposed on their skill as construction workers, for Seabees must be prepared to fight to defend what they have built. Already more than 300 Seabee officers and men have laid down their lives in the performance of their duties. On many an obscure atoll, on many an unpronounceable island, the Seabees' proud boast that they have been the first to land and the last to leave is borne out by the facts.
You repair... You are prepared to repair... In general, Seabee procedure has been first to clear a field of its trees and stumps, then to level it with bulldozers. After that, coral which has been blasted out of beds and churned to powder is laid in an 18 in. layer and rolled. Pierced steel planks are then laid over the coral, and the field is ready for operation.

Many of the islands and atolls however, boast no coral, and scoria, a porous volcanic ash, must be used instead. Unless it is wet down daily—the Seabees have found salt water the best binder—the scoria blows off in dust.

Often these airfields have been completed in days instead of weeks. On Munda for example, now one of the best airfields in the South Pacific, the poorly constructed and bomb ravaged Jap field was put into usable condition in less than eight days. On Tarawa where the Seabees landed with the assault waves, the airstrip which hours before had been a major threat to the U. S. position in the Pacific, was put into shape for U. S. planes by the time the last Jap had been killed. On one of the Solomons, Seabee bulldozers trundled into an almost impenetrable jungle. Thirteen days later despite 16½ in. of rain—about half as much as falls in the midwest during a year—the Seabees had completed a 3,000 ft. coral-topped airstrip.

AFRICA, ITALY, IRELAND

In other theaters of the war, the Seabees have played an equally vital role. The first American force to land in Africa was a detachment of Seabees who established fuel oil facilities at Sierra Leone. Seabees were also in the first wave at Casablanca where they set to repairing installations damaged by U. S., British and Nazi shells and bombs. As U. S. and British forces rolled eastward, Seabees rolled with them, repairing airfields, wharves, docks. Seabee demolition units were out in front blasting barbed wire entanglements, locating and detonating booby traps and land mines. Seabees built housing and hospital facilities. Water supply and purification was also in their hands. Seabee malaria control squads helped to reduce the spread of malaria.

At Bizerte Seabees repaired the crippled harbor and dock facilities and consolidated the installations which became the springboard for the Sicilian invasion. When Sicily was invaded, volunteers from a battalion on duty at Bizerte helped to run material ashore. Another Seabee unit lashed pontoon causeways onto a fleet of invading LST's and LCT's, over which some 10,000 Army vehicles were unloaded. Demolition units dynamited huge barbed wire entanglements, 6 to 8 ft. high which barred the way of the shock troops. Other demolitioners blew up buildings which the Italians had mined.

At Salerno with the invasion forces under a
REPAIRING is as important a Seabee function as building. Because they are tough, ready and versatile the Seabees are frequently called upon to pitch in on emergency repair jobs outside their own bailiwick. For example, early last year the “Enterprise” put into port for repairs. In the absence of regular ship repair crews, Seabees were put on the job. In the midst of the work the “Enterprise” was ordered to put to sea and engage the enemy. During the subsequent battle, Seabees were still hard at work patching.
Seabees have improvised materials, tools and parts wherever they have been stationed. Thus, where cement has been lacking for a seaplane apron, Seabees have used sand with special precautions against erosion by the sea. Mahogany and teakwood have been used to build the humblest sheds and shelters. Coke bottles have been used as insulators when a power line had to be extended. Empty gasoline drums have been drafted for a variety of uses—roofing, shoring, drainage systems, shower baths, culverts, ovens, hotcake grills, trusses, baffles, piping and even canoes. In the Aleutians, to keep poured concrete from freezing, the Seabees invented a commercial version of the flame thrower which cast a curtain of hot air over the concrete. One Seabee unit had little coal suitable for forge work but plenty of fuel oil. So, working exclusively with scrap save for some firebrick, they built an oil-burning forge that developed sufficient heat to melt cast iron.

The heavy duty bulldozer has been promoted from the land to amphibious work as well. A Seabee unit faced with the job of beaching a number of tank landing craft, flooded their bows so the sterns would rise, then ran cables from the sterns to bulldozers edged in on the beach. The bulldozers soon hauled the LCT’s dry.

Parts of Seabee equipment wear out with no spares available for thousands of miles. Seabees have become adept at fashioning new parts by hand, and at salvage. One Seabee equipment repair shop in the South Pacific, called by the men “Combotneospoc”—short for Command Bottleneck South Pacific—started out with an old broken lathe, a milling machine, a drill press and part of a captured Jap generator. Continually expanded by the diligent salvage of such things as old pipe, damaged tank plates, parts from captured Jap equipment and odd bits from the island’s junk yard, Combotneospoc is now operating day and night, servicing equipment for other islands as well as its own.

Most versatile of the versatile Seabees’ tools is the pontoon, a prosaic sheet steel box, 5 ft. x 7 x 5 ft. Strung together by a secret process, these pontoons form barges of any size up to ones with terrific carrying power. With outboard or inboard motors developed jointly by the Navy and Chrysler, the pontoon barges move fuel, transport whole oil tanks, are used as ice cutters and tugs. With a giant crane mounted on them, they perform the essential job of lifting PT boats off ships. Submerged, they are used as floating drydocks to repair damaged landing craft.

LST’s which are incapable of landing far enough up a beach to be unloaded, carry a string of pontoons on each of their sides. By expert manipulation Seabees lash the two pontoon strings together and bridge the gap between the beach and the LST, thus providing a causeway for rolling equipment to emerge on. So efficiently does this pontoon causeway work that under ideal conditions it is possible to unload an LST with all the tanks, trucks, half tracks, bulldozers and trench-diggers it carries, in the incredible time of twenty minutes.

In the midst of a world dedicated to destruction, the Seabees are busy building, repairing, salvaging, and fighting to maintain what they have wrested from the jungle and the waste. The construction industry has reason to be proud. It is delivering the brick and mortar foundation of victory. When victory comes it will be in no small part due to the fighting Seabees’ heroic achievements.
MacDill Field's architects in uniform produce an extensive community project, proving again that good design counts in war as in peace.

When THE FORUM in June 1943 published plans and pictures of the Post Exchange at the Air Corps' MacDill Field, we said that the architects' materials had been "ingenious, imagination, talent..." To these have now been added "sufficient funds" to make this latest installment, again designed under the direction of Capt. Joseph J. Roberto, an outstanding contribution to morale-building by architecture in wartime. Having completed their conversion of the Post Exchange, these architects in uniform started out, in March 1943, on a much larger project of community facilities to serve their Bomber Command Base in Florida. The sketches on this page do not represent isolated palliatives to improve an army camp; rather, they represent a departure from the notion that the mechanics of war can best be taught in a war-like environment of privation. The experiment at MacDill Field is, in that sense, an experiment in educational method.

To anyone familiar with the usually drab and dreary atmosphere of training camps it must be obvious that Special Service Officer Capt. Rokusek could not have used his funds more wisely. It will not be possible to measure in tangible terms the contribution of this project to the training of better airmen. But today Capt. Roberto and his men are encouraged by requests from several base commanders within the U. S. for plans and specifications for similar structures to be built on their fields. Just as U. S. industrialists discovered that better housing increased production, the Army is finding that a more cheerful and friendly environment will help train better soldiers.
OFFICERS' LOUNGE

Sixty-three soldiers, unskilled in building, constructed this bar with the assurance of expert craftsmen.

As an addition to the Officers' Club, the architects designed a unit that includes a soft drink bar, a cigarette counter, sitting space and an attractive terrace. The design was controlled to some extent by existing doors to the lounge and card room, and by the construction device of triangular knee bracing common in Army structures. This bracing logically led to sloping walls, which in turn provide enough space to recess most of the storage cases that usually break up an otherwise unified design. The long upholstered bench is equally simple in its cantilever construction, and is topped by an oak ledge to hold officers' caps. The interior color scheme, which includes a bright yellow for the leather bench, red bar stools, clay colored tiles and cheerful curtain fabrics, was conceived by Mrs. Carol Roberto, a designer in her own right. Col. Voss, the base commander, was so delighted with it that he named the room after her.
RAILING OF THE TILE TERRACE SLOPES OUTWARD TO CREATE A FEELING OF GREATER SPACE

All photos by Corporal Ken Burke

PROJECTING END OF BAR KEEPS ENTRANCE CLEAR, CREATES OPEN LOBBY

RECESSED LIGHTING FOLLOWS CURVE OF BAR, MARKS DISPLAY CASES

SECTION THROUGH BAR

SECTION THROUGH WALL SEATING
OFFICERS' LOUNGE

The cigarette counter, which utilizes the curved glass of a broken store window, is located at the far end of the room. Like the leather bench, it is cantilevered from a tile base. An ingenious system of built-in chutes automatically serves packages of cigarettes, while cigars are displayed in the showcase. The case has been integrated into the general design, continuing the S-curve of the bench next to it.

The mural between the doors to the card room was painted by Cpl. Robert W. Limpus, who was also responsible for the murals in the original Post Exchange conversion.
THEATER LOBBY

The problems of bad circulation, ventilation and acoustics were solved with a minimum of effort.

Unless he can get a pass to go into town, a soldier's entertainment is limited to the Post theater's two evening shows. Consequently hundreds of men begin to line up about an hour before the curtain rises, and the charge that ensues when the doors open exceeds civilian imagination. To bring order into this chaos, the designers created a lobby which forces circulation, separates outgoing patrons from new arrivals. Posters announcing the next attraction (see detail, right) were made integral with the general design.

A curtain wall and soffit behind the last row of seats make it possible to open lobby and foyer doors without admitting light to the auditorium. Portholes in the new wall permit a glimpse of the picture on entering. With the addition of exhaust fans, new windows and doors to the standard Army theater design, ventilation was greatly improved. Furthermore, the front surface of the curved curtain wall was faced with sound-absorbing materials.
BANDSHELL AND STAGE

Three-purpose building serving as bandshell, outdoor theater, broadcast studio, is field's greatest attraction.

On a level plot, near the Service Club, a remarkably simple building was constructed to solve a highly complicated problem. First of all it was to house MacDill's band, of which the field is very proud. Bandshell acoustics demanded splayed walls and a sloping ceiling. Secondly, it was to serve as a stage for outdoor performances. Therefore large sections of the side walls were made to pivot to form the "tormentor" of the conventional stage, which conceals the lights and creates side wings by which performers enter and leave the stage. The intersection of the truss and the sloping ceiling form the "teaser" against which other lights are mounted.

Finally, the structure was to be used as a broadcast studio, since MacDill's band broadcasts weekly, and has proven among the most popular programs on the air. The required broadcast booth overlooks the stage, the audience and the interior broadcasting room. To provide a sound barrier, window glass areas were sloped downward and create an interesting design element. The open-air theater seats 3,500, can accommodate 500 couples when used as a dance floor.
MAC DILL'S WISHING WELL is part of the recreation area, has netted 12,000 pennies within a few weeks for Infantile Paralysis fund. Landscaped by Lt. Fred Peck, of Philadelphia, the Wishing Well is a major attraction and chief outlet for postwar hopes. Planting includes bullrush, water lilies, jasmine. No mortar was used to hold the rocks in place. Note audience area and dance floor in the rear.

BAND SHELL IN COLORED AREA is one of the most effective single designs. Located at the end of a long, narrow plot between the combined Post Exchange and Service Club, it faces a large, square concrete dance floor. Sloping pipe columns shorten the span of the beams without obscuring the vision, are painted brilliant red. Ceiling and rear wall are natural finish pine. Acoustically splayed walls are pine painted white.
While the least impressive building of the group architecturally, this barber shop contains elements of purely utilitarian value unheard of in most comparable structures on Army posts. The lighting is good—the glass blocks had been salvaged from an old curved wall—and there is ample waiting space. The curve of the barber shop wall, incidentally, was dictated by that of the adjoining road. Separate entrances lead to a shoe repair shop and an upstairs equipment repair office. The concentration of all three entrances to these units in one small corner of the building might be considered questionable, but it does represent a decided improvement over installations at other posts, where these services are often located at the farthest corners of the field.

These units represent an extension of the Post Exchange, and employ civilians who live off the post.
Mr. Loeb is a senior partner in the banking firm of E. F. Hutton & Co. This unsolicited manuscript suggests that his interest in architecture and building is more than casual. The significance of his observations, however, lie in the fact that he is not an expert, that his views, right or wrong and always provocative, probably reflect the attitude of many another potential client for architectural and building service.

Hutton & Co. This unsolicited manuscript suggests that his interest in architecture and building is more than casual. The significance of his observations, however, lie in the fact that he is not an expert, that his views, right or wrong and always provocative, probably reflect the attitude of many another potential client for architectural and building service.
business partner, he confined himself to getting the job instead of showing his clients why money spent in some directions would bring returns and thus incidentally help the client and the whole profession.

I am a layman—not architect or engineer—but I can see where windows in the halls and adequate ventilation stacks in the baths, closets or foyers, transoms even if need be, combined with casement windows hung to swing out from the top would have scooped fresh air into these rooms, drawn out stale air and helped to make this building livable and other than the financial nightmare it actually has been since its construction.

**THINGS TO COME**

Back in 1938 I climbed up the great ruins of Ankor Wat in Cambodia. Here is said to be the remains of a city of more millions than Manhattan. It was interesting to reflect on the reasons for many of the architectural features of the design of the Cambodians. I rarely go into my tower quarters without visualizing some great change that will leave it bare of human habitation for centuries, only to be rediscovered as Ankor was rediscovered. And I cannot help reflecting what these new world individuals will think of why architects of today designed that building as they did.

So after the war, if architecture is to successfully compete for the consumer’s dollar, it must be real and done with an eye to function so as to produce something that can be properly publicized and sold to the public.

We are told that the future of postwar building is in mass production and prefabrication and that the real market lies in the low income brackets. I believe that to be both true and false. It is true as regards an effort to sell shelter in competition with personal transport as provided in prewar days by the motor car and perhaps after the war by the helicopter. But there can be an expanding market for architect-designed homes, offices, factories, stores and various private and public service buildings if architects wake up and take some business men into partnership with them.

The wonders of the postwar television set, the postwar auto and the postwar helicopter have already been oversold to the public in the general circulation press. Corporation executives are worried lest the actual products they will have to sell a few months after fighting stops will be spurned by buyers awaiting these new creations of the imagination. Much less has been done with the postwar house. Here and there we see comments and exhibitions, but mostly on the lowest priced workman’s home or on the fittings for expensive homes.

The real field for the average architect after the war will be, just as before the war, in relatively expensive homes plus larger buildings which are practically all architect-designed. In my estimation what the architect accomplishes in homes costing from $15,000 to $35,000 is what will really count in determining whether the market for his services is going to expand. And also what he can do with small privately owned shops is going to mean a good deal. But even in the field where architects must be employed because of size and other complications, a higher standard of work will bring more total work.

For example, a very few modern stores have been designed. But, as these become more common, they will obsolete the present stores and force additional building.

Are the new buildings and homes going to be traditional or modern? They should be first of all functional. There is no reason for us today to copy construction features of the classical architects which were governed by the limitations of their day as to materials, heating, cooling, etc. But just as I think it impossible to justify our copying of a strictly classic design, so do I think it almost as bad to throw out the attractive features that have lived through the years and can be adapted to inclusion in the postwar functional building.

**HUMAN FUNCTIONALISM**

The so-called modern and up-to-date architecture I see around the country and the best of which is illustrated and described in THE FORUM, tends in most cases to be too bare and too cold. If persisted in, this tendency will kill off modernism and functionalism altogether in time.

I think it reflects a concentration on constructional functionalism and a neglect of psychological functionalism. Buildings are built to last and to resist the weather, but they are also built to shelter and contain the human animal. Because a plain white wall will fulfill its constructional function of keeping out the elements does not mean that it fulfills its psychological function. The fully functional wall must also be restful and pleasing to the eye. And walls must also be satisfying to the touch. I think that they must speak to us mentally as well. They must say “this wall was built in an age when good taste and good living and good craftsmanship prevailed.” Only too often nowadays they say that they were built in an age when the workman thought only of his union and the employer only of utilitarian needs.

I think I have crossed the Atlantic in most of the well-known boats, and many times I have heard experienced, educated and sensitive travelers speak in fond reminiscence of the homely wood paneled smoke rooms of some of the older British ships as contrasted with the cold modernism of the newer express liners. There was much in the “boaty” decoration of the old small ships that was far more desirable than the hotel-like construction and operation of the latest queens of the sea.

The postwar architect must include this human functionalism if his designs are to grow in popularity.

**THE WASHINGTON STATLER**

Recently I visited the new Washington, D. C. “Statler.” Here in the new capital of the world, visited by almost everybody of importance in the world, is the newest hotel in the world. One might expect something to symbolize American business and American architecture. Something that might be the most important modern building for many years to come. Something more notable than Ragnar Ostberg’s Stockholm City Hall or Frank Lloyd Wright’s Imperial Hotel at Tokio. After all, this is the U.S.A., not Sweden or Japan. In fact, I feel it should have been a quasi-public enterprise subsidized in the manner of a great liner or any other structure of more than mere commercial importance. Something, among other things, to sell architecture to its guests.

Perhaps I set my sights so high that, when I finally arrived at the plain, undersized midwestern “business man’s hotel with a coffee shop” the new Statler so obviously resembles, the let down was too great. The brilliance of the main dining room at the Savoy in London would be dim next to my conception of what the Statler might have been.

But even if it could not be this and instead had to be the flagship of a famous hotel chain erected on a purely commercial basis, it doesn’t seem to be (Continued on page 116)
The first article in this series dealing with the postwar house-for-sale was a presentation of the Editors’ thesis that the Cape Cod model is through as a first-class merchandising item, and that the builder and his collaborators would have to offer a much better product to compete successfully in the open market. Among the supporting arguments advanced: people will want houses that look new and different. Technical developments, of which radiant heating is one, are obsoleting prewar designs. New competition will appear in the house field: prefabricators, manufacturers of larger equipment and fixture assemblies, and progressive builders. This article continues with an examination of the service elements.

PLANNING THE POSTWAR HOUSE II

A constructive approach to materials and equipment would bring the speculative house a lot closer to the picture of 194X, and without waiting for production miracles.

Traditionally the speculative builder has relied on a number of factors to help merchandise his product—and to distract attention from its inferior planning and atrocious taste. Accessibility, neighborhood character, availability of parks, churches, schools, etc., were part of the sales program. Materials and equipment were another. Both have tremendous postwar significance in the house-for-sale business. And both, it should be carefully noted, are things created by others and used by the builder. In one sense, this is as it should be, for nobody expects a developer to build refrigerators or public parks. Nevertheless, it is the almost total lack of a constructive approach to these two aspects of private housing that is moving the average speculative builder into a competitive position which, in the years after the war, will not be too happy. It is the basic theme of this article that there is a relationship between builder, equipment and the house as a product for sale, which, properly developed, would improve the product and stabilize the position of the builder.

The big operators in the home field, during the prewar years, often displayed great acumen in capitalizing on the public’s demand for quality, and they will undoubtedly continue to do so. One Long Island builder, for example, always opened a new tract with a model house in which the piping, wiring, plaster, lath, etc., were exposed to view at some point, and equipment and fixtures were prominently labeled. All, of course, were nationally advertised brands. A large prefabricator today, whose postwar plans envisage a yearly production running into the thousands of units, intends to pass along some of the savings of mass production and quantity buying in the form of more and better equipment. This is significant as well as interesting, for it shows a conviction that the buying public is more interested in equipment (and the convenience that goes with it) than in saving money. This conviction is amply bolstered by the example of the automobile business, where increased luxury has always outsold lower prices.

The point in this matter of gadgetry which is almost invariably overlooked is a simple one; equipment has helped to sell houses partly because, as a nation, we like to buy mechanical gadgets,
partly because advertising has created a widespread feeling that these things were good, but mainly because the home buyer was willing to spend what he could for improved living conditions. But improved living conditions do not stop with equipment.

It will not be news to anyone to learn that the speculative builder has troubled himself very little indeed about improving living conditions through better planning, since it was much easier to toss in whatever new and saleable-looking gadgets happened to be on the market at the time. Also, better planning meant hiring a competent architect instead of buying blueprints by the yard. That it came about that one year the great contribution to better living would be colored bathroom fixtures and another year establishing a new high by installing door chimes instead of a bell. The closest the builder ever got to real planning ideas were the rumpus room and the breakfast room.

As a result of this limited approach to house merchandising, the public's strong but inarticulate urge to acquire better homes was sidetracked by more equipment. It was a repetition of the situation, described in last month's installment, whereby the public showed an overwhelming preference for "Plan A" because no other was offered. The American consumer is no fool, although he has frequently been made to look like one. He has bought a lot of equipment in the past and he will buy still more in the future. But to claim that equipment does not only its own job, but that of planning as well, is something that no manufacturer would ever dream of doing. It is time that the builder became equally sensible about his product, which is not only equipment, but organized space as well.

THE WORK CENTER

It used to be possible to talk about the kitchen without dragging in such fancy titles as "work center." And if the word were used in its old sense it would still be acceptable; but "kitchen" today means a minimum space where cooking is done and where eating would be if there were room. The space described as a work center, on the other hand, covers not only cooking, but laundry, heating, storage and dining.

To really get down to cases on the work center and its possible relationship to the house-for-sale, it is necessary to digress for a moment and consider the real storm center of prewar and postwar house design: the basement. Does it stay or does it go? For war housing it has definitely gone, but many things are out for the duration that will be back as soon as the war is over.

THE BASEMENT: pros and cons

The great and obvious advantage the basement enjoys is that the house has had one for generations. Behind this dank, dark space is all the respectability, all the accumulated inertia of an institution that has endured for a long, long time. This does not mean that the basement is an architectural appendix, a survival of no visible use. When people stored vegetables and fruits over the winter—they seem to be doing it again—the unheated cellar was the natural, in fact the ideal spot for the purpose. Its temperature and humidity remained fairly constant, and stored root crops could be kept in it until the fresh ones were above ground again. It can be duplicated in the modern basements by isolation from the heater room.

To hold the immense hand-fired coal furnaces of 30 or 40 years ago (and all the tons of coal needed to heat uninsulated houses) a big basement was essential. When domestics were plentiful and cheap, a basement laundry was more convenient for the occupants of the house than one in the kitchen. With a furnace that leaked heat like a sieve, the warm basement kept the first floor very comfortable indeed. The space was also ideal for storing things that wouldn't fit into closets, and were too heavy or untidy for the attic. It is all very well to say that there is no point in this senseless piling up of junk, but people will insist on keeping things, and anyway, what would the scrap drives have done without basements full of old iron beds and Grandfather's forgotten safe?

For the house built on sloping ground the basement is more than a storage
Unobstructed walls on one or two sides will permit the introduction of normal windows and the creation of definitely usable rooms. Under such circumstances, however, the basement ceases to be exclusively a basement and becomes desirable above-ground living space.

Thus there is a good deal to be said for retaining this space, in spite of its disappearance for the duration. But the people who say that the basement will be largely eliminated from the postwar house-for-sale—and THE FORUM’s editors are inclined to share this view—argue that the basement is costly cubage, and better space can be built for the same money upstairs. There is no intention on anybody’s part to make this opinion into a hard and fast rule that holds under all conditions; on a sloping site, as we have seen, it does not. Nevertheless, in average circumstances, it is claimed that the basement should be eliminated and replaced by an equivalent space elsewhere.

One big reason for having a basement disappeared when compact, automatic laundry equipment came on the market. With some types it was entirely possible to do the wash in the kitchen, or even in the bath. If the housewife is given a choice, she is not going to vote again for an arrangement which involves carrying the wash downstairs and then dragging it up again.

Perhaps the major factor in the belief that the basement is moving out of the picture comes from the development of radiant heating, which has now been publicized to the point where consumers are already asking for it. Radiant heating—or at least the variety which uses pipe coils imbedded in a concrete floor—removes once and for all the strongest argument against the basement-less house; even the most timid of house buyers will cease to worry about the discomforts of direct contact with the ground.

Location of the furnace is less important in its influence on planning trends than the type of heating system, but here again, technical improvements reduce the importance of the basement. With forced feed in both hot water and warm air systems, the limitations of gravity-type heaters are removed, and location of the plant on the first floor becomes feasible. What little noise is produced by the above-ground heaters can be handled without difficulty by the intelligent use of materials and by proper planning.

Added to the arguments for the elimination of the basement in the postwar house is its elimination in the duration house. Hundreds of thousands of people have been living in war-built housing and while there is no above-ground space to replace the basement, the fact is that these people are reasonably comfortable, and are getting used to the idea of having nothing under the first floor.

This brings us back where we came in.

THE WORK CENTER, again

If the basement is left out, the kitchen inevitably swells to include a variety of items. One, we have seen, is storage. Another is the laundry. A third is the furnace. The deep freeze, for which the potential demand is enormous, will probably find a place in the new work center. Of these items, only the
BATH IN COMPARTMENTS, designed by Morris Ketchum and Jedd Reisner. Note lavatory fixture with oversize medicine cabinets, generous shelf space and drawers below.

BATH IN UNITS. The two lavatories (see photo), water closet and shower are in separate compartments accessible from both bedrooms. Hamby & Nelson, architects.

fourth is unfamiliar. And if the basement should not be left out, people are still going to want all of the laundry and some of the storage space upstairs. Literally hundreds of houses have been published in the past half dozen years which show a utility room in conjunction with the kitchen. They have also shown installations of automatic laundry equipment in the kitchen and the provision of dining space. What would be new would be the inclusion of these ideas in a well-designed postwar house in a development.

THE BATHROOM

The bath is linked with the work center only to the extent that economy and convenience dictate. Bathroom packages, in one or more pieces, will probably come on the market. In England such units are already being produced. If we do not get around to the prefabricated bathroom, whose chief appeal would be more bath for the same money, the builder will still face a definite problem in the postwar market—how to offer a house at a reasonable price with more than one bath.

There are many answers. The most expensive is to build two conventional baths. Since nobody was able to offer a moderate-price house with two conventional baths before the war, there is little reason to expect this solution to work better afterwards. At this point, and probably on the basis of the same reasoning, most of the small house producers have given up.

Another move towards a solution is the bath-plus-lavatory, a possible scheme, but one better adapted to the two-story house where ground floor facilities would otherwise be lacking. One alternative which might make excellent sense in the one-story house is the bedroom lavatory, the old-fashioned washbasin brought up to date with all the devices at the disposal of the contemporary designer.

Obviously, the inclusion of such a fixture in one or more bedrooms would do a great deal to reduce congestion in the family’s one bath. This idea, which is by no means a new one, brings up another which has also been considered from time to time: the divided, or compartmentalized, bath.

The most casual analysis of bathroom use will reveal facts that have a definite relationship to bathroom planning. Among them is the fact that not all fixtures are used every time the bathroom is used. Consequently, some house planners have advocated putting the fixtures into separate compartments, thereby freeing the bathroom and giving it greater flexibility of use. The idea, however, while theoretically sound, has never aroused any wild enthusiasm among the operative builders, and there are few custom-built houses, for that matter, which follow out this proposal. If individual lavatories were installed in the bedrooms, compartmentalizing the bathroom would have already begun, but there would still be a number of objections to continuing the process.

These objections are very reasonable. If the bathroom is divided up into three compartments, all accessible from a corridor, the corridor has to be too long. Also there would be the intolerable nuisance of dashing out into the corridor from one compartment to the other. Or the alternative of two doors (or three) to each compartment. Moreover, since each unit would normally get outside light, the distance between the corridor and the exterior wall would
absurdly short, too short for economy. The only solution to the bath in compartments is the interior location, using artificial light or clerestory windows. Both plans which show a bath in compartments assume artificial lighting and ventilation. Fixtures in the upper illustration (facing page) are conventional in-the-market types with a certain amount of millwork including drawers, oversize medicine cabinet, etc. The lavatory, incidentally, is a good example of the hundreds of feasible merchandising ideas, representing a better use of standard equipment, developed by modern architects.

STORAGE
The No. 1 “pet peeve” in every survey of house and apartment dwellers is “not enough closets.” Analyzed and extended, this complaint means many things. It means, for instance, that conventional storage space lacks diversity, as well as just adequacy. A perambulator and a necktie are both items to be stored, but a standard closet is not always the correct answer.

To solve the storage problem is not within the scope of a small section of a short article, and the purpose here is to stress the opportunity which has been muffed by practically every developer in the small house field. If some manufacturer offered a line of completely fitted, standardized storage units such as those illustrated, the only problem would be filling the order blank and making room on the plans. Prefabrication, however, is not necessary, for the units could be provided anyway using conventional methods.

Again it becomes apparent that the house-for-sale is as much in need of ingenuity as money; that its saleability (in a competitive market) can relate as much to the way in which equipment is used as to the equipment itself; and that all the quality merchandise in the world will not make up for the deficiency in design quality from which the house has suffered to date.

IMPROVED PRODUCTS
There has been a tremendous amount of work done on postwar equipment, both by designers with amateur and professional status, and by the manufacturers themselves. Whatever comes out finally, it will represent big or little steps in a few definite directions. One evidence of a trend is the number of proposals for packaged units of many different kinds. A few of these are reproduced from earlier issues of THE FORUM. Among the ideas which appear over and over again is the notion that kitchen and bath should be linked in a manufactured service unit.

There is a widespread conviction that at least two of the three main elements of the kitchen—the stove and refrigerator—need a complete design overhauling.
for better operation and greater efficiency. A dramatic proposal along these lines is the Libby-Owens-Ford kitchen, which summarized in a full-sized form many of the ideas which have been going the rounds for a long time.

The prospect of the appearance of unfamiliar equipment designs on the market will not cause the builder any headaches, for they will have been designed to do just the opposite. It is virtually a certainty that any packaged equipment, or even room sections, that appear in the early postwar period will be designed specifically to fit into the most conventional of houses. The importance of these potentialities to the builder does not lie in the trouble they might cause, but in the competitive opportunities. Moreover, the builder who is sufficiently familiar with trends in design and production to anticipate developments in building products, will be able to use existing, conventional items in new and far more saleable ways. The modern architects have shown extraordinary ingenuity in making such adaptations, and as a result have moved in less than ten years from the position of discredited rebels to the most influential group among building designers.

A few illustrations, selected from a great many equally appropriate, will clarify this point. It has been apparent that the streamlined kitchen, so-called, had much that was wrong with it. And the main thing wrong with it was that cabinets cluttered up the walls to the point where there was practically no room for windows. Using standard equipment, architects such as Gropius and Koch have organized the space so that the exterior wall is unencumbered. The rooms they have produced do not cost any more than the conventional kitchens they replace, but they are a lot pleasanter to work in. And it should be added that with this scheme the play yard under supervision from the kitchen can become a reality.

TRANSITION

What would normally be a conclusion becomes a transition, for the examination of equipment makes it clear that the organization of the space in which the equipment is used is very important. It also becomes clear that the consumer demand for better living has two aspects. One, as we have just seen, deals with the machines and gadgets that have made life easier. The other, which is the organization of space irrespective of equipment, has been largely ignored by the builder. For those qualities which make the difference between comfort and irritation, a homelike atmosphere and a bedlam, are not always for sale at the dealers; in many instances the added cost is not for material at all, but the price of ideas. Here is where the modern architect's contribution is most directly usable to the builder. An analysis of this contribution, as it relates to the house-for sale, will be the subject of the third article.
PLANNING WITH YOU

Our business is merchandising. Ever since our forefathers gathered beneath the proverbial elm tree to trade with the Indians, our merchants have been constantly striving to improve their facilities for selling their wares. Today, the life blood of our communities finds its source and inspiration from the quality of merchandising leadership to be found within its borders. The American public has come to judge a community by its stores. This imposes upon us merchants a responsibility for leadership that we must not ignore.

In the past decade, our wide-awake merchants have been indulging in some face-lifting—rearrangement of fittings, installation of modern elevators and escalators, new systems of lighting; all of which have a definite and important place with a degree of orderliness and pleasantness to do business. Streamlined store fronts, newly created display technique and modern structures that might even be called sales palaces have contributed toward the march of progress of American merchandising.

The time has come, however, when we are justified in indulging in a bit of what I like to call, 'enlightened selfishness'. By that I mean we should by that I mean we should approach the question of planning from their point of view and explaining it in terms in which they have a direct and personal interest. His language is simple and avoids technical terminology which the lay audience might have difficulty grasping. Finally, he proposes definite, practical steps within the capacity of his particular audience—steps which are capable of being carried out in the not-too-distant future.

The reason so many "master plans" for communities have died of "dry rot in the city Hall" safe has been the failure of planners to win citizen support for their program. Obviously, there is only one way in which such understanding and acceptance can be achieved: by carrying the planners' message to the widest possible number of public-spirited citizens by every effective means. One such means—and one of the most important—is through speeches and radio addresses to specially interested groups.

The following address delivered by Albert M. Greenfield at a recent convention of the National Retail Dry Goods Association in New York City is printed here as a fine example of such oral propaganda. Mr. Greenfield, who is chairman of the Executive Committee of the Urban Land Institute and a Philadelphia banker and realtor, has spoken before on the subject (see ARCH. FORUM, July '43, p. 42).

And again he observes all of the rules of persuasive utterance. He addresses himself specifically to a particular audience, approaching the question of planning from their point of view and explaining it in terms in which they have a direct and personal interest. His language is simple and avoids technical terminology which the lay audience might have difficulty grasping. Finally, he proposes definite, practical steps within the capacity of his particular audience—steps which are capable of being carried out in the not-too-distant future.

In the past two decades, we have even witnessed the process of merchandising picking up and following the market all over widely scattered areas. There has been a consequent adverse effect on the stability of the city itself as an organization; an adverse effect upon the tremendous resources which have been invested in established urban centers; and an adverse effect upon merchandising in established central districts.

There are some who believe that a trend as dramatically evident as this must be allowed to continue on its chaotic and destructive way. But the disastrous effects of following such a line of least resistance are too great to demand the respect of those who are genuinely interested in preserving our cities as civilizing places of cultural and economic opportunity.

Of course, it is not suggested that we attempt to compress growing cities within cramped and inadequate confines. We can expect them to grow in area and in population, but it is our obligation to see that this growth takes place with a degree of orderliness and common sense which has not been true of the recent trend in expansion. To seek methods of substituting orderliness for confusion is not to chase rainbows. There are many things that we can do, and we must do them.

Our city centers do not have to remain dingy. We can improve our civic housekeeping by ordinary good taste in regulations affecting signs, billboards, overhanging wires and other unsightly things. These centers need not remain inaccessible to the great bulk of the urban population because of inadequate public transportation and parking facilities. The corrective improvements in rapid transit, in highway access to city centers, and in modern centrally located parking terminals would be but trivial engineering feats compared to the marvels that are being wrought daily in the war effort.

Many of us build structures to house our enterprises. None of us would begin building without a careful plan to...
insure us with satisfaction at the completion of the work. Yet we tolerate the building of the cities that contain our buildings without the kind of plan that can tell us where we are going. We do not have to put up with this. There can be city plans just as there can be plans for individual buildings, and no city can be prepared for the momentous postwar years unless it has a plan by which structural changes and additions to the city can be directed into a desirable and predetermined pattern. It is not enough to have a planning commission or planning activity. There must be a plan. We could not build buildings if we had only planning departments without definite plans.

We may plan carefully to make our central business districts accessible by all forms of transportation. We can improve them in appearance. We can make them more convenient and attractive, and if we do no more, we will leave them as they are surrounded by wide belts of slums, blight and disrepair. For that reason, our plans must have something to say about the reclamation of this deteriorated dirty collar that is strangling the city's center. Our plans must include some workable method for reclaiming this land and putting it once more into productive use...

It so happens that whether we plan it or not about 90 per cent of the privately owned areas of a typical city will be used for some type of dwelling purpose. It seems clear, then, that a part of the blighted areas that surround our business districts for residential purposes, we must realize that these areas will be competing in neighborhood quality with the kind of commodity that has been produced in the more remote parts of our cities. That kind of redevelopment is to succeed, it must meet that competition.

**URBAN LAND INSTITUTE**

I am not suggesting that this gigantic task be undertaken in the name of charity. It is a job for those resourceful private entrepreneurs that have the know-how of neighborhood building. It can succeed only if that type of private entrepreneur can be encouraged to use his resources and abilities in bringing the worn-out districts back to life and livability. This means that we are going to need some type of financing that can give the private builder access to this eroded land on a basis that will justify him in redeveloping it. It means, too, that we must have the needed extension of our laws of eminent domain to permit the assembly of land in the old areas on a scale sufficiently large to create a new environment and wipe away every trace of the old dinginess.

As many of you know, there is in the U. S. an organization of forward-looking businessmen who have been grappling with this problem for several years. It is the Urban Land Institute with which I am associated as Chairman of their Executive Committee and, because its work is of basic importance to the future of merchandising, I would like to tell you a little about it.

This private, independent business man's organization works in the field of city planning and land development policy. It is true, of course, that the making of city plans is a responsibility of local government, but the realization of those plans—the building of cities according to plan—is possible only through public cooperation and support. No existing benefit of city planning could have been achieved through official action alone. A city plan, conceived in discharge of official responsibility—conceived perhaps by a single individual—can be translated into reality only when it becomes a civic ambition.

Conversion of the official or individual conception into civic ambition is the work of public relations and public education. In this sense, city planning is much more than a matter of municipal administration. It is a matter of public policy.

The part of public relations in city planning programs can be most adequately served if those who conceive and execute city plans seek public expression on city planning policy during the planning process, as well as public support for plans that mature in the planning process. That is the way of realism, civic vigor, and tangible accomplishment in city planning.

City planning is not a single shot operation. It is a continuing process. Achievement of long-range goals requires the preservation of permanence in civic objective, but city plans must admit of detailed completion and modification to fit the incessant flux of urban life.

For this reason there is a most vital field for a permanent organization of non-official segments of the public—those who develop and use the city—to advance constructive cooperation between official planning and non-official planning and land development policy. This is the field of work of the Urban Land Institute.

Convinced that the need for rebuilding deteriorated city areas is paramount among urban problems, and convinced that this work is a proper field for private enterprise, the Urban Land Institute has sponsored a legislative proposal known as the Neighborhood Development Bill. It was introduced shortly before the Congressional recess last summer by Senator Robert F. Wagner of New York. Briefly, it proposes that the federal government extend its credit to municipalities for the purpose of purchasing land in deteriorated urban areas for redevelopment by private enterprise and by public improvement. It anticipates, of course, that the cities would act under appropriate state legis-
FOUR HOUSES
by the office of PAUL LASZLO

Since the early part of the 1930's this country has been an increasingly popular haven for Europe's most (and least) distinguished architects and designers. Some arrived tooting their horns, bearing neatly packaged design formulas with which to dazzle the natives. Be it said for the natives that many were horned but few were swoggled. Others among the many newcomers soon made real contributions. And there were many affable souls who, like Paul Laszlo, just moved in on Hoboken or Hollywood and quietly found jobs to do. In the U.S. for the better part of a decade, Laszlo has apparently never written a manifesto, waved a banner or founded a movement. He just follows the best traditions of his native Vienna by designing comfortable houses, well-curved armchairs and dining rooms with plenty of elbow room. The portfolio of agreeable houses which follows, therefore, is not an exposition of the European influence on Hollywood, but a very accurate picture of what California did to Paul Laszlo.
Sandwiched between three-story buildings, this U-plan house was designed to enclose space, exploit to the full a constricted lot.

Traditionally Californian in its plan, this hillside dwelling is noteworthy for a number of new and good ideas. As you enter the lot from the street the first impression is one of being hemmed in by high surrounding buildings. On opening the entrance door, however, the entire patio area with its view beyond opens up and the house, far from seeming constricted, becomes a generous, informally open space, without clear divisions between interior and exterior living areas.

The plan, on analysis, turns out to be almost symmetrical in its structural and mechanical skeleton. The definite separation of service and living areas, each with its own access, is extremely well handled, and highly efficient within a scheme that is bound to be less workable than its compact, eastern counterpart.

The designer, in close cooperation with the owner, planned the entire interior color scheme and all the furniture and accessories. In an open plan such as this the extension of the architect's function is absolutely essential, since separation of adjoining spaces is frequently achieved solely by introducing a low cabinet, a settee or a similar interior device. Thus the master bedroom contains a vanity which, when its two mirrored doors are opened, hides the closets and turns the dressing room wall into one large mirror. The built-in bar between living and dining rooms is another example of an interior decorating feature being used to define the plan.
HOUSE APPEARS SMALL FROM STREET WALK TO GARAGE IS COVERED. A LATTICE ADMITS LIGHT TO MAID'S ROOM

THESE THREE PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW VISTA FROM FRONT DOOR, THROUGH ENTRANCE HALL, INTO THE LARGE PATIO
ON SUNNY MORNINGS YOU CAN WALK FROM THE BEDROOMS ACROSS THE PATIO TO BREAKFAST

LIVING ROOM CORNER WINDOWS OPEN UP TO THE VIEW

HOUSE 1. (cont’d)

The problem of furnishing a modern house continues to show a wide variety of solutions. In the Philip Johnson house (see ARCH. FORUM, Dec. ’43) the structural asceticism of the building, without compromise, carried through to the furniture as well. Mr. Laszlo’s work represents another extreme of the experiment: starting out from a basically contemporary pattern, he frequently uses its visual rather than its functional qualities, decorates rather than designs. It is perhaps too early historically to judge which of the two succeeds in satisfying human needs. It should be said in Mr. Laszlo’s defense, however, that his scenery was lavish and his setting Hollywood. Whatever one’s personal tastes may be, this house, designed for the only woman producer-writer in the wonderland, is as much a piece of showmanship as a private home, and the pictures on these pages show that Mr. Laszlo has successfully blended these divergent functions.
THE DINING ROOM IS PART AND AN EXTENSION OF THE LIVING ROOM BEYOND . . .

WHOSE CENTRAL "MOTIF" IS THE LARGE FIREPLACE, SEEN HERE FROM THE PATIO
A variation of the previous plan, this house solves similar problems in a more compact manner, demonstrates clients' influence on design.

The house for Mr. and Mrs. de Strakosch also overlooks a hillside, but its plot is less constricted, and the best view happens to coincide with a southern orientation. While the requirements from the owners' viewpoint were somewhat similar, the solution relocates the living room to comply with the altered orientation, and makes a separate unit of the dining room. As a result this plan is less open than the first one, but its compactness undoubtedly makes it simpler to service. A covered terrace overlooks Santa Monica and the Pacific Ocean beyond.

Several features of the plan are interesting: the bar and breakfast room between dining and living areas helps to draw these together into a single space without violating the owners' requirements. The compact bedroom wing has liberal closet space. While these individual units are well handled, the circulation within the plan as a whole seems laborious and the "buried" corridor area, which has to be artificially lighted, somewhat wasteful. The design of the entrance hall, too, is less attractive than in the Harrison house: the slanting walls of the lobby open up toward a blank wall, rather than to a spacious view, as might have been the original intention.
TERRACE HAS A SERIES OF OPENINGS TO ADMIT MORE LIGHT INTO THE LIVING ROOM AND THE LIBRARY

FACES A FINE VIEW FROM ITS HILLTOP SITE

LIVING ROOM HAS FIREPLACE AND BOOKS AS ONE WALL
Designed for a corner plot facing the street on three sides, this California house would work well in other sections of the country.

HOUSE 3.

This house was built in the same block as the de Strakosch house, but requirements of produced a radically different solution. The plan-type has been used before, and it is an excellent one, both structurally and from the point of view of organization. The house divided lengthwise into two halves: the side facing the garden is taken up entirely the common living area. The other half contains services and rooms in occasional use, such as the guest room. The garage and maid's room form a separate entity, and the own sleeping quarters are located upstairs in a compact unit. While the obvious disadvantage of having the same view for all the major living areas might have been avoided on a different site, the arrangement in this case makes the best use of a difficult situation.

It is unfortunate, therefore, that the designer should have felt impelled to elaborate simple a scheme in its exterior expression. The treatment of the exterior, again, is a lit on the decorator's rather than the designer's side. There seems no reason to break up a plain wall by facing one section of it with vertical redwood siding, the other with stucco. Furthermore, the window patterns seem a little too forced. This is the more regrettable this is probably one of Mr. Laszlo's best-planned houses, with every detail of service and circulation worked out with great care and excellent spatial feeling.
GARAGE AND ENTRANCE WAY FACE THE STREET. STONE STEPS EDGED WITH DAISIES LEAD DOWN SLIGHT GRADE.

THE SOLID ENTRANCE DOOR ADDS NEEDED PRIVACY.
The garden side of the house is in direct contrast with its street facade in its use of generous window areas. These manage to recapture some of the simplicity of scale that is inherent in the plan. But as in the street elevation, this view again seems unnecessarily broken up, a little “over-detailed,” perhaps, where detail should have been subordinated.
MILDNESS OF CLIMATE IS EXPRESSED BY EXTENSIVE USE OF LOUVER DOORS

NOTE WINDOW IN THE DINING ROOM, TILTED OUT AT THE BOTTOM TO MAKE ROOM FOR PLANTS
A hillside house overlooking Los Angeles is curved to fit a road and catch a breeze. Outdoor living here is more than a slogan.

The large photograph on the facing page, showing a setting which must often seem more like an oven than a conventional landscape, indicates very clearly the major problem the architect: how to keep the house cool.

The plan and other illustrations give the answer. To the south there is a deep overhang supplemented by an awning in front of the living room, which faces directly south. The small central patio is a device for providing additional ventilation for the entry and rooms around it. And finally, the house itself has been curved in plan to catch more effectively the breezes that come in from the ocean.

There are other sub-tropical features, aside from the provisions for ventilation. The not so committal entrance wall, blank except for a few high windows and a window of obscure glass, becomes more and more typical as building moves south, and this contemporary expression is therefore particularly interesting.

An especially successful part of the entire design is the landscaping, which maintains the character of the setting easily and naturally. Flowers more formally arranged in beds would have looked completely inappropriate against the stark, arid background.
OF DRY HILLS REFLECTING SOLAR HEAT TO THE HOUSE SITE GAVE THE ARCHITECT HIS WORST PROBLEM

TERRACE HAS A VIEW OF CANYON AND CITY BELOW

PATIO IS ACCESSIBLE FROM THREE MAIN PARTS OF HOUSE
GLOBAL WARFARE DEMANDS GLOBAL TROOP SHELTER: LIGHT, EASY TO SHIP AND WELL INSULATED

HUTMENTS TO HOUSES—Manufacturers of the Navy's famed "Quonset" hut, plan to base a new system of peace-time prefabrication on their extensive war experience in the fabrication of military buildings.

The widespread use of prefabricated structures by the Army and Navy, while not so much publicized as prefabricated war housing, may have as great an influence on peacetime prefabrication. A number of companies now turning out buildings of various kinds for military purposes plan to enter the housing field after the war, applying their wartime equipment and experience to the fabrication of small homes and other structures for peacetime use. Among them, the Stran Steel Division of the Great Lakes Steel Corp. is in the almost unique position of having recent and extensive experience with the use of metal in prefabrication.

Stran Steel, best known before the war for its patented nailing groove feature of its light, cold-formed framing members, has supplied thousands of steel-frame barracks, storage buildings, canteens, etc. for military use. Beginning with the Quonset Hut, a 16 x 36 ft. structure for which Stran Steel furnished only a frame consisting of short, straight, nailable members arranged to form a multi-angled barrel vault, the company developed an ingenious arch-rib structure in various widths and lengths for which it supplies all necessary materials crated for export. Basis of the present system is an I-shaped, nailable member bent to form a continuous arch, uniting walls and roof in a single simple structure. These arches, which span 20 to 40 ft., are joined across the bottom by light steel floor framing, also consisting of nailable, I-shaped members. The steel frame, which is assembled with ordinary bolts, is first lined on the inside with thin Masonite, bent to conform to the arch. After the
ARCH SECTIONS are bolted together on floor platforms (above), tie-straps screwed to arches (right). Necessary tools are crated with parts.

INSULATING BLANKET is applied over Masonite lining, before placing exterior metal siding. Strips are long enough to cover entire arch.

INSULATION is held in place by wood blocks, jammed behind flanges of metal frame. Corrugated, galvanized iron siding is secured with double-headed nails in patent nailing groove.

SIDING is shipped precut to size to fit window openings, etc. Asphalt filler-strips open ends of corrugations at jambs of arch. Drawing below shows other details.

Masonite lining is applied, a layer of insulating blanket is placed between the ribs, working from the outside, and the structure is then covered with pre-painted, corrugated, galvanized iron siding, placed horizontally. Floors are plywood, nailed to the steel joists. Unlike the original Quonset Hut, the arch rib hut has side windows, three to a side, set in the sloping surface of the walls. Despite this feature and its larger size—20 x 56 ft.—the standard hut built in this way is lighter, more economical, and packs in less space than the original model.

After the war, Stran Steel expects that this arch structure, already used for military warehouses, workshops, etc., as well as troop shelters, can be applied in substantially its present form to a number of peacetime purposes, such as garage buildings, and can be adapted to other uses like greenhouse construction. In addition, the company's development department is already at work on a type of structure better suited to house construction, and is also studying the possibility of prefabricated kitchens and bathrooms built as separate units for use in conjunction with prefabricated panel construction.
ED WINDOWS have wood frames and hipped complete with screens and with re in place. Photo shows inside lining a. applied before outside sheathing.

A finished hut is neat and trim, warm and keep clean. Bulkheads at ends of buildings led last, were still not in place when this image was taken. Overhang protects door.

POSTWAR USES of arch rib structure might include garage buildings, greenhouses, etc. In photo-drawings above, the artist has shown various stages in the erection of a backyard garage, using actual assembly pictures of a standard, 20 x 56 ft. military "hut." Such a structure could be erected by the owner himself, with the help of his neighbors, particularly if they had all had military experience setting up huts.
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Drawings above show a postwar prefabricated farm group as visualized by Stran Steel’s development department in conjunction with the architectural division of Smith-Hinchman & Grylls Inc. Greenhouse and garage-chicken-house consist of adapted arch-rib structures, house is built from flat panels which would presumably have similar, nailable metal frames and panelboard finishes. In addition to structural panels for floors, walls and roofs, Stran Steel is also working on the possibility of kitchens and bathrooms fabricated as cubicle units. Sketches at right show some of the arrangements under consideration. At the top is one type of prefabricated bathroom, with walls and fixtures of light metal, and an exterior wall matching the regular panel construction, but also suitable for incorporation in conventional construction. Middle and lower pictures show opposite sides of a prefabricated kitchen, with a glass-front oven and a round, glass-doored refrigerator, both above work table height.
A small ski lodge on Peru Mountain, Vt., breaks away from traditional log cabin style, establishes a pleasant background pattern for America's latest popular sport. Fritz Dillmann, Designer; Ernest Durban, Associate.

Designed as part of a ski center in Snow Valley, this lodge serves as a recreation building only, with overnight accommodation provided for in the adjoining camp. To skiers—500 to 1,000 daily—returning from the surrounding slopes, it offers food, refreshments, a large fireplace, a place to sit and stretch their legs, a space to hold occasional square dances. To emphasize its function as a community center, the lodge was painted in bright colors: light blue window frames and red rafters contrast with the natural cedar clapboards. A low pitched roof can carry heavy loads of snow to tie this building in with the white winter landscape. The traditional deep overhang protects unusually large window areas. Its base of fieldstone, which sits on a flagstone terrace, is important in a building of this type as a brace and insulation against heavy snowfall.
Among the facilities provided are a ski shop, office, and a first aid room discreetly kept out of sight. The cafeteria-type food service is in keeping with the general atmosphere of informality, and seems to function efficiently. Local labor was used in the construction, and this may have contributed to the simplicity of the plan. A 33 ft., 12 x 12 in. beam along the center line of the structure opened up the recreation area of the lodge, and made it very flexible in use.
Comparatively long trusses such as those illustrated above, and long girders, offer a particular opportunity to save steel by using arc welding and oxyacetylene cutting. In general it is agreed that welded construction results in an average saving in steel of better than 10%, when such members are involved.

Three main factors make this possible: First, welded construction does not require the punching or drilling of weakening holes, therefore permits the use of lighter plates and sections and lowers shop costs. Second, plate edges to be welded need not be overlapped to provide maximum efficiency. Third, less connections material, if any at all, is required to join members or plates at their intersections.

The services of Air Reduction’s Applied Engineering Department are readily available for consultation on design problems.

**How Structural Welding Saves 10% in Steel!**

Detail of welded panel point connection of a truss, utilizing the increased depth of the unique one-piece chord and "gusset plate" made by splitting a beam section.

Sketch showing the way the beam section was split by oxyacetylene cutting to make the chord sections shown above.
Many psychiatrists feel that the new Safety-Detention Screens developed by Chamberlin will eventually obsolete heavy mesh and restraining bars in the structure of buildings devoted to modern psychiatric treatment. Chamberlin Detention Screens tend to eliminate that caged-in "prisoner" feeling which may aggravate suicidal impulses. They create a more pleasant atmosphere for patients and provide greater protection for the institution. These rugged, effective Detention Screens have been engineered so that patients cannot throw debris out of windows. They cannot be tampered with. Write for complete details today.

CHAMBERLIN
SAFETY-DETENTION SCREENS
Division
CHAMBERLIN METAL WEATHER STRIP CO.
General Offices: 1277 LaBrosse, Detroit 26, Mich.

Let a CHAMBERLIN ENGINEER Help You Plan
Chamberlin has branches in all principal cities
Write for address of our nearest engineer
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a white shirt, SWPC's new and possibly more important role was clear: a gradual resumption of civilian production showing up here and there, Cooperation's main job would be to help small business get its share of wartime surpluses and of civilian orders.

Last month General Johnson was back at his own surgical dressing de-
The same trade mark that appears on highest quality Butts, Hinges and other Hardware Equipment for commercial industrial and residential buildings.

The Stanley Works, Magic Door Div.,
New Britain, Connecticut

Gentlemen: Please send full information on Stanley Magic Doors for ( ) Commercial ( ) Industrial Use.

Name
Firm Name
Street
City
State

THIS WAY
To Successful Building Plans

In these days of discussion and planning for postwar construction programs—Stanley Magic Doors offer the ultimate in modernization, providing smartness, courtesy and convenience.

Actuated by a beam of light, completely automatic in operation, simple in design and easy to install, Stanley Magic Doors speed traffic and welcome people in or aid them on their way. They are applicable to practically all types of doors and door arrangements.


Fill out and mail the coupon now.

STANLEY MAGIC DOORS
REQUIRE NO HAND TO OPEN
WOOD Is Still Best For Jobs Like This

THE RAILROADS are among the earliest and most consistent users of Wolmanized Lumber. Bridge timbers, stringers and ties, wharf and platform decking—life is tough on jobs like these. But this wood is "alloyed for endurance," armed against decay and termite attack, so it can take it.

RESILIENCE, the cushioning effect between trackbed and supporting steel, is retained where Wolmanized Lumber is used in structures like that illustrated above. This wood also offers light weight, ease of handling and erection, high strength. It is clean, odorless, paintable. There is no added fire hazard, and the wood is not corroded by brine drippings from refrigerator cars. Nor does it corrode its metal fittings.

SERVICE RECORDS covering millions of feet of Wolmanized Lumber, at work for the railroads and elsewhere in industry, provide evidence of its durability. Lasting ability is given ordinary wood by vacuum-pressure impregnation with Wolman Salts preservative. "Fibre fixation" prevents leaching out.

WOLMANIZED LUMBER is being employed for wartime structures all over the world, speeding erection, assuring long life. It will do the same for your peacetime construction. American Lumber & Treating Company, 1647 McCormick Building, Chicago, Ill.

"Alloyed" FOR ENDURANCE
WOLMANIZED LUMBER
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workers, FWA has played nursemaid (aid for 434 child care projects, 16 schools). To lonely soldiers and workers seeking a good time, FWA has played fairy godmother (aid for 695 recreation centers). To overloaded war communities lacking funds for public works or defense, FWA has been lady bountiful, stepping in to supply streets, water works, sewage extensions, power facilities. Summing up these and other its many roles last month in its fourth annual report, the agency might well have listened for a little applause.

But Congress wasn’t doing much hand-clapping. Left out of the deficiency appropriation bill, FWA has recently been strapped for the money to carry on its job of bringing necessary works and services to war swollen communities. Unless it can convince Congress to pass favorably on its request for a $50,000,000 share in the deficiency appropriation bill soon to come up, FWA may have to abandon this part of its operations.

From its Lanham Act purse, earmarked for needed public improvement in war communities, FWA has so far taken out about $4.70 for every $1 spent by the municipalities for public works, but only 38 cents for every $1 spent from local funds for public services. Some of the federal funding has been loaned, and FWA reports that the majority of communities have been cooperative in helping to foot the bill.

Provision of community facilities has been only one part of FWA’s war building job. The Agency can also point proudly to thousands of miles of roads, built to speed raw materials to factories, finished goods to shipping points; to the near-finished Alaska highway built in cooperation with U. S. Army engineers; to the long steps taken to make the inter-American highway a reality; to scores of coastal flight strips; to sixteen residence halls built for Washington workers.

REDEVELOPMENT SHOAL
Like most of the U. S., Illinois Circuit Court Judge Julius H. Miner had the flu last month. But constriction in the judicial chest did nothing to cloud the judicial mind. From the Judge’s sickbed came a decision that looked like the first step to knock the Illinois Neighborhood Redevelopment Law off the statute books.

Like many another redevelopment proposal, the Illinois Act foundered on a familiar shoal: exercise of the right of eminent domain. That large-scale
Get Acquainted

WITH YOUR

Kitchen Business

YOUNGSTOWN kitchens are being kept before the public in large space, full color advertisements, such as the one illustrated. This continuous consumer advertising is building a strong list of prospects for YOUNGSTOWN dealers after the war... Cash in on this reservoir of business by getting details about YOUNGSTOWN dealerships NOW.
A LOW-COST FLOOR FOR INSTITUTIONS
It's Long-Wearing, Easy to Clean, and Cheerful

FOR alterations now and new construction after the war, Armstrong's Asphalt Tile is an ideal floor for hospitals and other institutions. Its many practical features include a smooth, easy-to-clean surface; long-wearing, through-to-the-back colors that stay new-looking for years. It can be installed on subfloors of all types, even on concrete in direct contact with the ground on grade or below grade. A special Greaseproof Asphalt Tile is made for kitchens and wherever floors are exposed to spilled grease, fats, and oils. For operating rooms and other areas where static electricity is an explosion hazard, Armstrong's Conductive Asphalt Tile eliminates the danger.

Armstrong's Asphalt Tile provides unlimited design possibilities. Handset a block at a time, its wide range of plain and marbleized colors can be planned to meet any individual requirement. And because it contains no critical materials, it is available without priority.

For detailed information about Armstrong's Asphalt Tile, consult Sweet's, Section 13, Catalog No. 31, or write directly to Armstrong Cork Company, Building Materials Division, 2302 Duke Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
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urban rebuilding is virtually impossible without use of this power is generally agreed, but controversy has been voiced to the public safeguards needed when it is invoked. Almost all state constitutions require that the power of condemnation be used only to acquire property for a public use and upon payment of a fair compensation, but plenty of earnest legal battles have been fought over what may be considered a "public use." Right of a municipality to condemn land for rebuilding as low-cost housing with public funds is now established by many court decisions, but how far condemnation may be used in clearing the way for rebuilding by private corporations has yet to come to a test in most states.

Ruled unconstitutional by Judge Miner was the Illinois law passed in 1941 authorizing use of the power of eminent domain (after 61 per cent of the site had been obtained by voluntary transactions) to condemn slum areas for rebuilding by private corporations under public supervision and control. No tax exemption was provided by the law. Said Judge Miner:

"To justify the taking of a private property from the owner without his consent even for adequate consideration, the law must extend its control over the property after it has been condemned to assure its devotion to the declared public purposes and uses... "Since all public control for the perpetuation of the public uses is removed with the completion of the redevelopment area, the granting of the power of eminent domain becomes the crux of the entire Act. The purposes for which the property would be taken and used would be a private purpose for pecuniary profit and not a public purpose at all."

Both Chicago real estate men and planners look forward to a decision from the Illinois Supreme Court which will clear the way for legislative action to frame a more realistic and workable redevelopment law.

With Metropolitan Life's Stuyvesant Town getting a go-ahead from New York State's Court of Appeals (see ARCHITECTURAL FORUM, Dec. '43), the New York redevelopment law looked as if it would stick. Also pivoted on use of the condemnation power for rebuilding by private enterprise, the New York law provides a 25-year tax exemption. During the tax-exempt period the redevelopment company may not lease or sell the project without consent of the local legislative body. Said Judge Edmund H. Lewis in the New York opinion: "If (Continued on page 104)
SLOAN VALVES' WARTIME ECONOMY
BORN MANY YEARS AGO

The above letter tells its own story—a story typical of the unequalled performance of Sloan Flush Valves. Of course, Gregory Brothers' Flush Valve was repaired and is again as good as new and should give many more years of trouble-free service.

SLOAN VALVE COMPANY
4300 WEST LAKE STREET • CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Throughout fighting America the advantages of Sloan superiority are multiplied by millions—and with records of performance such as this singular one above, it is little wonder why there are more Sloan Flush Valves installed than all other makes combined.
Montgomery Elevators in future buildings

New buildings now being planned will utilize new materials and techniques. And where passenger and freight elevators are required, new problems will arise. For assistance in solving these problems you can depend on Montgomery. For nearly 50 years Montgomery Elevators have been giving dependable service in thousands of buildings throughout the country. Accurate records show that practically no major repairs have ever been required. Too, original cost of Montgomery Elevators is generally lower than that of other comparable makes. If you are planning a new or remodeling project, we invite you to investigate Montgomery's Elevator Planning Service. Details on request.

MONTGOMERY MANUFACTURES a complete line of passenger and freight elevators, electric dumbwaiters and special equipment for vertical transportation.

HOME OFFICE • Moline, Illinois
Branch Offices and Agents in Principal Cities
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on the completion of the project the public good is enhanced, it does not matter that private interests may be benefited."

PREFAB BET

Alert to postwar changes in the Building market that may call for new merchandising techniques, Westinghouse Electric has surveyed significant present trends. Some tentative conclusions: Prefab may get as much as one-fourth of a postwar market for 1,000,000 homes. If big industry gets seriously interested in factory-built houses, prefab's share of the market may be even larger. But existing prefabricators will be able to turn out 400,000 units a year by operating up to present capacity.

Prefab thinking about distribution, Westinghouse reports, tends to bypass customary channels. As prefakers choice, private dealer outlets and direct-to-consumer sales take preference over lumber and building material dealers and local builders. (See ARCHITECTURAL FORUM prefab survey, Jan., 1943). In the opinion of some prefabricators questioned, the chance for home sales over department store counters has been much over-rated. Department stores, they sagely observe, are happy to display house models to pull in customer traffic, but when they run into problems of erecting, financing and servicing the homes, their enthusiasm may dwindle.

NEWS NOTES

Bathtub Black Market. The price of a regular bath is zooming, according to W. J. Lango of the National Association of Master Plumbers, who told the House Small Business Committee that bathtubs with a $41 ceiling price are selling in the black market for $100. Black market transactions exist everywhere in the country, he said, and are rapidly undermining the morale of plumbing contractors.

Jerry's End? Like doctors, British builders may be registered, if the National Federation of Building Trade Employers pushes its present notion. The Ministry of Works has already set up a wartime registry, which lists building firms in order of their capacity, but the proposed permanent registry would emphasize qualifications based on sound building standards. Commented the British Builder: "The value of a register will be obvious—a registered builder, like a registered doctor, may be liable to be struck off the register for untradesmanlike practice; and the

(Continued on page 106)
40 YEARS AGO — the Electric Age began in the Century's FIRST Building Era as buyers began to insist on Electric Lights in their new homes.

20 YEARS AGO — in the Century's SECOND Building Era, came Electric Refrigeration. Homeowners insisted on wiring for Refrigerators and other appliances ... Apartment house owners found Electric Refrigerators a "must".

THE CENTURY'S THIRD BUILDING ERA WILL FEATURE Electric Ranges!

BEFORE THE WAR the Electric Range had started its great forward march. In 1940, 450,000 Electric Ranges sold — in 1941, 780,000! The trend is INEVITABLE! The speed, economy, safety and convenience of Electric Cooking has become a part of "the American way".

AFTER THE WAR — cash in on this great swing, plan NOW to wire the homes you're going to build, for Electric Ranges. Built-in, such wiring is negligible in cost — powerful in sales appeal.

For details on wiring costs and advantages, write for the booklet "Wiring Ahead". Address:

ELECTRIC RANGE SECTION,
NATIONAL ELECTRICAL MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
155 East 44th Street, New York 17, New York

AFTER VICTORY — will come the Century's THIRD Building Era. And Electric Ranges will be the new American Kitchen "must". FROM NOW ON, the fast-selling homes will be the homes wired for Electric Ranges!
MIAMI WOOD Bathroom Cabinets

MODERN STREAMLINED

Saving War - Vital Metals!

MIAMI Wood Cabinets are doing an essential job in war housing and wherever replacements are necessary. These thoroughly modern Wood Cabinets are a far cry from the bulky, clumsy wood models of years gone by. Smart, trim, attractively streamlined, with mirrors framed in steel (by permission of WPB) Miami Wood Cabinets are complete in every detail, equipped with convenience features that are standard in Miami Metal Cabinets.

CONSERVE METAL . . . WIN THE WAR FASTER!

The MIAMI LINE consists of three distinctive wood cabinet models; also wood-framed wall mirrors in six sizes . . . Bodies of cabinets are made of kiln-dried hardwood, with joints double locked, glued, and tenoned; door back of moisture-proof composition board; mirrors framed in STEEL, finished to match cabinets.

MIAMI METAL CABINETS — production of which has been necessarily discontinued for the duration — will again be available in quantity after the war . . . Meanwhile, some models may still be had from distributors' stocks.
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supplying of good and sound materials and the building up of good and recognized standards should be among the registered builder's obligations . . . British Standard Specifications, Codes of Practice and now a builders' registry, happily, eliminate the jerry builder from postwar work."

Confusion. Increasing mental derangements among the women who work in Washington's Pentagon and live in the almost-as-vast government dormitories along the Potomac have set off House action to provide care for such patients in D. C. institutions. Thirty cases of persecution complex, depression and confusion have been reported. Found in one residence hall: a woman walking around "clothed only in a feather." As to what role drab design, cramped rooms, and almost incomprehensible size of both living and working buildings played in these budding psychoses, there was no available medical opinion.

Moving Continued. Undismayed by its experience in moving the first batch of demountable houses (see Arch. Forum, Jan., 1943), the Federal Public Housing Authority said more shifting will soon begin. To nearby South Bend will go an additional 60 units from the surplus at Kingsbury-LaPorte, Ind.; 172 units will be shipped to Chambersburg, Pa. from Point Pleasant, W. Va., another area where munitions production is slowing down. The Army has asked FPHA for 750 demountables to be used at a Tennessee project, but will take care of the moving job itself.

One for Chicago. The "world's greatest newspaper" announced matter-of-factly last month that it would build the "world's most modern and spacious" radio structure as soon as wartime restrictions are lifted. Said the Chicago Tribune: WGN's new six-story home will cost several million, include a 2,000-seat radio theater, the "largest, most modern, and best-equipped in the world." Plans and specifications will be ready for immediate post-war action.

Rent Bonus. First criminal prosecution against violators of OPA's New York rent ceiling came to light last month in a U. S. District Court. Trapped by $200 worth of marked bills were a couple of Bronx landlords, who had collected the amount as a bonus for leasing an apartment at the maximum legal rent. The landlords got sixty days; tenants got their $200 back, were told that under OPA regulations they might sue for an additional $600.

No. 102-W
TRANSPORTABLE ANYWHERE WITHOUT DISASSEMBLING

The fact that the Palace Home can be moved on a flat-bed motor truck, without disassembling the house or any part of it, makes it particularly well adapted to meeting quickly postwar housing needs. Those desiring new homes in a hurry will no longer have to put up with a two to three months' delay while their home is being erected. This new type of residence reduces the period of waiting to the length of time it takes for a motor truck to travel from factory to building site.

The mobility of the Palace Portable Home is due to a patented construction feature which makes it a simple matter to swing in the wing sections, so that the structure, when folded, is only 8 feet in width.

Unlike so-called pre-fabricated houses, the Palace Portable Home is not made in sections for assembly at the building site, but is fully assembled at the factory. Complete even to the installation of electric wiring and fixtures, plumbing and bath fixtures, and heating and cooking equipment, the Palace Portable Home is ready for occupancy practically upon arrival at its destination.

In making your plans for postwar business, whether in opening up new subdivisions or in supplying the urgent demands of prospective home builders, keep in mind the Palace Portable Home. It will enable you to speed up building operations tremendously.

Write for 4-Color Brochure of Palace Homes and Floor Plans.

Palace Corporation
Flint, Michigan
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TEEL has proved that it is a sound, practical, safe building material. It has demonstrated its undeniably low cost per year of service life.

TEEL has provided the architect, engineer and builder with combination of qualities found in no other material. It has made possible outstanding pieces of architecture. It has enabled men to erect building wonders.

TEEL is strong, tough, stiff, safe.

- is high in strength to weight ratio—permitting reduction in bulk—saving space.
- will not warp or shrink.
- will not absorb moisture.
- is fireproof, vermin proof, splinter proof.
- resists heat and cold, wear, corrosion, oxidation.
- is sanitary and clean.
- provides a stable base for finishes—metallic, vitreous enamel or various colored surface coatings.
- provides, in stainless grade, a permanently attractive, lustrous, silvery finish.
- is easy to fabricate both by shop and job methods.
- is inherently long in life with little need for maintenance.
- is low in cost per year of service life.
- is available in a wider range of forms than probably any other material.

Republic's capacity for steels and steel products is greater today than ever before. Through new wartime experience, Republic metallurgists and engineers have expanded their unsurpassed knowledge of steels, their fabrication and performance.

Design in STEEL—and have the assurance that it will be ready when you’re permitted to build—that it will enable you to do the building job you want done.
Letters
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taken. You see, in Australia we possess no architectural magazines of our own and very few text books, the majority coming from U.S.A. and Great Britain. The Architectural Forum plays such a vital part in our course that it would be virtually a physical impossibility to pass through our course without it. It seems to me that Forum has been a record of architectural work over the past years. Now, however, there is very little architecture to record, so what happens—just a few written articles and stacks of advertisements. However, I do not want you to think that Forum has gone down in the estimation of Australians. It is still the greatest architectural magazine in the world as far as we are concerned. . .

Malvern S. E.
Victoria, Australia

Well, or to put it another way, . . . well—
Ed.

FREE ARCHITECTURE?
Forum:
The matter of small house plan service comes up periodically at our meetings, conventions, etc., and yet nothing has been done to solve the matter other than to cry about it. Just prior to our State Association Convention at San Francisco in 1938, the writer was ready to propose setting up architectural clinics for that great majority of people who do not now use architectural help, who get their plans free from a lumber yard or a small-time builder or perhaps from a popular magazine.

Many of our best (?) architects do not want this business, neither do they want anyone else to have it. In the truly professional sense, we should be prepared to give some service. If a project as great as a public health system can determine who is needy and who is not, and give service, at the same time not injuring the private practice of doctors, the same should work for the architects.

This architectural service should be statewide in its scope to be really effective and to give service where it is most needed. We are now suggesting all sorts of remedies to clean out the blighted areas. These are merely palliatives; why not start at the beginning—prevention rather than cure!

William J. Stone, Architect
Chairman, Public Relations Committee
Southern Section
State Association of California Architects, Pasadena, Calif.
for the men who have the ELECTRICAL SAY

THESE BULLETINS COVER CIRCUIT BREAKER APPLICATIONS OF EVERY TYPE. GET THEM FOR YOUR FILES

WHICH OF THESE BULLETINS DO YOU NEED FOR YOUR FILES?

- #4000 Multi-breaker Load Centers. 1 to 16 circuits, 15 to 50 amperes, 115-230 volts A.C., 1 and 2 Poles.
- #3200 Industrial Multi-breakers. 15 to 100 amperes, 230 volts A.C., 2 and 3 Poles.
- #3500 Industrial and General Purpose Circuit Breakers. 10 to 600 amperes, 115 to 600 volts A.C., 125 to 250 volts D.C., 1, 2 and 3 Poles.
- #4500 Multi-breaker Lighting Panelboards. 15 to 50 amperes Branches, 115-230 volts A.C. Mains, 1 and 2 Poles.
- #5000 Circuit Breaker Lighting Panelboards. 10 to 50 amperes Branches, 125-250 volts A.C. or D.C. Mains, 1 and 2 Poles.
- #5200 Multi-breaker Type MH Distribution Panelboards. 15 to 100 amperes Branches, 230 volts A.C. Mains, 1, 2 and 3 Poles.
- #5300 Square D Type ABH Circuit Breaker Distribution Panelboards. 10 to 50 amperes Branches, 230 volts A.C., 125 D.C. Mains, 2 or 3 Poles.
- #5500 Square D Form W— Circuit Breaker Convertible Distribution Panelboards. 15 to 600 amperes Branches, 600 volts A.C., 250 volts D.C. Mains, 1, 2 or 3 Poles.
- #3000 Square D Switchboards. 575 volts A.C. or D.C.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR YOUR FREE COPIES

SQUARE D COMPANY
6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan
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Announces

MODUFLOW

MODUFLOW Control Systems will be a powerful post-war sales tool ... Provides continuous heat flow at exact temperatures needed ... Used commercially many years ... Will be available for post-war homes

KEEPING AHEAD of progress is a habit with Minneapolis-Honeywell. Announcement of the Moduflow Control System gives the automatic heating trade an additional opportunity to participate in the post-war market. The Moduflow Control System will revolutionize post-war home heating. It will be a powerful sales tool in the hands of automatic heating engineers and dealers and will lead to the sale of additional automatic heating equipment.
Here Is What Moduflow Does!

THE OWNER of every home, large or small, old or new, as well as every operator of a commercial building, is a prospect for the Moduflow Control System, because it eliminates the glaring fault of present day automatic heating—intermittent delivery of heat. Instead, Moduflow, as its name implies, provides a continuous flow of heat at exactly the temperature required to offset heat losses and to maintain room temperatures at the desired level. It does away with the alternate periods of hot and then cold radiators or registers and thus prevents stratification, drafts, overheating and underheating. Also, the Moduflow Sectional Control System enables home owners to maintain different sections or rooms at varying comfort or economy temperature levels, further eliminating fuel waste. Living quarters, for example, may be kept at 72; kitchens and bedrooms at 65; attached garage at 40 to 50; nurseries at 75. Most existing homes, however, to lend themselves to this sectionalized or zone heating, will require some change in the piping or duct work.

In the case of steam heat, only enough steam to satisfy the thermostat is circulated.

The cost of the Moduflow System for existing homes is surprisingly low—actually no more than that of a modern washing machine. Fuel savings alone will easily offset this expense. In new homes, it is even less. It is easy to see why the Moduflow System will revolutionize post-war heating. Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, 2740 Fourth Avenue South, Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. Branches and distributing offices in all principal cities.

Here Is How Moduflow Does It!

THE PRINCIPLES of the Moduflow Control System are simple, and, in fact, not new. Actually, Minneapolis-Honeywell engineers have applied them to commercial buildings for 10 years or more. Only recently, however, has Moduflow been adapted to homes. Exhaustive tests have proved both its economy and comfort.

As stated before, the Moduflow System provides a continuous flow of modulated heat into each room. This is accomplished by maintaining boiler or furnace bonnet temperatures at a fixed level. By automatically mixing heat from this reservoir with return water or air to exactly the temperature called for, and continuously circulating this mixture through the heating system, the room thermostat is constantly kept satisfied without overheating.

New post-war homes can be sectionalized or zoned so that the Moduflow System will maintain rooms or sections at various comfort or economy temperatures.

Personalized Apartment Control

The post-war apartment will permit each tenant to maintain his temperature to his own liking—or even individual sections of it may be kept at various comfort or economy levels with the Moduflow System.

"Moduflow" is now being introduced through the radio and general magazines. Through these mediums a non-technical booklet is being distributed to the public. A little later a technical booklet will be ready for the trade.
While we are devoting 100% of our effort to illumination on ship and ashore to help win the war, we look forward to Peace and the increased service we can then render.

Our research, engineering, manufacturing and application facilities have been accelerated.

Our staff is unimpaired. Our vision of what lighting will be after the war is an inspiration.

Let's all pull together to get it over with, soon.

Allard Hendrickson Co.

Lighting Fixtures
Illuminating Engineers
337 Adams Street
Brooklyn, N. Y.

ABESTO ASSURES BETTER ROOFS AT A SAVING

What is the Most Important Part of the Building You Design?

No architect can answer that question simply. The building is made up of equally important component parts. Foundation — side walls — roof — all must weld into a strong whole.

That is why modern architects specify Abesto Cold Process construction for the roof of a building designed for strength and service.

Because Abesto Cold Process roofing materials have proved through years of actual use, and because our engineers have constantly met and answered problems arising in the field we can offer the architect a roofing material which is superior in the three qualities that are essential to a good built-up roof.

Abesto gives you these three qualities —
Better Adhesion which insures close bonding of laminations —
"Cured Elasticity" which permits the expansion and contraction of a roof without cracking —
High Resistance to oxidation which gives long time service.

Write for our free specification sheets which show the various types of construction for which Abesto is used.

ABESTO MFG. CO.
MICHIGAN CITY, IND.
FREE . . . to Architects, Contractors and Builders:

A Brand New Kimsul* Book on Latest Insulation Methods

24 Pages of Vital Information on Modern Construction Methods!
Here’s a Sample of the Contents:

- More Than 50 Photographs and Diagrams of Latest Insulation Methods
- Special Heat-Loss and Fuel-Conservation Charts, based on Practical Insulation Conditions
- Detailed Charts of Insulation Efficiency expressed in “U” Factors
- Installation Diagrams of Modern Attic-Ventilation Methods
- Shadow-Map Showing Where a Vapor Seal is Needed, and Photographs Showing It Being Installed
- . . . Plus Full Information on KIMSUL Flexible Blanket-Type Insulation and Its Installation Advantages!

Don’t Delay! Send for Your FREE Copy Today!

Here’s a book that can be of real service to every architect, contractor and builder. It’s packed with vital information that every “builder” should have. And it’s accurate information... discovered and compiled through the research and practical experience of Kimberly-Clark Insulation Engineers.

This big free book can help each architect to complete his building specifications... each contractor to do a better job... and each builder to get the job done faster! So let it serve you throughout 1944. Send for your FREE copy today!

KIMBERLY-CLARK CORPORATION
Building Insulation Division
Neenah, Wisconsin

Please send me my FREE COPY of the new illustrated book, “Save Man-Hours and Man-Power on Every Job”.

Also have a KIMSUL representative call.

Name:
Address:
City_____ State.

[ ] Architect [ ] Contractor [ ] Builder

A PRODUCT OF KIMBERLY-CLARK RESEARCH
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what it should be. The exterior is devoid of required ornament, nor does it achieve distinction through form or fenestration. The inside motor entrance is not dramatized to the extent justified nor is the pedestrian entrance properly tied into it, with the result that cars stop at unimpressive and inconvenient doorways. Commercially, the important fact is that the passerby or the observer of a picture of this hotel is not encouraged to stop.

The room that happened to be assigned to me was functionally inconveniently designed. One expects the combination of a great firm of architects with a great firm of hotel operators to produce a bed light that is right for its purpose. One expects closets designed for clothes of a dimension worn by men and women of 1943 and bathroom fixtures set in the proper places. The thought that came to my mind was that architects should make more use of temporary "mockups" similar to those used by the motor car manufacturers. It is about time that they know some common standard dimensions and, before selecting furniture or arranging fixtures, they should be tried out in "mock" room.

Foreign visitors will not find much to take home with them from the design of this hotel. Nor will American guests rush back to their home towns to engage an architect for their new building, whatever it may be. Nor will the hotel company fill its rooms when priorities are off and we return to normalcy. The builders and designers of the Washington Statler have only done what most modern owners and architects have done, and I am not selecting them for special criticism. It does possess many admirable qualities, advances and innovations. But it serves here as well as anything else as a guinea pig to illustrate what I think is partly wrong with architecture in America, and what must be done to revitalize it after the war.
The above illustrates a super service-station of tomorrow. Automobiles will be serviced on the ground floor—helicopters on the roof. The Bohn organization after Victory, will turn their attention and the full fruits of their research to a wide variety of new developments like the one shown above, as well as innumerable other projects. Remember the name Bohn, one of the world's foremost sources for non-ferrous alloys and advanced metallurgical studies.
DOORS of the future

...must close quietly, efficiently

Design and mechanism of LCN Door Closers will set the standard for the future, as they have in the past.

NORTON LASIER COMPANY
466 W. SUPERIOR ST., CHICAGO

Copyright 1944, Norton Lasier Co.
Biggest roofing news in 1943 was the greatly increased acceptance of perforated felts by architects, engineers and roofers.

Roofs built to most rigid specifications...with the finest materials...by experienced and conscientious workmen — can go wrong from blister trouble. Ruberoid Perforated Felts are your best insurance policy.

Cause of blisters is two-fold: Air trapped between layers, or moisture in the roofing fabric. Irregularities in the deck, "roofed" over by the first layer of felt, imprison these pockets of air and moisture. This works with temperature changes, expanding under the heat of the sun, pushing up the covering into a blister.

Experiences with Perforated Felt Built-Up Roofs have been piling up fast...and they're all good. Case history record of blister elimination through use of perforated felt has astonished many "old-timers".

Ruberoid P-E-R-F-O-R-A-T-E-D Felts have double valve action. Outlet valves release vapors. Inlet valves insure a complete asphalt seal between the layers of the completed roof.

Smooth surfaced asbestos adopted for numerous government installations. Specifications now call for No. 15 Perforated Asbestos Felt in place of No. 20 (non-perforated) formerly used.

New specifications, providing increased use of perforated asbestos and asphalt felts, now available from Ruberoid. Ask about specifications for asbestos and combination roofs.
Business advisory sources in Washington report that post-war planners are figuring on a volume in construction materials after the war roughly the same as in the boom in the late 1920s. That would be more than a third higher than in the five years immediately preceding the outbreak of this war.

Many preliminary plans for post-war buildings include flat roofs and greater utilization of roof areas. Flat roofs call for coal tar pitch and felt roofing materials. The wartime spurt in inventiveness has brought many marvelous new things, but nothing has been invented that is better for flat roofs than coal tar materials.—Koppers Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.

They estimate that the construction business and the related furniture and glass industries will provide employment for about 25% more people than before the war.
COMFORTABLE LIVING ASSURED

ONE hundred powerful, new Diesel tow-boats are now at work bringing oil up the Mississippi and through the inland waterways along the Atlantic Coast. That's comforting news to many homes and plants that have been worried about getting through this Winter.

Comfortable living is assured for the crews of these barge-pulling tugs, too. The specifications as laid down by the U. S. Engineers Department call for York automatic oil-burners to keep the quarters on board warm and comfortable...to save space, reduce weight, and deliver more heat.

Years of experience in designing and installing oil-heating equipment are behind York Heat. To this back-log has been added the further experience of applying York Heat to all kinds of war-time uses. You can be sure that when York Heat is again available for the homes of tomorrow, it will offer new economies, new conveniences, and new living comfort.

YORK HEAT
Division of YORK-SHIPLEY, INC.
York, Pa.

Each month we're giving consumer acceptance for YORK HEAT a powerful tug. Each month millions of people are reading about YORK HEAT in the leading magazines. This means hundreds of prospects are being developed right in your own home territory. It means that York dealers won't have to waste any time cashing in on YORK HEAT when the war ends.

This is another of the YORK HEAT advertisements appearing regularly in: AMERICAN HOME • HOUSE and GARDEN • HOUSE BEAUTIFUL • BETTER HOMES and GARDENS • TIME (Canadian Edition) • BUSINESS WEEK.

YORK HEAT
Division of YORK-SHIPLEY, INC., YORK, PA.
You can specify

TIILE-TEX PRODUCTS NOW...

for post-war projects!

Many architects are now busy working on plans and specifications for post-war projects. It is important that they know what products, previously on the market in pre-war days, will be available once the war ends.

Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile Flooring, Tuff-Tex Greaseproof Industrial Flooring, Tile-Tex Decorative Wall Tile, and Flexachrome Plastic Flooring all will be available shortly after the war ends. Complete data on all of these products can be found in Sweet’s Catalog for 1944. At the present time, we are able to furnish Tile-Tex Asphalt Tile Flooring and Tuff-Tex Greaseproof Industrial Flooring. The other two products mentioned have been discontinued for the duration.

Constant improvement in product quality has been a major Tile-Tex policy. The war years have taught us much that we hope to incorporate in the products we manufacture. All four of the Tile-Tex products mentioned above will be noticeably improved in many ways.

If you are writing specifications now for post-war buildings, you can specify Tile-Tex products with the assurance that they will be available at that time.

* The Tile-Tex Company

101 Park Avenue, New York City • Chicago Heights, Illinois

---

BOOKS

(Continued from page 28)

“The fictitious value of slum properties should be squeezed out before public funds are expended to purchase them. Public housing for low-income families and the use of the police power of the state to enforce adequate (dwelling) laws will accomplish this result... Our law denies to the state the right to appropriate property for public use without paying the full market value; but our law does not deny to the state the right to destroy market values founded on injurious use of property, by prohibiting such use.”

4) Public housing is costly and extravagant.

“The cost of construction of public housing under the USHA program has been about one quarter less than the average cost of similar housing produced by private enterprise.”

5) Public housing does not rehouse families from the slums.

“Rents in public housing projects erected under the USHA programs are in every case lower than rents charged in the slums and only families from substandard housing are accepted as tenants.”

6) The slum dweller creates the slum.

“There is not the slightest evidence to support this comforting theory either here or in any country in the world. It is estimated by the FPHA that the value of work performed by the tenant of public housing amounts to about $1.50 per dwelling unit per month, or eighteen dollars a year. Tenant maintenance programs have been established in every public housing project.

7) Public housing injures private business and threatens to bankrupt the nation.

“Private industry provides very few homes for families in the lower half of the middle-income group and except for a few shacks erected in communities without adequate building codes, no new homes for families of the lowest-income-third. No conceivable change in economic conditions after the war will put enough into the pockets of families in the lowest income group to enable them to afford good housing. One of the most disturbing aspects of the recovery from the depression was that, while industrial production as a whole rose to more than 90 per cent of the 1925-30 average, prior to the inauguration of public housing under the USHA, residential construction rose to only 34 per cent of the 1925-30 average.”

Perhaps the real test for the book is its effectiveness in bringing new support to public housing. It passes this test with a fairly high mark. In other words, the open minded citizen will close its covers more convinced of public housing’s desirability than when he opened them. Such reservations as remain will result from the violence of the Straus invectives aimed at his opponents. To tag all opposition to public housing as “greed” and “inhumanity” is nonsense. This righteous indignation is politically unrealistic even though it may indicate sincere humanitarian principles. Unyielding support of an extremist viewpoint on one side or the other does nothing to bring about a practical and acceptable solution to a pressing problem. Actually, much of the present opposition to public housing is based on lack of information and guiltless acceptance of adverse propaganda. The best thing that can be said for the book is that it demands from the other side an equally factual and forthright answer—and quickly. Not to go unaccounted is Mr. Straus’ smooth and readable treatment of a dry and monotonous subject. With no pretense at being a professional writer he has managed to turn innumerable fiscal and factual statements into a book that ranks well in interest among current non-fiction works.
They're here... in this New catalog... put 'em in your postwar "specs" Now

modine
Convectors

- It's all in this new catalog... the data on the line of copper convectors that Modine will manufacture right after the war. And the catalog is off the press. No need to postpone specifications! You can incorporate the comfort, convenience and economy of modern convection heating in the postwar buildings you are planning now.

ASK FOR NEW CATALOG SA-44 describing Modine Copper Convectors for postwar buildings... or see it in Sweet's File!

Right—Type RWC Wall Cabinet Modine Copper Convector (an application of this type is illustrated above)

MODINE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1736 RACINE STREET • RACINE, WISCONSIN

Look in your phone book for Modine representative's name—"Where to Buy It" section.

WAR PLANTS CAN GET MODINE UNIT HEATERS RIGHT NOW
FACTS for the FUSSY

Are you the fussy type? Congratulations; you're just a bit smarter and more conscientious. It isn't necessary, at least where flooring is concerned. You could buy only on price—which would probably mean picking Kentile because it's so very inexpensive. Or you could choose Kentile because of its quality reputation—one choice for most of the big jobs since 1927. And, of course, you could select Kentile for its amazing range of colors, its pattern possibilities, the advantages of Greaseproof Kentile, etc.

Well, here are just a few little technical facts. They're interesting to the man who likes to dig into things. Wants to know why Kentile is always laid so fast, looks so good and performs so perfectly.

YES, ELECTRONICS!

It's supposed to be terribly new, this electronics. But for three years now, Kennedy has used electronics to control the gauge of Kentile. Of course we have human checkers, groups of men who stand at three different places on our fabrication line with nothing to do but watch for imperfect tile. But, in addition, Kennedy in 1941 installed electronic devices that infallibly control the thickness of every inch of Kentile produced. Guaranteeing that every tile is absolutely the same gauge across its entire surface—guaranteeing floors that must be level.

THE MARVEL OF MARBLE!

There's marbling and marbling in the trade. You've seen all kinds. There's the pepper and salt variety—a few specks here, a few spots there. There's the paintbrush type—a streak here, a line there, seems to have been "applied" by a wavy rolling-brush. Then there's the marbling based on Kentile—marbling created by the slow and thorough mixing of the background tile and the added colors, so that from front to back, but running in veins, the marble is varied, uneven, yet strangely patterned in nature's way—the vein-type marbling that makes true and distinctive patterns.

THE DOUBLE-CUT KNIFE TRICK!

Asphalt tile could be cut by a guillotine. That's fast and pretty accurate, but not good enough for us. The knife always has an invisible "way". Also, the blade pulls down the top edge just enough to create a tiny dual catch, the blade of Kentile squares are cut by a giant male and female dies. All four edges are cut at the same time by immediate 'blades', and the male dies from below match Kentile's perfect squareness and precision. Flooring mechanics say Kentile's perfect squareness speeds installation and guarantees a perfect floor. And, any bevelling of a perfect floor is caused by the male on the edges is caused by the male on the underside where it is lifted by cement, leaving an absolutely solid top surface.
Doodled in 1847. How the farmer got into this farmhouse after dark without breaking his neck, was one of the many problems its designer, M. Le Doux, left unsolved. Bigger problem was how to get this doodle down on a farm—to set this ball rolling off the blueprints into actual construction. M. Le Doux never solved that one either—so his golf-ball chalet for gentlemen farmers never got built.

Or planning for that building boom?

In 1918 a lot of men in the building industry were dreaming beautiful dreams about a postwar industrial building boom. You heard statements like "More than 50% of our prewar plants are obsolete and need replacement"—"Hundreds of new products are clamoring for plants in which they can be made economically."

Well—here we are again. Nowadays many builders are echoing the words of 1918.

And maybe they're right. Maybe there will be a boom after this war. But somebody has to break ground for it—start the ball rolling.

How? One way is to show executives that the building industry can now have plants which will produce so much more efficiently and economically than outmoded ones that business simply can't afford not to build them.

And the most economical and effective way to tell this story to business is through the pages of Time—the first-choice magazine of business executives, plant owners, and managers—the magazine they turn to for information to help them think ahead and plan ahead and see the shape of things to come . . . the magazine the employers of America believe in and vote their favorite over all the others they read*.

What's more, Time is the magazine in which business and industry prefer to tell their own product stories!

*Among the subscribers to Time (who altogether employ 33,000,000 people), are executives and engineers, Government officials, mayors, bankers, architects, and 22 other groups of leaders—all of whom recently voted "Time is America's most important magazine."
improved, Sir Edwin suggested the installation of motors inside the lions to make them purr. In a preliminary sense, Lutyens was given the opportunity Sir Christopher Wren always longed for—that of rebuilding London. When in 1940 the Royal Academy Planning Committee was formed, Sir Edwin was named chairman. The plan which evolved featured a complete ring-road connecting all terminal stations. The overground railway within this ring is to be abolished in favor of new under-ground links which will not interfere with the subways. Other projects of the plan include the transformation and relocation of Covent Garden as a music and drama center, a royal processional road from Buckingham Palace to Victoria, the opening of the Thames river front by extending the present embankments and gardens, the reconstruction of Piccadilly Circus in rectangular shape (see photo), an open area around St. Paul's cathedral. In recognition of his work, Sir Edwin was awarded the coveted Order of Merit in the King's New Year honors in 1943.

Lutyens also designed the famous Queen's Doll House belonging to Queen Mary which was a feature of the British Empire Exhibition in 1924.

Sir Edwin was one of the principal architects for the Imperial War Graves Commission. He was knighted in 1911 and made a Knight Commander of the Indian Empire in 1930. He was decorated by the Legion of Honor in 1932. Among some of his better known works are the British School of Art in Rome, the British Pavilion at the Paris Exposition of 1900, the Catholic Cathedral in Liverpool and the head offices of the Anglo-Persian Oil Co. in London.

DIED

Carl A. Nau, architect, in Cleveland, Ohio. As partner and principal architect in the firm of Wilbur Watson & Associates, Mr. Nau had charge of the design and construction of many important buildings including the Ravenna ordnance plant, largest shell-loading unit in the world. He also designed industrial buildings in Akron, Ohio for the Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co., and the Firestone Tire and Rubber Co., factory buildings for Talon, Inc., and the plant for the Industrial Rayon Corporation at Painesville, Ohio.

COURSE IN PLANNING

The City Planning Division of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is sponsoring a short training course in city and regional planning during the spring of 1944. Men and women with professional experience in architecture, landscape architecture, civil engineering, political science or public administration are eligible. The course will begin on April 3rd and continue for a period of twelve weeks. Tuition is $125 payable at the time of registration. Further information may be obtained from Professor Frederick J. Adams, Division of City Planning, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge 39, Mass.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Lester C. Tischy announces the opening of his office at 369 Lexington Avenue, New York City for the practice of architecture and industrial design. Lawrence S. Bellman, John Gillett and John N. Richards of Toledo announce the change in the name of the firm of Mills, Rhines, Bellman & Nordhoff to Bellman, Gillett & Richards. Charles M. Nordhoff retired from the firm in 1943. Cram & Ferguson, Boston, announce the addition of Chester A. Brown, John T. Doran and William H. Owens to partnership in the firm. With the addition of new partners Harley & Ellington, Detroit announce the change of the firm name to Harley, Ellington & Day.

FORUM OF EVENTS

(Continued from page 6)

Laucks specially formulated Construction Glues constantly are helping create new building techniques — just as they here help solve the problem of portable mercy. Let them help you! For complete information, write or wire:

I. F. LAUCKS, Inc.
Lauxite Resins — Lauxine Glues
CHICAGO, 2 — 6 North Michigan Avenue
LOS ANGELES, 1 — 839 E. 60th Street
SEATTLE, 4 — 911 Western Avenue
Factories:
Seattle, Los Angeles, Portland, Va., Lackport, N. Y.
In Canada:
I. F. LAUCKS, Ltd., Granville Island, Vancouver, B. C.
HERCULES-LAUX-MERRIN, Ltd., Stanbridge, Quebec

* Don't forget, LAUX REZ, the pioneer resin sealer and primer, protects wood as rust-proofing protects metal.

LAUCKS CONSTRUCTION GLUES
Consult LAUCKS—America's Glue Headquarters

126 THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
Reasoning that traditional limitations of design will be put to the test in post-war building, architect Hugh Stubbins, Jr., on the staff of Harvard’s Graduate School of Design, has studied this hospital plan “from the roof down.” For it is in the roof plan, he explains, that most hospital architecture of the past has wasted a maximum of vitally needed space.

Shown here by contrast is the busy and efficient roof of a “typical” hospital of tomorrow—with indoor and outdoor solariums, pools, physical therapy and exercise areas, rest stations, convalescent wards and restaurant facilities . . . all in the roof plan alone!

Barrett Specification Roofs, because of their extreme adaptability, now make it possible for architects and social planners to execute many of the revolutionary improvements in living, housing and working conditions that are awaiting the end of this war. Then, as now, these famous coal-tar pitch and felt roofs will provide the maximum in dependable, long-lasting waterproofing and weatherproofing protection.

The hospital shown here is fifth in the Barrett series of designs by outstanding American architects devoted to functional planning in roof architecture. You are invited to write today for reprints of the complete series for your files.
New York Designer Leo Jiranek, born in Grand Rapids, has specialized in furniture and home furnishings ever since receiving his engineering degree from Princeton in 1922. As consultant to some of the country's leading manufacturers he has worked with many materials, including plastics.

FROM WARTIME LESSONS IN PULP MOLDING...

A MOLDED PLASTIC THEATRE LOGE CHAIR

Until very recently it bordered on Sunday supplement sensationalism to talk about molding plastics into forms as large and intricate as the comfortable, spring-base theatre loge chair which the well-known furniture designer Leo Jiranek has suggested here. But war-stimulated research on the problems of forming plastics-impregnated paper pulp... plus experience with fluid pressure molding of plastics-bonded plywood... have opened up vast and exciting new possibilities.

Tomorrow it may well be possible to produce strong, durable articles like Mr. Jiranek's chair which will combine the strength of laminated plastics with the excellent finish, complexity of form and production economy of conventionally molded plastics.

Complete experimental pulp molding equipment has been installed in Monsanto's plastics laboratories, and the many problems involved in this new and highly promising technique are being thoroughly explored in cooperation with leading pulp molders.

Sketches below illustrate details of how this technique might be applied to a problem like Mr. Jiranek's chair.

Plastic in form of resin is added to a mixture of paper pulp and water in a beater of type used in paper mills.

Pulp is then pumped to felting tank in which a die made of wire screening is suspended.

When air is evacuated from die, vacuum attracts pulp particles, producing preform approximate shape of chair.

Preform is dried, may then be molded by rubber bag method to give it final finish.

Upholstery might be Monsanto's waterproof, washable Soflex.*

Body might be pulp impregnated with either Resinox* or melamine resins.

Ash tray in arm could be conventionally molded from Resinox.*

Aisle light could be molded from Lustron*, Resinox* or Fibestos.*

Ingenious feature of Jiranek chair is spring base. This, of course, would be metal.

FOR FACTS ON POSTWAR PLASTICS...

For more facts on pulp molding— and on many other new developments likely to affect the shape of things to come— see the 24-page booklet, "The Family of Monsanto Plastics," prepared especially for product designers. Also included are charts, graphs, photographs and information on the complete line of Monsanto plastics, one of the widest and most versatile groups of plastics offered by any one manufacturer. Simply write: Monsanto Chemical Company, Plastics Division, Springfield, Massachusetts.
Use of non-critical masonry permits speed in construction...effects savings...and insures building of high architectural excellence

Camp Lejeune at New River, North Carolina—conceived as a permanent marine base prior to Pearl Harbor—had to be built fast after war came.

Called upon to create quickly a base for 40,000 marines, with permanent structures ranging from power plants and platoon barracks to chapels and women marines' club houses—the builders turned to non-critical brick and clay tile.

So successful was the use of clay masonry, the handsome buildings were completed on schedule and many of them were erected at actual savings in cost.

Of particular interest was the use of reinforced masonry beams and lintels in place of conventional angles and beams. Over 6,000 lintels, ranging in span from 3 feet to over 12 feet in length, were built without failure of any kind.

Tomorrow...many homes, apartments, public and commercial buildings will be built of brick and tile—modular-designed brick and tile—and, in many cases, reinforced masonry construction will make possible greater economies and wider application of these products.

As a progressive designer of

After the war...it will be built of modular designed

BRICK AND TILE
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several weeks and the controls must be regulated manually during this period to compensate for this component of the total heat load. Large glass areas admit enormous quantities of solar radiation which do not affect the temperature controls. This causes heat waste and much discomfort. Large expanses of wall without window openings lose heat less rapidly than other walls and cause overheating in their immediate area.

Possible solution of these problems may be found through the use of an outside chamber similar in principle to those used in zone controls for large buildings. Such a chamber could easily be built so that its rate and distribution of heat loss would simulate the actual conditions caused by walls, glass area and floor slab. Perhaps a little ingenuity applied to each individual problem is needed rather than a highly scientific attempt to design a control adjustable to all installations. Not long ago the entire idea of automatic temperature control was an exciting new development, and soon the remaining “kinks” may all be ironed out.

Complete year-round control of both temperature and humidity has already been achieved. This is done by cooling or heating water at a central source and delivering it to individual rooms. Air which has been filtered or corrected for proper humidity is delivered to these units and passed over the water coils at high velocity, after being mixed with air which has been circulated. Air is recirculated and exhausted from the room to which it was originally delivered. This system provides for individual room control by a dial which adjusts the supply of hot or cold water. The high velocity air is immediately affected.

The demand for this complete weather control, and the pattern of declining cost established by automobiles and electric refrigerators make it reasonable to expect dialed climate to be available in a few years at a price sufficiently low that it will become a necessity in the average home.

Blowers with flexible mounting arrangement.
Name: No. 6S Utility Blower.
Features: Eight different combinations of the blower, stand, inlet and discharge flanges, bring manufacturers of machines with built-in air handling equipment a unit that is practically custom-built for each application without the cost of special tools, dies and handling. Housing and stand are die-stamped steel, zinc die-cast multi-blade wheel is dynamically balanced, wheel and motor are direct-connected, all results in a durable, quiet, efficient, compact unit for engineering into any other machine. It is powered by a series wound, 110 volt, single phase, 60 cycle, sleeve bearing type AC motor that operates at 3400 r.p.m.
Manufacturer: Ilg Electric Ventilating Co., 2850 No. Crawford Ave., Chicago 41, III.

Power Feed for drill presses.
Name: Hydra-Drill.
Features: This tool is a controlled automatic fully adjustable power feed for most makes and models of drill presses. Powered by air, this tool automatically operates a drill press so that the customary hand feed, while it can

(Continued on page 132)
The strength of America at war lies in the moral and physical strength of its youth. America's hope for the future rests on the ideals and character developed in the children of today.

While men make and enforce the laws, it is the women who guide the children. For the child acquires the foundation of his character in the early, formative years...and, mainly at his mother's knee. The high readership of McCall's articles on the care and guidance of the young is evidence of the American woman's keen awareness of this—her deep, and very special responsibility.

Because the American woman's interests and responsibilities are different from the man's, her reading interests are obviously different. That is why no other magazines published can approach women's magazines in their interest to women. It is why McCALL'S MAGAZINE has become a reading "habit" with one American Woman out of every five.

McCall's—three magazines in one
Serving the interests of the American Woman
Her Heart—Her Home—Herself
be used if necessary, is not needed for fast production work. Adjustable stops permit accurate adjustment for all drill press operations such as drilling, counterboring, spot facing, reaming, etc. The range of feed can be instantly regulated for fast drilling of soft materials or slow drilling of hard materials. A safety fingertip control permits immediate release of the automatic feed. The rate of feed of the drill press spindle can be adjusted so that the pressure of the drill on the work is adjusted to any drilling operation regardless of the size of the drill which is used and the rate of speed at which the drill is operated. This saves breakage of small drills, and assures rapid drilling with larger drills.

Manufacturer: The General Pacific Corp., 1800 S. Hooper Ave., Los Angeles 21, Cal.

ENGINEERED PLYWOOD PANELS for lightweight partitioning.
Name: Hollo-Tech.
Features: Lightweight panels are being constructed with a top and bottom surface of plywood attached to a grid of narrow spruce strips with plastic glues. As lightweight partitioning and flooring, it may be used for buildings, airplanes, buses, railway coaches and marine use. When used for flooring, the action is like a multi-webbed box girder; top and bottom surfaces of panel correspond to the flanges, it cores virtually girder webs.

Manufacturer: Technical Ply-Woods 228 North La Salle St., Chicago 1, Ill.

Post-War Window Areas will no doubt be larger, as current trends continue. While generous fenestration opens exciting design possibilities... WINDOW EFFICIENCY will have to be examined more critically than ever before.

When stock-size Pella Casement Units are available again, compare these three design features with the field for BEAUTY and EFFICIENCY:

WOOD and STEEL both used in Pella Casement frames to combine beauty and strength.

ROLSCREENS, original roller-type inside screens. The ultimate in screen efficiency and convenience. DUAL GLAZING, the single-panel type that mounts on inside of sash. Inconspicuous. Quickly and easily removed for cleaning.

Watch, too, for the new Pella DOUBLE HUNG Windows which make the Pella line of windows COMPLETE for post-war homes and commercial buildings. ROLSCREEN COMPANY, PELLA, IOWA.

ENCLOSED AIR CIRCUIT BREAKER for public utility and heavy industrial service.
Features: Enclosures are built of heavy gauge, sheet steel for either indoor or outdoor service. Both types give full protection to the circuit breaker, which may be opened or closed without opening the enclosure. Large doors at front and rear provide access to the breaker and connection studs. Connecting cables may enter enclosure at top, bottom or sides. The breakers are available in ratings from 2,000 to 10,000 amperes, with interrupting ratings of 75,000 and 100,000 amperes. Standard voltage ratings are 600 volts AC and 250 volts DC. Operations may be either manual or electric.

CLEVELAND. 200' laminated trusses were designed, prefabricated and erected by Timber Structures, Inc. for 200'x440' assembly plant, for The U.S. Engineers. Front trusses, (supporting doors and roof), were built to carry 450,000 lbs. Intermediate trusses built to carry 310,000 lbs.

PORTLAND. Steel warehouse for Woodbury & Co. The roof of this 200'x300' building is supported by 35-67' trusses, 15 lb. dead load, 40 lb. live load, plus 14,000 lb. concentration at center line of bottom chord and adjacent to each end of the truss. Concentration supports a three-point suspended traveling crane. Architect: Richard Sundeleaf. Contractor: Wegman & Son.


ROOF TRUSSES and other items prefabricated by Timber Structures, Inc. embody the natural strength of wood plus connection strength of modern timber connectors. So strong, in fact, are laminated timber members, that they are being used in structures where previously only steel girders were considered practical.

Strength is important, yet it is but one of the features of Timber Structures products. Other advantages are ready source of materials, speed of construction, economy and permanence.

This organization has rendered years of service to contractors, architects, engineers, plant management in prefabricating roof trusses for buildings of all kinds and sizes for every major industry. We invite inquiries as to work performed and as to our ability to serve you in timber or other structural materials. For evidence of work we have done please use the coupon below or write direct for literature.

Your dollars can do more — invest NOW in War Bonds!

Use of Teco timber connectors utilizes full structural strength of lumber by spreading joint stress over maximum area.

TIMBER STRUCTURES, Inc.
Send Book "Engineering in Wood"

Name__________________________
Address________________________

Type of building or business...

If west of the Mississippi, send to Portland 8, Oregon. If east of the Mississippi, send to 535 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Public reaction to Revere's current national advertising, featuring the various trends in post-war housing plans, continues to excite wide interest. Some 175,000 booklet requests from individuals and communities attest this fact. In particular, people are interested in low-cost, modern-equipped, small homes.

Mr. Fritz B. Burns, President of the National Association of Builders, elects in the Revere advertisement in the January 22nd issue of the Saturday Evening Post to show what some Los Angeles builders have done in the way of building "livable houses for folks who love living". Certainly, many millions of American families will yearn to own similar houses — brought up to date — in post-war days.

Revere feels that its housing campaign benefits the whole building industry: architects, builders, contractors, realtors, manufacturers and financiers. It is sure that its emphasis on the durability and beauty of copper and copper-base alloys is sound and justified. The use of these metals makes any building more desirable to live in—and better also to rent or sell.

When "V-Building" comes, Revere will offer improved materials for protecting, preserving and perpetuating houses and other buildings in the form of roofing, flashing, pipe, tube, architectural shapes and the like in copper and its alloys.

In the meantime, Revere cordially invites post-war building planners to share its fund of technical knowledge. Our cooperation is without obligation.
Livable houses for folks with copper and brass playing their indispensable part

FEBRUARY 1944

This advertisement appears in Saturday Evening Post, January 22, 1944
WOOD PRODUCTS. The Mengel Co. since 1877, 13 pp., 8§x10%. Booklet stresses Mengel's war production with photographs of army cargo trucks, body parts, aircraft, plywood, airplane engine production. Also briefly traces and illustrates the company's history, products and personnel. Sixty years of growth and development are reflected in the numerous sketchings and photographs, detailing Mengel's many ramifications into a variety of industries and trades. The Mengel Co., Louisville, Ky.

SCIENCE. Industrial Science Looks Ahead. 27 pp., 8x11. An interesting booklet presenting a list of new postwar products and services that America's industrial scientists see on the postwar horizon for human welfare, comfort and everyday living. The developments are forecast in a wide variety of fields and cover homes, houses, furnishings and equipment, food, textiles, transportation, light, vision, photography, radio, electronics and telecommunication. RCA Corp. of America, RCA Bldg., New York, N. Y.

One of 300 homes for war workers at Hatboro, Pa., finished with Portland cement paint made with Atlas White cement. Decorative value, low maintenance cost and protection were important considerations in its selection.

PORTLAND CEMENT. Send for information on Portland cement paint and other uses of Atlas White cement in the building field—the present Architectural Concrete Slabs, fine Terrazzo floors, Stucco, Light-Reflecting floors. Write to Atlas White Bureau, Universal Atlas Cement Company (United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary) Chrysler Building, New York 17, N. Y.

ONE PRODUCT MADE WITH ATLANTIC WHITE CEMENT

Portland cement paint made with Atlas White cement gives effective protection against moisture and extremes of climate. Because it penetrates the pores of masonry, this paint forms a satisfactory bond with any masonry surfaces—concrete, concrete masonry, stone, hollow tile, brick—effectively sealing them against moisture.

Portland cement paint, made with Atlas White cement, is easily applied and economical in first cost. One pound covers from 15 to 25 square feet of area for the first coat, depending upon the texture and density of the masonry surface. Second coat coverage is about 30% more area per pound.

Portland cement paint made with Atlas White cement is prepared by a number of companies in white and in a wide range of colors. It is furnished as a scientifically mixed dry powder, and comes in conveniently-sized packages ready for mixing with tap water on the job. Manufacturer's directions for mixing and applying should be followed.

Factory-prepared paint is preferable.

WELDING DESIGN. Practical Design for Welding. 8 sheets, 8x11. This design offers data on welding design for postwar projection plans on machine parts and equipment, to show what can be done for better economy and with greater strength. Hobart Bros., 1400 Cherry St., Troy, Ohio.

CONCRETE FORMS. Form Engineering by William 65 pp., 8x10%. An attractive book describing forms for various purposes, including protective devices and individually enclosed circuit breakers. Methods for approximating the mean effecting capacity of the breaker on both A.C. and D.C. systems are explained. Schematic diagrams illustrate position of breaker and trip-free operation. I-T-E Circuit Breaker Co., 19th & Hamilton Sts., Philadelphia 30, Pa.


TECHNICAL LITERATURE

Metal, Seventy-Fifth Penn Metal Year 1844-1944, 32 pp., 4x5%. Attractive booklet commemorates the founding of the company and the inventive genius of the founder, Loungey Low. Illustrated. The history of the company is traced and interwoven with significant industrial and political events throughout the nation's history, with sketches to indicate the growth of the various factors in the steel industry in Pennsylvania, Oregon Ave. and Swannont St., Philadelphia, Pa.

FLOW METERS. Plus Meter Engineering, 16 pp., 8x11. A booklet with considerable amount of basic metering data, arranged for easy reference. It also tells why, when, and where flow meters and instruments are needed and used, with helpful hints for keeping instruments in repair. Cochrane Corp., 17th & Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia Pa.

HEATING AND VENTILATION. Experience Plus Energy, 10 pp., 8x11. A compact, illustrated booklet which gives a good working knowledge of Agnair products and their applications: air diffusion, heavy-duty ranges, bake ovens and stoves, air exhausters and filters, heat buffers for oil burners, etc. Inexpensive and practical. Air Diffusion Co., 548 North Noble St., Chicago 14, Ill.

LUMBER. Lumber Industry Facts, 1943, 59 pp., 8x14%. Data book designed for reference use in the lumber industry with information from governmental and industrial sources, containing 78 statistical tables and 23 charts. lumber sources, production, shipments and consumption are discussed. Other topics covered include: plywood, pulp and paper. Complete cross index makes specific information readily available. National Timber Assn., 1201-12th St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

FI RE RETARDANT. Properties and Uses of Zinc Borate 5167, 16 pp., 6x9. Well designed booklet describing the physical and chemical properties of Zinc Borate 5167, a fire retardant product with application for present and post-war use. It reviews the present practice of imparting fire resistance, with emphasis on the importance of fire resistance in building construction and its resistance to mildew, weathering, water and other solubilize agents. The New Jersey Zinc Co., 1000 West 40th St., New York 7, N. Y.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sarco Co., Inc., New York, announce the formation of an associate company to be known as Superiorcontrols, Inc. Essentially this company's weather controls for hot water and radiant heating, as well as for gauges. The headquarters for the new company will be located at 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago 54, Ill., with E. M. Mittenbauer, M. D., of Sarco Co.'s Chicago office, has been elected vice president and will act as general manager of the new company.

Eust D. Lilly, Sales Manager, Lilly Land Co., Princeton, West Virginia, would like to receive literature on postwar designs of prefabricated small homes and homes of various types of construction.
There is no copper tube made anywhere that has more care exercised in its manufacture than STREAMLINE copper tube. It is held to very close tolerance to promote the ideal piping connection when used with STREAMLINE fittings. The STREAMLINE fitting has an exclusive feature—the feed hole—which enables the plumber to tell visually when a perfect leak-proof joint has been made.

STREAMLINE copper tube and fittings were the twin products that revolutionized piping methods for plumbing, heating, water works and many other uses—and although they are now in the service of our country, in the war effort, they will when peace returns, be used once more by the plumbers and steamfitters of America to build the perfect piping installation.

1. Tube Piercing
2. Tube Quenching
3. Drawing
4. Heat Treating

STREAMLINE PIPE AND FITTINGS DIVISION
MUELLER BRASS CO.
PORT HURON, MICHIGAN
Better windows through battlefront service

Final Victory Is Yet to Come...

SO TRUSCON IS STILL 100% IN UNCLE SAM'S SERVICE

Truscon skill and energy, which once produced steel windows that let sunlight and fresh air into your jobs, now are producing special armament that is contributing much to the defeat of our enemies.

So proficient is this production by Truscon men, women and machines, that their services have been officially recognized as essential to the battlefront successes of our Armed Forces.

Thus the new lessons we have learned in war, added to our great reservoir of peacetime experience, are preparing us for large-scale production of new and improved steel windows, when our duty to America shall have been fulfilled.

TRUSCON
Steel Company
YOUNGSTOWN l ... OHIO
SUBSIDIARY OF REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Lobby modernization... including the installation of ultra-smart Dahlstrom Elevator entrances... will prove the successful rental gent in the post-war rejuvenation of many an out-dated office structure. Most old-style lobbies are not only bleak and inefficient, but are often hazardous as well. They present little that attracts the prospective tenant and gets his signature on a lease. Obviously, in any lobby modernization, elevator entrances become the focal point of interest and design. Because of this fact, Dahlstrom has long maintained a staff of designers to assist architects in the creation of elevator entrances of striking beauty... and sales appeal. Many of America's finest structures are completely equipped with Dahlstrom Elevator Entrances. From Rockefeller Center to San Francisco's Bank of America, these entrances are serving efficiently... adding their bit to the building's attractiveness, and efficiently acting as rental agents too.
Since Pearl Harbor, the U. S. Navy has used over 2,000,000,000 feet of lumber and timber as a structural material at home and overseas bases.

This spectacular use of lumber and the Navy's wide application of the Teco System of Timber Construction have advanced the science of timber engineering. You, too, may have the advantages of timber construction . . . . strength, economy and permanence . . . . now and in peacetime.


TIMBER ENGINEERING COMPANY
Washington Chicago Minneapolis
Portland New Orleans

Specify TECO
CONNECTORS AND TOOLS
ENDORSED BY LEADING LUMBER MANUFACTURERS AND FABRICATORS.
VERSATILE • • • DEMONSTRATED
BY DOING JOBS NO OTHER MATERIAL CAN DO

Rich man—Poor man—Doctor—Lawyer—
Merchant—Chief—all the world is dependent
upon walls and ceilings of gypsum plaster
—in rendering many services to many people.

When it comes to expressing beauty in simple, un-
broken surfaces—flowing curves—or refreshing relief
of ornamentation—with broadest latitude in design
—"Plaster Does It Better."

Where sanitary surfaces are needed and
maintenance costs must be kept down . . .
"Plaster Does It Better." Let fire protection,
sound correction, ease of decoration and flexi-
bility in application be your requirements—
here, too, you'll find "Plaster Does It Better."

For years plaster has proved its multiple
advantages and advancements through continual re-
search and development in U.S.G laboratories which
have kept well ahead of the times. In short; make
your demands what you
will—there's one material that will do more
things well—and one brand of plaster that has
a way of doing jobs better—that's Red Top*.


UNITED STATES GYPSUM
500 WEST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

This famous trademark identifies products of the United States Gypsum Company—where for 40 years research
has developed better, safer building materials
This booklet tells you how to get all the fluorescent light you need with the new and improved Sylvania All-Purpose Commercial Fluorescent Fixture. It is yours for the asking. Just fill in and mail the coupon below.

8 ways to solve your lighting problems

WITH 1 ALL-PURPOSE SYLVANIA COMMERCIAL FLUORESCENT FIXTURE

WPB RELEASWS FLUORESCENT FIXTURES FOR OFFICES--DRAFTING ROOMS, ETC.

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Ipswich, Mass.

INCANDESCENT LAMPS, FLUORESCENT LAMPS, FIXTURES AND ACCESSORIES, RADIO TUBES, CATMODE RAY TUBES, OTHER ELECTRONIC DEVICES

SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.
Dept. AF-1 Ipswich, Mass.

Please send me your new commercial fixture booklet and tell me how my client can qualify under WPB ruling for improved fluorescent fixtures now. I am interested in lighting the following types of areas:

NAME:

COMPANY:

ADDRESS:
Thanks, Mesker
... this book of School Windows
prepared by an architect for architects...
its terrific!

That's the comment of every architect who has "previewed" this new Book!
Pages of ideas, new uses, interesting architectural renderings . . . plus an
invaluable Supplement, detailing windows you can show in post war plans
and know you'll GET. This isn't another "catalog," but a book prepared for
architects by an architect. Though it may defer general distribution, we've in-
creased our print order. Reserve your copy now.

Coming
the same type of Window Books
on:
HOSPITALS  PUBLIC BUILDINGS
RESIDENCES  OFFICE BUILDINGS
APARTMENTS  Watch for them!

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
MESKER BROTHERS, Dept. F-24, 424 S. 7th St., St. Louis (2) Mo.
Without cost or obligation, mail me your Book of School Windows
Architect:
Address  (give Street Number or P. O. Box No.)
City  State  Zip
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The Home of Tomorrow should have this APPROVED INSULITE WALL OF PROTECTION

The walls of the homes of tomorrow will face added demands—the demands that modern air-conditioning will place upon them.

Moisture condensation within the walls will present a serious problem unless avoided when the walls themselves are built.

The Insulite Approved Wall of Protection will help solve this problem for you. With this wall, you give your clients:

- Walls of Double Insulation.
- A wall of superior bracing strength.
- A wall protected against internal moisture condensation.

The complete story of the Insulite Approved Wall of Protection will interest you. Write today for complete technical information. Address Insulite, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

INSULITE
Division of Minnesota and Ontario Paper Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota

MADE EXCLUSIVELY FROM WOOD
Lesson in "Woodatomy"

Boats, aircraft, buildings, refrigerators, and other cabinet-like constructions have two elements in common with the anatomy of man: An outer covering—over a structural framework.

Here lie great potential opportunities for wood in its modern form—glued to its best advantage.

Plywood is the covering. It can be durable, to withstand extremes of exposure. It can be of any thickness, to suit weight and strength requirements. It can be molded to almost any shape, and finished with unmatched beauty.

Laminated wood is the framework. It, too, can withstand vibration, heat, water. It can be made, economically, to specified curves and shapes and in unlimited size. Its multiple layers provide strength and stability far above those of solid-wood members.

Keep this in mind: Plywood for the "skin", laminated wood for the "bones". Have your engineers start now—to draw plans for the new wood products you will build after the war. We shall be glad to help you work out the gluing methods.

HOW TO SPECIFY A GLUE

First, determine all hazards the product may encounter. Then, (1) Call in one of our Technical Service men, or (2) Write us for advice, describing your needs, or (3) Write for "Wood and Glue at War", a general description of modern glues and their use—and the chart, "Glue Recommendations for 57 U. S. Government Specifications", which details the durability of these glues in terms of standard tests.

Address: Casein Company of America, Dept. AF244, 350 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
Many of the living features of the more expensive homes today will be enjoyed in tomorrow's smaller homes. Daylight Engineering can and will be one of these features. The larger windows that brighten rooms and make them more spacious in appearance... the attractive picture windows and corner windows that make interiors so much more decorative and livable... glass partitions and mirrors that help do away with dark corners and hallways... these are features of Daylight Engineering that prospective home builders definitely want. And they are features that builders of new homes will find it within their practical means to enjoy.

For postwar homes there will be a new Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass for windows, as well as high quality plate glass for mirrors, structural glass for wainscoting and work surfaces, and Blue Ridge Glass for partitions and many decorative uses. Libbey·Owens·Ford Glass Company, 924 Nicholas Building, Toledo 3, Ohio.
Acclaimed... in 300 test installations!

SERVEL'S NEW ALL-YEAR GAS AIR CONDITIONER

*Heats and cools with one unit

It's the Next Essential for the Home of Tomorrow

You don't have to guess how post-war home-owners and builders will receive Servel's new All-Year Gas Air Conditioner. It's already been tested in 300 homes and some types of commercial buildings all over the country. And users everywhere are enthusiastic about the amazing, year-round comfort afforded by this latest development in air conditioning.

Here are some typical comments: ..."We believe all modern houses in the future will be equipped with it." ..."Everything your company claimed for this equipment has certainly been fulfilled." ..."We point with pride to our good fortune in having it."

Yes, Servel's new All-Year Gas Air Conditioner has proved itself. And it will be ready for the homes your clients will want to build and modernize when peace comes. Production only awaits the release of capacity from war work.

*This Servel equipment cools and dehumidifies in summer, heats and humidifies in winter, cleans and circulates the air all year round. It offers, for the first time, all the advantages of indirect fired heating and absorption refrigeration in one easy-to-operate, complete air conditioner.

For full information about Servel's All-Year Gas Air Conditioner—"The Next Essential for the Home of Tomorrow"—write Servel, Inc., Evansville 20, Ind.

SERVEL GAS REFRIGERATORS are standard equipment in the nation's finest apartment houses.

SERVEL Inc.

America's Leading Makers of Modern Gas Appliances
Since the Pilgrims landed, Pure White Lead has been the architect's ally in protecting American homes. Many a staunch old Colonial dwelling...designed with skill, protected with this honest material...has beaten off the attacks of the elements year in and year out—and still stands a monument to that veteran alliance.

So today, when even temporary buildings and barracks must stand up to the enemy elements, it is not surprising to find the Architect and Pure White Lead teamed up as usual.

And today the Architect recognizes in Dutch Boy, pure white lead at its stubborn best. Experience has shown him it makes paint that not only hugs tight and lasts long but doesn't crack and scale. Paint that not only does its work well but saves his customers the expense of burning and scraping when repaint time finally rolls around.

Thus, when an Architect specifies Dutch Boy Pure White Lead, he has a two-fold reason why it is his "First choice for making things LAST!"

Today, Dutch Boy is available not only in the long-familiar PASTE form but also as the new ready-to-use Dutch Boy Pure White Lead paint. This comes in two special forms: (1) Exterior Primer for a first coat with extra sealing, hiding and covering power and (2) Outside White for an unusually durable finishing coat or for general painting. Together they set a standard for two-coat protection—even on new wood!

Specify
DUTCH BOY PURE WHITE LEAD

NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY New York, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, St. Louis, San Francisco; Boston (National-Boston Lead Co.); Pittsburgh (National Lead & Oil Co. of Penna.); Philadelphia (John T. Lewis & Bros. Co.).
Improved appearance! Modern and beautiful, these NEW Douglas Fir Interior Doors feature basic 3-panel designs that home owners will applaud.

Improved features! FACTRI-FIT doors are PRE-FIT at the factory—trimmed—ready to hang. Scuff-striped, too, for protection in handling.

If desired, FACTRI-FIT Interior Doors may be specified COMPLETELY machined—gained and mortised by high-speed precision tools that assure a correctly fitted door. Savings on the job more than offset the slight additional cost.

Durable, architecturally pleasing, easier to install—Douglas Fir FACTRI-FIT Interior Doors and famous TRU-FIT Entrance Doors assure your client a lifetime of service and satisfaction.

Durable, architecturally pleasing, easier to install—Douglas Fir FACTRI-FIT Interior Doors and famous TRU-FIT Entrance Doors assure your client a lifetime of service and satisfaction.

TRU-FIT Entrance Doors are available in 27 distinctive designs. Write for catalog showing TRU-FIT doors and complete line of FACTRI-FIT Interior Doors.
The wide range decorative possibilities in sand-blasted ALBERENE Black Serpentine is demonstrated in the spandrels, designed for Catholic Seamen's Institute, Brooklyn, N.Y., Henry V. Murphy, Architect, and those for Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company Building, Baltimore, Md., Taylor and Fisher, Architects. These are typical of the many new treatments and interesting finishes that ALBERENE has developed for the enrichment of current and post-war buildings.

Wherever design calls for stimulating contrasts or accents, Black Serpentine is preeminent . . . a most practical choice from the standpoints of economy and availability. So dense and tough is this stone that it may be cut as thin as \( \frac{3}{8} \)", and its durable polish is lustrous but non-reflective.

A request on your business letterhead will bring samples, conveniently boxed, of Black Serpentine, Tremolite Green and our mottled blues and greens. Please address Alberene Stone Corporation of Virginia, 419 Fourth Avenue, New York 16, N.Y. Quarries and Mills at Schuyler, Virginia. Sales offices in principal cities.
The machine that does for oil what Pasteur did for milk

Trane manufacturing engineers, skilled in the principles of heat exchange—have designed and built the new Trane Oil Pasteurizer. It is now possible through the effective cleansing and pasteurization of cutting oils and coolants to protect the worker from industrial skin diseases caused by contact with infected oils.

By utilizing the heat from steam, this new machine pasteurizes oil in much the same way that milk is pasteurized. The oil, laden with dirt, dust and infectious bacteria, is filtered and then heated to 185° by means of a heat exchanger incorporated in the Oil Pasteurizer. The heat is maintained at this temperature until pasteurization is accomplished. Then by reversing the heat transfer process, the oil is cooled by cold water and returned to the machine clean, pasteurized, and ready for re-use!

The Trane Oil Pasteurizer is another product of The Trane Company, manufacturing engineers of heat exchange equipment for heating, cooling, and air handling purposes. It is another example of how Trane is utilizing the principles of heat exchange not only to heat war plants, camps, and ships, but to improve and speed the processes of war production.
To Know Their Thoughts for Tomorrow

WATCH WOODWORK!

They’re dreaming of their home to be, of course—but their dreams are definite and practical. Actual surveys of thousands of home planners show that woodwork looms large in their thinking...because woodwork gives them exactly the things they want in the homes they plan to build. For example—

MORE WINDOWS—There’s an increasing trend toward more windows in postwar homes. Bays, corner windows, window groups, hold the center of attention in many a home planner’s thoughts. Windows of Ponderosa Pine—available in stock sizes—help meet this desire for more windows with economy...enable you to design and build small homes that seem more spacious.

FUEL SAVINGS—People who have shivered through fuel shortages will demand the weather-tightness of wood in the windows they buy...windows that fit properly, and can be weather-stripped efficiently. Wood is a natural insulating material. Ponderosa Pine windows can be pre-fit for greater weather-tightness. And storm windows will be available for any stock size.

LASTING SATISFACTION—Ponderosa Pine Woodwork has proved its ability to give lasting satisfaction in the homes of America. Easily painted, durable, treated with toxic preservative for long service, doors, windows and woodwork of Ponderosa Pine provide lasting satisfaction.

MORE CHARM—For generations, home owners have associated the warmth and friendliness of wood with gracious living. Stock windows, doors and frames of Ponderosa Pine give that friendliness...plus authentic architectural styling...at low cost.

FUEL SAVINGS—People who have shivered through fuel shortages will demand the weather-tightness of wood in the windows they buy...windows that fit properly, and can be weather-stripped efficiently. Wood is a natural insulating material. Ponderosa Pine windows can be pre-fit for greater weather-tightness. And storm windows will be available for any stock size.

LASTING SATISFACTION—Ponderosa Pine Woodwork has proved its ability to give lasting satisfaction in the homes of America. Easily painted, durable, treated with toxic preservative for long service, doors, windows and woodwork of Ponderosa Pine provide lasting satisfaction.

MORE CHARM—For generations, home owners have associated the warmth and friendliness of wood with gracious living. Stock windows, doors and frames of Ponderosa Pine give that friendliness...plus authentic architectural styling...at low cost.

STOREHOUSE OF IDEAS:
This booklet—"The New Open House"—is a veritable storehouse of ideas on planning postwar homes. It is full of photographs, diagrams and drawings of Ponderosa Pine doors, frames, windows and woodwork. Your copy is free—mail coupon for it.

Ponderosa Pine Woodwork
Dept. ZAP-2, 111 W. Washington Street
Chicago 2, Illinois
Please send me a free copy of "The New Open House."

Name

Address

City...State...

THE ARCHITECTURAL FORUM
MEMO FOR
POST WAR PLANNING

Household operating and upkeep expenses come out of the same pocketbook as mortgage amortization payments. High-quality equipment, as supplied by General Electric, usually reduces monthly operating bills more than it increases monthly payments on the house... so actually it costs less to live better.

Remember, General Electric high-quality equipment will best serve the interests of your after-Victory clients or customers.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOME BUREAU • BRIDGEPORT, CONN.
Whether your plant meets its quota, or fails, lies largely in your hands. Your leadership can put it over—but if you haven’t already got a smooth running, hard hitting War Loan Organization at work in your plant, there’s not a minute to lose.

Take over the active direction of this drive to meet—and break—your plant’s quota. And see to it that every one of your associates, from plant superintendent to foreman, goes all-out for Victory!

To meet your plant’s quota means that you’ll have to hold your present Pay-Roll Deduction Plan payments at their all-time high—plus such additional amounts as your local War Finance Committee has assigned to you. In most cases this will mean the sale of at least one $100 bond per worker. It means having a fast-cracking sales organization, geared to reach personally and effectively every individual in your plant. And it means hammering right along until you’ve reached a 100% record in those extra $100—or better—bonds!

And while you’re at it, now’s a good time to check those special cases—growing more numerous every day—where increased family incomes make possible, and imperative, far greater than usual investment through your plant’s Pay-Roll Deduction Plan. Indeed, so common are the cases of two, three, or even more, wage-earners in a single family, that you’ll do well to forget having ever heard of ‘10%’ as a reasonable investment. Why, for thousands of these ‘multiple-income’ families 10% or 15% represents but a paltry fraction of an investment which should be running at 25%, 50%, or more!

After the way you’ve gone at your wartime production quotas—and topped them every time—you’re certainly not going to let anything stand in the way of your plant’s breaking its quota for the 4th War Loan! Particularly since all you are being asked to do is to sell your own people the finest investment in the world—their own share in Victory!

Let’s all back the attack!

This space contributed to Victory by

The Architectural Forum

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement—prepared under auspices of Treasury Department and War Advertising Council.
ALL STEEL COILS

CONSTRUCTION

- **TUBES**—Heavy .049" wall thickness low carbon steel-seam welded tubes—offset to expand or contract under all temperature changes. Protected with a coating of solder over the exterior surface.

- **FINS**—are of low carbon steel spirally wound around the tubes in such a manner as to secure the maximum contact between prime and extended surfaces. Fins are protected with a coating of solder which also forms a permanent metallic bond between fin and tube. No falling off of transfer with usage due to loosening of the bond between fin and tube. Different spacing of the fins on the tubes makes available varying temperature ranges and thus permits accurate selections to meet the requirements of the engineer.

- **HEADERS**—of large diameter pipe insure adequate steam supply. All connections are male pipe thread.

- **TUBE JOINTS**—are made between tubes and headers by brazing.

- **ORIFICES**—in the inlet end of each tube insure equal distribution of steam through all tubes.

- **CASINGS**—are of heavy gauge steel and have the same standardized dimensions as copper Aerofin Flexitube coils.

- **TYPES OF SURFACE**—steel Flexitube heating coils are available in three fin spacings and in one or two rows of tubes in depth, allowing a wide range of selection to meet temperature rise requirements.

Write for complete technical literature on your specific problem.
Plan better homes with Steel

Whether your clients lean to the modern or adhere to the conventional type of home design, you can show them how the use of steel products in home construction provides more comfort, convenience and durability—for less money.

Steel structural members, roofing, stairs, closets, cabinets and fabricated equipment for bathrooms, kitchens, and laundries—the latest improvements in heating, ventilating and air conditioning, in insulation, protection from termites, vermin and fire hazard—all can be had at reasonable cost, manufactured from the right sort of steel sheets.

For your convenience, we have assembled complete information upon the U.S.S Steel Products most frequently used in home building. It will pay you to read carefully our illustrated brochure, “85 Ways to Make a Better Home.” We shall be glad to forward your free copy—without obligation, of course—upon request.

U.S.S STEEL SHEETS

Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation, Pittsburgh and Chicago
Columbia Steel Company, San Francisco
Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company, Birmingham

United States Steel Supply Company, Chicago, Warehouse Distributors
United States Steel Export Company, New York

United States Steel
where will I stand
IN THE POST WAR PICTURE?

Will I be at the head of the parade or will competition have the edge?

For many it depends greatly on how fast the "change-over" to the manufacture of peacetime goods can be made and how quickly new plant construction or modernization can be started and completed.

If your plans call for any new construction or plant conversion or modernization, get your plans and specifications ready now.

Planning will be a bottle-neck if it is put off too long—the bottle-neck for peacetime prosperity for industries as well as individuals. Call in your architect, engineers and general contractor. This is blueprint time!

A general contractor who is an AGC member is reliable, and competent, and can give valuable assistance to your architect and engineers as well as construct your project efficiently and with economy.

THE ASSOCIATED GENERAL CONTRACTORS OF AMERICA, INC.

NINETY CHAPTERS AND BRANCHES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
NATIONAL HEADQUARTERS—MUNSEY BLDG., WASHINGTON, D. C.

SKILL, INTEGRITY AND RESPONSIBILITY IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF BUILDINGS, HIGHWAYS, RAILROADS AND PUBLIC WORKS
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"I believe post-war building demands better results... therefore I will specify MINWAX Wood Finishes"

Owners are "expecting things" of post-war building—better things—better results.

It becomes the architect's job to select them—to weed out the unsatisfactory—to avoid the untried, unproven dream—to select the proved, better way to a better result.

MINWAX Wood Finishes, while "new" to many home owners, have proved their superiority over the more generally known "surface finishes"—proved it to hundreds of architects before the war and on literally hundreds of projects during the war. Here, in a nutshell are the—

FACTS ABOUT MINWAX FLAT FINISH
- the original penetrative finish
- seals, protects and preserves
- finish does not mar, scratch or powder
- with ordinary care maintains its beauty for the life of the wood
- in clear and 10 non-lapping colors

For complete information, see Sweet's or write for—

ARCHITECT'S COLOR FAN
Fan of wood panels showing the actual results of the various shades on the different woods sent free to interested architects requesting it on business stationery.

Write to Minwax Company, Inc.
11 West 42nd Street, New York 18, N. Y.

SPECIFIED BY ARCHITECTS FOR MORE THAN 30 YEARS

BACK THE ATTACK — BUY MORE WAR BONDS

You Buy Right... When You Buy Bathe-Rite

Compare BATHE-RITE Shower Cabinet features! You'll quickly see obvious superiority in quality that works to your own and your customers' benefit... superiority proven in thousands of installations—building on a reputation already established through many years pioneering in prefabricated shower cabinets.

Some features are designed for the plumber and contractor — exclusive quick-assembly, time-and-labor-saving features, for instance. Others, like the STEEL-FRAMED construction, assure long-life service — and satisfied customers.

Check the many BATHE-RITE advantages when you're called on to supply modern bathing facilities in today's growing market. BATHE-RITE Shower Cabinets set today's standards, and comply with all government specifications. PROMPT DELIVERY — is another advantage in dealing with a thoroughly experienced, well financed organization.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR DETAILS. Give name of project and quantity required if possible.
Wherever the solid is wasteful... wherever the beauty and corrosion-resistance of stainless, the colorful value of copper, the richness of silver, the wearing ability of special alloys are surface requirements... SuVeneer Clad Metal makes its post-war bid. Strip steel, inseparably bonded with other metals— one side or both sides, in specified thickness.

SuVeneer Clad Metal
 Superior Steel Corporation
Carnegie, Pennsylvania
Production of heating equipment is actual war production. Heating equipment for military installations, hospitals and ships is just as essential as guns and ammunition in the carrying on of war. U. S. Radiator facilities have contributed to such essential requirements.

Heating equipment is essential, too, for civilian requirements in war as well as peace. Without a minimum of adequate heating, health would be endangered and the war effort slowed down.

Thus, the facilities of U. S. Radiator and Pacific Steel Boiler Division continue to serve the needs of the nation by supplying heating equipment to the best of their ability. In addition to carrying out this primary function, we are also engaged in the production of other vital war materials.
For every type of building

The new Lupton Metal Windows are styled to meet the needs of every type building. For over forty years, Lupton Metal Windows have been giving service in schools, hospitals, office buildings, residences, apartment houses, municipal buildings and industrial plants throughout America.


There's a Lupton Metal Window for every purpose. Save time tomorrow by letting Lupton help you plan today. Write for our free catalog.

Now Supplying Hangar Doors and Other Materials for the Armed Forces.

See our Catalog in Sweet's

MICHAEL FLYNN MANUFACTURING CO.
Allegheny Ave. at Tulip St., Philadelphia 34, Pa.
The Curtain Lifts on Tomorrow's Homes

Behind the scenes at Bilt-Well, events of interest to every architect are taking place daily. While production of war essentials goes steadily forward, our planners and designers are working toward the time when again we shall be privileged to present the complete Bilt-Well line to the designers and builders of America's homes.

CARR, ADAMS & COLLIER CO.
DUBUQUE, IOWA

Bilt-Well Superior Unit Windows
Bilt-Well Colonial Front Entrances
Bilt-Well Clois-tite Windows
Bilt-Well Basement Windows
Bilt-Well Carr-dor Garage Doors
Bilt-Well Lok-tite Trim
Bilt-Well Stair Parts
Bilt-Well Telephone Cabinets
Bilt-Well Nu-Style Kitchen Cabinets
Bilt-Well Colonial Mantels
Bilt-Well Combination Doors
Bilt-Well Ironing Board Cabinets
Bilt-Well Bathroom Seats
Bilt-Well Breakfast Nooks
Bilt-Well Medicine Cabinets

DE LUXE MODEL
For Better Grade Homes

BUT -
Your Heating Plant will be KOVEN WATERFILM

Tomorrow's home will have even higher standards of excellence than your home of today, and the question of perfect heating is answered by the unit incorporating the latest scientific improvements—the KOVEN WATERFILM BOILER. Its patented construction provides you with quick heat throughout the house, sustained room temperatures, and plenty of domestic hot water at all times. You'll find real economy of operation with KOVEN WATERFILM BOILER as it is the fastest steaming boiler on the market, and made for automatic firing with oil, stoker or gas. Leading architects and builders recommend the WATERFILM BOILER for perfect heating comfort, for its smart design, and for giving you the most for your heating dollar. You'll find a WATERFILM BOILER for every type of home or factory.

WATERFILM BOILERS, Inc.
154 OGDEN AVENUE JERSEY CITY, N. J.
PLANTS: JERSEY CITY, N. J. • DOVER, N. J.

YOU MAY HAVE A LANDING FIELD ON YOUR ROOF!
Aviation progress may result in a private landing field for your plane.
18 MINUTES AND A SCREWDRIVER
—all that is required to assemble

FIAT'S Volunteer

The shower cabinet that was ready for quantity production when the government called for a durable war shower using a minimum of critical materials.

The Volunteer embodies the trim beauty characteristic of all Fiat showers and at the same time conforms to government regulations in the restricted use of steel. The Volunteer is approved and accepted by Army, Navy and Federal Housing Engineers for military and essential civilian use in cantonments, war housing projects and alteration jobs. One new construction feature incorporated in the Volunteer, is the spring tension corner joint that makes assembly on the job remarkably easy and also serves to give the rigidity and strength essential to a good shower cabinet. The non-slip, precast, reinforced concrete receptor is a time tested Fiat product that has proved its advantages on thousands of installations. The walls are constructed of tempered, hard-pressed, treated, fibreboard finished with a baked-on enamel.

The Volunteer is a truly prefabricated shower cabinet. The pilaster columns are permanently fastened to the front of the side panels at the factory. The spring tension joints in the rear are fastened to the back panel wall before shipping. Only a few self threading metal working screws placed in holes punched in the side walls are required to complete the fastenings.

The Volunteer is available on adequate priorities through plumbers.

FIAT METAL MANUFACTURING COMPANY
1205 Roscoe St., Chicago, Ill.
21-45 Borden Avenue, Long Island, New York
32 So. San Gabriel Blvd., Pasadena, Calif.

5 MINUTES—Mechanic is shown putting enameled fibreboard back panel in place on receptor.
11 MINUTES—Side panel is snapped into place in tension joint, attached to back panel at factory.
15 MINUTES—Mechanic puts one-piece top in place. Front stiles are attached to side panels at factory.
18 MINUTES—With the installation of a few screws job is done. Shower stall completely assembled.
TODAY—more than ever, you have to be sure that the concrete floors in the building you are designing will stand up under heavy-duty use.

Once production begins, hours lost, whether due to the necessity of repairs or to the labor expended in keeping concrete floors dust-free—means money lost.

A twenty-five year performance record shows that a Lapidolized concrete floor is capable of withstanding the hardest punishment to which industrial floors are exposed.

The new patented features found only in Lapidolith assure even greater effectiveness—deeper penetration, and greater hardness.

Tests conducted in outside engineering laboratories amply demonstrate that Lapidolized concrete is more than twice as hard as untreated concrete.

Lapidolith Liquid is easy to apply and its use on new or old floors will not interfere with the occupation or use of a floor.

Write Dept. F10 today for the free booklet, "Concrete & Lapidolith," with a Lapidolized sample which is suitable for a paperweight. It gives accurate, factual performance data. It shows why Lapidolith Liquid is the wisest choice for protecting old and new concrete floors.

L. SONNEBORN SONS, Inc.
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W HAT customers learn about air conditioned comfort in their favorite department stores (or restaurants or theaters) is creating a new set of values for judging the desirability of apartments, hotel rooms, store and office space. That's why this cartoon ... reproduced from an advertisement carrying the story of G-E air conditioning to the retail executive readers of Chain Store Age, Retail Management, and Department Store Economist has a message for architects and building management interests as well.

Far-sighted management groups—and the architects who work with them—are already planning to capitalize on the public's growing interest in air conditioning. Perhaps you too will want to investigate more fully its rental-stimulating features ... to assist you in retaining present tenants and attracting new ones in the keen competition of the post-war era.

G-E engineers will be glad to assist you in your planning. Remember that General Electric has always offered air conditioning users the advantages resulting from G-E's unified responsibility in the design of all important system components ... from widespread servicing and installation facilities through authorized dealers and contractors. And after the war, G-E air conditioning equipment will offer still further advantages in greater economy, compactness, and flexibility.

General Electric Company, Air Conditioning and Commercial Refrigeration Divisions, Section 4132, Bloomfield, New Jersey.

Comfortable customers make critical tenants!

Air Conditioning by
GENERAL ELECTRIC

Hear the General Electric Radio Programs: The "G-E ALL-GIRL ORCHESTRA", Sundays, 10 p.m., EWT, NBC... "THE WORLD TODAY" News, Every Weekday 6:45 p.m., EWT, CBS
The architectural forum

Jeepers—

THEY'RE EITHER TOO HOT
OR TOO COLD!

A PROBLEM familiar to every architect and builder. But...

Cheer up, Junior! After the war, your family can enjoy PAYNE ZONE-CONDITIONING...

... successor to the old-fashioned central furnace. Dependable, economical gas heating and fresh air circulation, controllable by zones or individual rooms. * Not available now; we're producing for war. But before writing any post-war specifications, consult your PAYNE Dealer. * Meanwhile, let's all back the boys with Bonds.

PAYNEHEAT
NEARLY 30 YEARS OF LEADERSHIP

Follow through

A GOOD BUILDING JOB

WITH THE BEST STAIN

Protect a building for years to come by using Cabot's Shingle Stains. They do not peel or blister even when used on green lumber. Leading architects have always used them to enhance a building's beauty. Today when war necessitates hurried construction, you can't gamble on materials. Rely on Cabot's Shingle Stains to beautify and protect them at minimum cost.

FREE BOOKLET — "Stained Houses" Informative, Illustrated. For your copy and color samples, write Samuel Cabot, Inc., 12th and Oliver Ave., Boston, Mass.

Cabot's Shingle Stains
Creosote Heavy-Body

WHAT DO PEOPLE WANT MOST IN THEIR POST-WAR HOMES?

92% want the latest clothes closet fixtures according to a recent survey. K-Veniences are the answer with over 40 metal fixtures (for all apparel) that double the hanging capacity of any closet. Also roller tracks for sliding doors, adjustable shelf supports and extension drawer slides. At Hardware and Building Supply Dealers right after the war. In the meantime, include K-Veniences in your plans and—Buy More War Bonds!

K-Veniences Double the Hanging Space. Keep Closets Always Shipshape

KNAPE & VOGT MFG. CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Because there's a Manpower Problem at every TURN

Be Sure to "TALK TOOLS" with

JOHN WATTS
Electrical Contractor

- IT'S JUST A TWIST of the wrist to the draftsman, but that curve in the entrance conduit can start the man-hours climbing and the work-schedule falling — if you overlook the importance of tools to modern electrical installation work.

Actually, the pipe bending method shown is completely obsolete with the well-equipped electrical contractor. One GRAYBAR customer, for example, has four hydraulic bending machines plus a specially designed unit of his own which will handle 4-in. conduit with ease.

Electric welders, pipe threading machines, metal cutting bandsaws, mobile elevator scaffolds . . . these are some of the tools that now regularly augment the pliers and the screwdriver, and the latter may be electric driven! JOHN WATTS has grown up with electrical construction.

Whether your plans cover a big public works project or just a few simple homes, it will always pay you to talk tools and installation techniques with an electrical specialist like JOHN WATTS. And all over the country, you'll find well-equipped electrical contractors keeping themselves well-equipped... via GRAYBAR.

Give Your Electrical Work to "John Watts"
a qualified electrical contractor—heading a well-established firm with the trained organization, tools and know-how to give you specialized assistance on wiring, lighting, signaling, power supply, electronics. From offices and warehouses in over 80 cities, GRAYBAR serves a nation of JOHN WATTS, helping them to help you by supplying the newest and best in electrical materials.
THIS BOOK gives the ANSWERS TO TODAY'S MOST PUZZLING QUESTIONS

How will tomorrow's homes be built? Who will build them? Who will sell them? How much more will the homeowner get for his money?

This new book deals with conventional construction, speculative building, prefabrication—and Precision-Building. Tells of the progress made under the impetus of War needs. Explains the aims of mass production when applied to house construction.

The homeowner learns how to plan and buy a home of any size, any type, anywhere—and to be sure of receiving sounder values for his money. The architect learns how he can maintain complete flexibility of design—while employing the advantages of engineering technique and mass production—and how he can handle even small homes at a profit. The builder learns how to eliminate "guess-timating" and make sure of his normal profit on every house—large or small. Real estate developers and brokers, building material dealers, department and furniture stores, chambers of commerce, banks and lending institutions—all find, in this book, suggestions as to how they can play a part in post-war housing—on a larger scale than ever before.

"Not houses, but Homes" was written largely to the prospective homeowner. Its primary aim is to clarify the differences between Homasote Precision-Built Construction and all other mass production methods of house-building. But its scope and interest are wide. We will welcome the opportunity to send you a copy.

To date, $8,000,000 of private homes and $30,000,000 of Government housing have been built by Homasote Precision-Built Construction—always with local labor and the cooperation of local suppliers and contractors.

HOMASOTE COMPANY, Trenton, N. J.
This
permanent
insulating
material
is
9 parts air
1 part glass

PC FOAMGLAS INSULATION is of cellular construction. It is impervious to the deteriorating agents which attack other insulating materials. Therefore, it retains its unique insulating qualities throughout the life of buildings in which it is installed.

Since it is glass, PC Foamglas is proof against moisture, vapors, acid fumes, vermin and fire. It is rigid, durable, light in weight, easily installed and needs no maintenance.

When used on roofs, PC Foamglas has proved its ability to help maintain predetermined temperatures and desired humidity levels. In walls, floors, ceilings, partitions, insulated screens and shields, PC Foamglas also solves insulating problems in a wide variety of plants and other buildings. It comes in blocks 12" x 18", from 2" to 6" thick, packed in cartons.

We shall be glad to send you complete engineering data, charts and graphs which indicate where and how you can use PC Foamglas advantageously. Just fill in and mail the convenient coupon and your free copy of our new folder on PC Foamglas Insulation will be forwarded promptly. You incur no obligation.

MAIL COUPON TODAY

Pittsburgh Corning Corporation
2874-4 Grant Building, Pittsburgh 11, Pa.
Please send me, without obligation, your FREE literature on PC Foamglas.

Name: ___________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________
City: ___________________________ State: ____________
Barclay is on active duty, serving in Barracks, Cantonments, Hospitals (even on Medical Corps tables), Housing, Factories, Planes and Airports. What Barclay's engineers have learned in meeting war's demands will be at your service some happy day-Barclay with an even better plastic surface and a complete gamut of colors.

For lasting wall beauty, economy and ease of erection, build and re-build with Barclay.

Write now for the Barclay Catalog for your post-war planning.

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD

the most durable material for hanging windows

WHERE THE NEED IS GREATEST
Samson Braided Cords Serve Best
Now and Always

SAMSON CORDAGE WORKS
BOSTON 10, MASS.

SAMSON SPOT SASH CORD


For Victory today... and prosperity tomorrow, keep the War Bond Pay-roll Savings Plan rolling in your firm. Get that flag flying now! Your State War Savings Staff Administrator will gladly explain how you may do so.

If your firm has not already installed the Pay-roll Savings Plan, now is the time to do so. For full details, plus samples of result-getting literature and promotional helps, write or wire: War Savings Staff, Section F, Treasury Department, 709 Twelfth Street NW. Washington, D. C.
Windows... in Harmony with GOOD Design

OUTSTANDING architectural design may be only a little different from the ordinary. But those little differences are the very things which the extraordinary designer does not overlook!

THE ADAMS & WESTLAKE COMPANY
ESTABLISHED IN 1857
ELKHART, INDIANA
NEW YORK - CHICAGO

MANUFACTURERS OF ADLAKE NON-FERROUS METAL WINDOWS
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BRIEFLY TOLD:
The Timken-Detroit Axle Company has won for the second time the Army-Navy Production Award for meritorious services on the production front. The award was accompanied by congratulations from Under Secretary of War Robert P. Patterson who said, "You may well be proud of your achievement." All three Timken plants received the citation and star. Timken is the nation's largest supplier of Axles, Brakes and Transfer Cases for the Armed Forces. Although Timken military shipments were at high levels early in 1940, they have been constantly increased until today they are more than 800% in excess of 1940 shipments.

*TSA has more dealers today than at any other time in its long and successful history. Another sure sign of the high esteem in which Timken products are held by the trade.

More than 3/4-million helpful pieces of literature have been mailed to Timken users during 1942 (we'll mail you sample copies on request). Timken's recent 16-page booklet on how to keep equipment in good condition and reduce the need for service, mailed free to all Timken users, has brought a flood of letters of appreciation.

Samples of a new correspondence sticker are in the mails to all Timken Dealers. The sticker contains the welcome message, "After Victory — plenty of all fuels for heating homes automatically at reasonable costs." Encouraging news on postwar fuel oil supplies, backed up by expert opinion, will be released shortly.

*TSA engineers are burning the midnight oil on postwar plans. Details of progress — new developments, new products, and product improvements — will be announced from time to time in Timken Heat (Timken's magazine for dealers and their employees).

We are proud of the performance records of Timken Silent Automatic Oil Burners under wartime fuel restrictions.

Not only have Timken owners enjoyed warmer, more comfortable temperatures per gallon of rationed oil, but Timken Burners have required substantially less service than the ordinary pressure or gun type.

This is due to the famous Wall-Flame principle, and the fact that Timken Burners have only One Moving Part.

We're working now with only one thought in mind — building still better products for the postwar era.

We'll be ready, then, not only with improved heating and air conditioning equipment, but also with other new products for the home.

For Timken, this program is instance of continued — and steadily growing — user good will. For the architect it assures greater client satisfaction, as well as the knowledge that he is recommending the best equipment in its field.
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The best attempts to picture the “Post-War” home are, basically, logical outgrowths of experience, of ideas and products that time has shown to be good. In a previous post-war period the “revolutionary” idea of a one-piece, non-overflow and quiet water closet became a reality when Case introduced the famous “T/N”—the outcome of experience and good ideas.

Winning immediate acceptance by the architect, engineer, builder and merchant plumber—and the home-owner—the “T/N” has become a mark of excellence in America’s finest homes and public buildings, and at an average price of only $50 to $60.

At present the “T/N is available only for essential replacements. But our experience, and your own too, makes this a reasonable promise—that after the war the “T/N” will be better than ever. W. A. Case & Son Mfg. Co., Buffalo 3. Founded 1853.

Case
LIFETIME PLUMBING FIXTURES
When your plans for postwar interiors call for flush doors—write Paine Rezo in your specifications. You and your client will both find advantages in this decision, for the patented Rezo air cell door provides greater strength plus extra rigidity. In terms of use and service these construction features mean no swelling or shrinking, no future alignment troubles, quiet, smooth operation for the lifetime of the building.

In homes, Paine Rezo doors make rooms seem larger, more attractive. In office buildings they contribute a modern appearance, attract tenants. In institutions and public buildings they add a feeling of spaciousness and efficiency. Back of them is America's oldest and largest producer of flush type doors with a record of nearly half a century of successful installations from coast to coast. Write today for illustrated, factual bulletins on Paine Rezo doors.
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Mullins Mfg. Corp ........................................... 101
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National Electrical Manufacturers Association ... 104, 105
National Lead Company .................................... 146
National Life Insurance Company, The ............... 110
National Gypsum Company .................................. 42
Norge Division, Borg-Warner Corporation .......... 22
Vorton Laster Company ...................................... 110
Overhead Door Corporation .................................. Cover IV
Owens-Illinois Glass Company ............................ 40
Pacific Steel Boilers ........................................ App. 157
Palace Corporation ........................................... 107
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Payne Furnace & Supply Co ................................ 162
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company ......................... 165
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(Affiliate of Richmond Fireproof Door Co.)
Ponderosa Pine Woodwork ................................. 150
Pratt & Lambert, Inc ......................................... 119
Republic Steel Corporation ................................ 108, 109
Resinous Products & Chemical Company, The .... App. 33
Rhine Copper & Brass, Incorporated ..................... 134, 135
Richmond Fireproof Door Company ...................... 5
(Affiliate with The Peelle Company)
Robscope Company ........................................... 322
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Samson Cordage Works ........................................ 166
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Sedgwick Machine Works .................................... 131
Served, Inc ...................................................... 145
Sloan Valve Company ......................................... 108
Sonneborn Sons Inc., L ...................................... 173
Square D Company ........................................... 111
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Steel Division .................................................. 10
(Great Lakes Steel Corporation)
Structural Clay Products Institute ....................... 129
Superior Steel Corporation ................................ Opp. 156
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Tennessee Coal, Iron & Railroad Company ............ 154
(United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary)
Tile-Tex Company, The ...................................... 122
Timber Engineering Company ............................ 133
Timber Structures, Inc. ..................................... 146
Time ............................................................ 125
Timken Silent Automatic Division ....................... 168
(The Timken-Detroit Axle Co.)
Trumex Company, The ...................................... 149
Truscon Steel Company ...................................... App. 137
United States Gypsum Company ....... 139, 172
United States Radiator Corporation ................... Opp. 157
United States Steel Corporation ........................ 136, 154
Universal Atlas Cement Co .................................. 136
(United States Steel Corporation Subsidiary)
Upson Company, The ....................................... 35
Wakefield, F. W. Brass Co., The ......................... 116
Waterfilm Boilers, Inc ...................................... 158
We, H. Henry, Mfg. Co., Inc. ............................ 23
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co ........ 24
Williams Oil-O-Matic Heating Corporation .......... 33
York Heat Division of York-Shipley, Inc ............. 121
Youngstown Pressed Steel Division ..................... 101
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FOR WAR HOUSING—POST-WAR PLANNING

Here's a Kitchen Maid modern kitchen—a combination of units from its line of advanced cabinetry which is available today for war housing; ready to be specified in peace-time plans as well. With Kitchen Maid's factory producing 50,000 war kitchens, there is no serious re-conversion problem, and the entire line will be quickly available for all residential purposes after V-Day.

Developed before the war, proved by extensive war housing experience, this new cabinetry is the fulfillment of present and early post-war needs. It is constantly being specified for projects of all types. And composite construction is the principal reason for its wide acceptance.

Made of hardwood, plywood, and other compositions, Kitchen Maid Cabinetry combines all the advantages of the best materials available—each used where it serves best, gives greatest strength and longest life. Remarkably flexible, too—with standard units to fit practically any arrangement. Before planning another war or post-war job, see your Kitchen Maid dealer, or—

WRITE FOR THIS NEW FOLDER

The Kitchen Maid Corp., 442 Snowden Street, Andrews, Indiana. Please send new folder on "Kitchen Maid War and Post-War Cabinetry."

Name: 
Address:  
[ ] Architect  [ ] Builder  [ ] Dealer  [ ] Owner

KITCHEN MAID
FOUNDER OF MODERN KITCHEN UNITS

February 1944
"Sets Building Time Ahead"

TAKES ANY FORM OF DECORATION—Any finish that is sprayed, brushed or pasted on may be successfully applied to Sheetrock; or it may be purchased already decorated—ready to apply.

FIREPROOF—Made from Gypsum rock that will not burn. Sheetrock walls and ceilings form a fire-armor that fights the spread of fire and protects the building framework underneath.

"WELDED WALLS"—Panel joints concealed and welded together by Perf-A-Tape...stronger than the panels of Sheetrock themselves.

VERMIN-PROOF—Sheetrock has a mineral core...it does not attract or support vermin of any kind.

WON'T WARP OR BUCKLE—Sheetrock is like a stone wall. It does not twist and pull out of shape with changes in temperature and humidity conditions.

Sheetrock
Fireproof WALL AND CEILING PANEL

Processed wall and ceiling panels, ready to apply—that’s what Sheetrock*, the fireproof wallboard, means. These new Sheetrock building ways save hours and days...save precious man-power...save all along the line...no waiting or wasting time.

The big panels go up fast. Trim can be applied immediately...any form of decoration can go on at once—or with Pre-decorated Sheetrock, the board is already finished in pastel or woodgrain effects. When the board is on, the job is done...and well done.

For Sheetrock is made from gypsum rock that will not burn. When fire strikes, Sheetrock fights a delaying action and protects the structure underneath. Sheetrock may be purchased in various sizes and thicknesses, joints may be concealed and "welded" with Perf-A-Tape* or made a part of the decoration with "Panel-Wall" method.

Proved in the past with an eye to the future, Sheetrock enters the new era of building at the head of the "preferred list" as the most widely used and best known name in gypsum wallboard.

UNITED STATES GYPSUM
300 WEST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

This famous trademark identifies products of United States Gypsum Company—where for 40 years research has developed better, safer building materials.

FIREPROOF GYPSUM
The World's most widely used Mineral for making Fireproof Wall and Ceiling Materials
Lumarith® and Vimlite® plastic glazing give seedlings a better start. They transmit sunshine—its radiant heat and ultra-violet rays, holding the heat and protecting against sudden cold snaps by superior insulating qualities.

Lumarith and Vimlite, in panes and rolls, are light in weight, flexible, non-breaking and extremely tough. In the greenhouse, solaria, poultry building and storm sash, they do a major job of bringing health benefits to living and growing things.

Plastic glazing is but one illustration of the adaptability of plastics to the ordinary services around the home, and, like plastic hardware, plumbing and electrical fixtures, it forecasts the increasing importance of plastics in construction. As architects, designers and manufacturers become more familiar with this versatile material, they will discover the new ways in which plastics can contribute to function and design.

Write for the Celanese booklet on plastic glazing. It contains samples to stimulate your imagination. Celanese Celluloid Corporation, the first name in plastics, a division of Celanese Corporation of America, 180 Madison Avenue, New York City 16.
The "Overhead Door" with the Miracle Wedge has become an essential of war production plant everywhere... And when post-war building comes, it will be available everywhere to fit any opening. The "Overhead Door" will give you fast, uninterrupted service.

Tracks and hardware of salt spray resistant.

Any "Overhead Door" may be manually or electrically operated. Sold and installed Nation-Wide Sales-Installation Service.

Buy War Bonds